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Abstract
Bone is a structure finely tuned to its mechanical environment. Strain detection in the 

skeleton is thought to be effected by bone lining cells and osteocytes embedded within the 

bone matrix. However, because bone is a composite material with multiple enclosed 

cavities and a complex architecture, the strain to which cells are subjected to in vivo and to 

which they react remains unknown.

This thesis examined the sensitivity of cells o f the osteoblastic lineage to mechanical strain 

using three different methods. First, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was used to 

mechanically stimulate the cells and measure their elasticity, whilst changes in intracellular 

calcium concentrations were monitored with a confocal microscope. Post-hoc, the strain 

applied was calculated. The proportion of cells reacting by increasing their intracellular 

calcium concentrations followed a dose response curve with 50% of the cells reacting for 

2.5% strain. Second, patch-clamp electrophysiology and simultaneous video-microscopy 

were combined to provide an experimental curve relating the length of the membrane 

extension into the micropipette to the aspiration pressure and the opening of 

mechanosensitive channels in response to pressure. A finite element simulation of the 

membrane aspiration into the micropipette revealed that strains superior to 20% were 

needed to open mechano-sensitive channels. Third, digital strain estimation was applied to 

Green Fluorescent Protein-actin or tubulin transfected melanoma cells to provide an 

estimate of the strain magnitude needed to elicit a rise in intracellular calcium 

concentration in response to micropipette poking. Intercellular communication was also 

examined.

Many studies in vitro have studied the mechanisms o f cellular adaptation to mechanical 

strains; however, the applied strains remain unknown and results fi*om different techniques 

cannot be compared. By combining experimental determination of cell profiles and 

elasticities by AFM with finite element modelling, we calculated the cellular strains 

exerted by common whole cell straining techniques and micromanipulation techniques.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.1 Overview

With the lengthening of life expectancy in most countries and the shift towards a more 

sedentary life style, bone fracture is a prevalent risk among an increasing elderly 

population. Understanding the cellular pathways involved in bone adaptation to its 

mechanical usage is of great interest for clinical applications. Indeed, bones are load- 

bearing structures that adapt to their mechanical usage in a cell-driven process that results 

in either the formation o f additional bone or the resorption of excess bone. Hence, the 

study of the cellular pathways involved in the detection of mechanical strain is of great 

importance and its understanding may lead to the discovery of new therapies to counter the 

effects o f diseases such as osteoporosis. Each year, in the United States alone, osteoporosis 

is the cause of an estimated 260 000 hip fractures in patients of over 65 years o f age (as 

cited in Keyak et al., 1998). Due to complications of the fractures, a significant number of 

the patients die and the lifestyle of the majority is significantly impaired. Recently, much 

hope has been placed in bisphosphonate-based treatments. These drugs, which inhibit the 

resorptive phase o f bone remodelling with great efficacy, slow the loss of bone mass. 

However, they interrupt the remodelling cycle and prevent the formation of new bone -ef- 

bone. Hence, the quality o f existing bone slowly degrades and micro-cracks accumulate. In 

contrast to drugs such as the bisphosphonates, compounds stimulating bone formation 

would both stop bone loss and maintain bone quality. For example, this could be achieved 

by enhancing the sensitivity of bone cells to mechanical strain leading to bone formation 

even in response to low exercise regimen. However, before such compounds can be 

discovered, new means of quantifying cell sensitivity to mechanical strain have to be 

devised.

This introduction will first give an overview of bone biology and microstructure, then 

discuss bone adaptation to mechanical strain and the cellular means of detecting 

mechanical strain. Second, it will detail applications o f Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

to biology. Third, the principles and biological applications of Finite Element Modelling 

(FEM) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) will be discussed. Finally, an outline of 

this thesis will be given.
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1.2 Bone Cells

There are three main types of cells in bone: osteoblasts, osteoclasts and osteocytes. All 

three are involved in the maintenance and synthesis o f the bone tissue throughout life. 

They are engaged in two major processes: bone modelling whereby bone is formed or 

adapted to a new mechanical environment (formation > resorption) and bone remodelling 

whereby bone maintenance is performed (formation = resorption). Both processes occur as 

a result o f a synchronised action between these three types of cells (Marks and Hermey, 

1996).

1.2.1 Osteoblasts and Bone-lining cells

Osteoblasts (Figs 1-6A, 1-6B and 1-6C) are mono-nucleated cuboidal cells derived from 

multi-potential stem cells that can also differentiate into chondrocytes, adipocytes or 

myoblasts (Alberts et al., 1994; Grigoriadis et al., 1988; Owen and Friedenstein, 1988). 

They are responsible for the synthesis of the organic components of the bone matrix in the 

form of unmineralised osteoid (Junqueira et al., 1989). The osteoid is composed of type I 

collagen, proteoglycans and glycoproteins. Osteoblasts initiate mineralisation via alkaline 

phosphatase and the osteoid becomes mineralised with hydroxyapatite crystals 

(Caio(P0 4 )6(OH)2). As bone matrix deposition proceeds, some osteoblasts become trapped 

in the newly deposited matrix and differentiate into osteocytes. Quiescent surface 

osteoblasts turn into bone lining cells, which can be reactivated upon mechanical 

stimulation to become active osteoblasts (Chow et al., 1998a). Bone-lining cells display a 

flattened morphology, cover all o f the bone surfaces and communicate with the osteocytes 

via linked cellular extensions (Miller and Jee, 1989; Palumbo et al., 1990; Yellowley et al., 

2000).

1.2.2 Osteocytes

Osteocytes, while possessing most o f the characteristics of osteoblasts, have lost the ability 

to synthesise osteoid. They reside in a cavity, called a lacuna, surrounded by a 

proteoglycan-rich fluid space (Fig 1-1). Osteocytes develop filopodial processes, which 

serve to link them to other osteocytes and to bone lining cells on the bone surface through 

gap junctions (Kusuzaki et al., 2000; Marotti et al., 1995; Palumbo et al., 1990; Sissons et 

al., 1990; Yellowley et al., 2000). These fllopodial contacts provide a mechanism whereby 

the osteocytes receive nutrients and metabolites from blood vessels (Cowin et al., 1991). 

The cavities in which these fllopodial processes reside are known as canaliculi. Osteocytes 

are the most numerous of bone cells (Nijweide et al., 1996).
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1.2.3 Osteoclasts

Osteoclasts are large multi-nucleated cells derived from the fusion of blood-derived 

mononuclear cells (Fig 1-6C) (Junqueira et al., 1989). Their formation is controlled by the 

osteoblasts through the balance in synthesis of the membrane protein receptor activator of 

nuclear factor kB  ligand (RANKL), which binds to RANK receptors on forming and 

mature osteoclasts, and the soluble decoy-receptor osteoprotegerin (OPG), which competes 

with RANK for RANKL binding sites (Teitelbaum, 2000). As bone resorption starts, 

osteoclasts form a ring-shaped F-actin rich zone (the ‘clear zone’) which contributes to the 

creation of a well-isolated microenvironment between the cell and the bone matrix (the 

seal is impermeable to molecules above 40 000 Da; Stenbeck and Horton, 2000). This 

microenvironment is acidified to a pH of approximately 4.5 through the action of 

osteoclast H^-ATPases (Sundquist et al., 1990), which degrades the mineral component of 

the bone matrix. The organic matrix of bone is degraded using acid cathepsins (especially 

cathepsin K), neutral collagenases and other proteolytic enzymes secreted by osteoclasts 

(Vaananen and Harkonen, 1996). Degraded bone matrix transcytoses through the 

hasolateral cell body prior to exocytose from a specialised secretory domain located at the 

apical cap (Nesbitt and Horton, 1997; Salo et al., 1997). Osteoclasts have also been 

proposed to degrade osteocytes present within the tissue being resorbed (Elmardi et al., 

1990).

1.3 Bone Microstructure

Osteoblasts secrete two types of bone: woven or immature bone and lamellar bone. Woven 

hone is a temporary structure, which is formed through the random deposition of collagen 

fibres by osteoblasts. It possesses a lower mineral content than lamellar bone and has a 

higher proportion of osteocytes (Junqueira et al., 1989). Woven bone can be synthesised in 

any connective tissue and as a consequence, it appears during the formation and the repair 

of bony tissues. In contrast, lamellar bone can only be deposited appositionally onto 

previously existing bone and is a permanent tissue. It is deposited in layers (called 

lamellae) of 3 to 7 pm in thickness that are either parallel to each other (as in trabecular 

bone) or concentrically organised (as in osteonal systems. Fig 1-1). Successive lamellae 

coalesce via a cementing substance, known as the cement line, that consists of mineralised 

matrix with few collagen fibres (Junqueira et al., 1989). The mechanical function of the 

cement line seems to be to arrest crack propagation (Prendergast et al., 1997).
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Osteocyte Lacuna
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Figure 1-1. Bone Structure.

Micro-computed tomography o f  the head o f  a split femur. Adult long bone is composed o f  two different types o f  bony tissue with 

specific micro-architectures. Trabecular bone (a micro-CT o f which is shown here) is found at the epiphyses o f  bones. It is composed of  

a complex assembly o f struts (or trabecula) and plates. Mechanically, it serves to redirect the forces applied at the joints along the long 

axis o f  the bone. The internal spaces within the trabecular bone are filled with haemopoietic bone marrow. The external portion o f bone 

is composed o f  a dense layer o f  cortical or compact bone that is designed to work in compression. Cortical bone (a transversal cut o f  

which is shown here) is composed o f cylindrical units called osteons. Osteons are composed o f  concentrically deposited layers o f  

lamellar bone separated by cement lines and centred on a blood vessel called the Haversian canal. During the synthesis o f  bone, some 

osteoblasts get trapped within the matrix and become osteocytes. The cavity in which they reside is called an osteocyte lacuna (black 

areas in the region boxed in yellow).

Both micro-CT images were obtained from Scanco Gmbh, Bassersdorf, Switzerland. The cortical bone cut is from Alberts et al. (1994). 

The scanning electron microscopy image is from Sissons et al. (1990).
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Lamellar bone is found in two structures throughout the body: trabecular bone and cortical

or compact bone (Fig 1-1). Trabecular bone is found in the extremity of long bones. It can

be pictured as an assembly of interconnected beams and plates (Figs 1-1, 1-2B and 1-2C).

The beams are referred to as trabeculae and they are formed of parallel lamellae o f cortical

bone. These lamellae house a number of osteocytes. As the osteocyte nutrients are supplied

merely through diffusion, the trabeculae are limited in size to a maximum diameter of 200

to 300 pm.

Cortical bone is composed of a parallel assembly of units called osteons or Haversian 

systems (Fig 1-1). Osteons can be envisioned as thick-walled hollow cylinders with a 

blood vessel running through the central cavity. The cavity in which the blood vessel lies is 

called a Haversian canal. Haversian canals are linked to the periosteal bone surfaces by 

horizontal vessels called Volkmann’s canals. This system serves to supply nutrients to the 

osteocytes that are trapped between the lamellae of bone surrounding the Haversian canals. 

Osteons are composed of 4 to 20 concentric lamellae, the number being limited by 

constraints on nutrient diffusion to the osteocytes furthest away from the Haversian canal. 

Outer and inner circumferential lamellae serve to give the periosteum and endosteum their 

circular shapes. Interstitial lamellae fill in the gaps between osteons.

1.4 Bone Adaptation

Bone is a structure that is continuously being turned over. At any given time, 

approximately 15% of the adult skeleton is undergoing remodelling. In particular, if  bone 

is submitted to increased usage (e.g. heavy exercising), its mass increases, whereas, if  bone 

is in a state of disuse (e.g. bed rest or long term space travel; Lucas, 1977), bone mass is 

lost (Leblanc et al., 1990; McCarthy et al., 2000; Vico et al., 1998). However, use or disuse 

are not the only factors dictating bone mass. Indeed, environmental factors (such as diet or 

stress), hormones (such as estrogen), and the genetic inheritance also play a role.

1.4.1 Whole Bone and Tissue Level Adaptation

In 1881, Roux suggested that bone adaptation and formation were the result o f locally 

regulated cellular processes (Huiskes, 2000; Roux, 1881). Comparing the trabecular 

patterns to the stress trajectories in a similarly shaped continuous material, W olff first 

introduced the idea that bone is a structure adapted to its mechanical environment (Wolff, 

1892): "''The law o f  bone remodelling is the law according to which alterations o f  the 

internal architecture... as well as secondary alterations o f  the external form  o f  the bones...
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occur as a consequence ofprimary changes in the shape... or in the stressing o f  the bones^^ 

(From Marcus, 2001). This assumption has become known as W olffs law.

Since then, there have been many in vivo experiments confirming these original 

observations. Using strain gauges fixed onto the long bones of live animals, Lanyon and 

Smith (1969) and Rubin and Lanyon (1984a) reported the peak tissue-strain magnitudes in 

a variety of animal species. Because these peak tissue-strains were extremely close 

between species and limbs (varying from 2100 to 3200 pa during strenuous exercise), it 

was hypothesised that bone might adapt its structure to maintain a certain level of tissue 

strain. This idea was enticing, in particular because strain is an easily measurable variable. 

Frost (1973) and Hert et al. (1971) showed that static strains did not influence bone mass in 

vivo. Lanyon and Rubin (1984b) mechanically isolated the ulna of live turkey and 

submitted these, via external pins, to a controlled number of daily loading events of a given 

strain. To assess bone formation, they injected the animals with fluorescent markers at two 

different time points. Only four daily loading cycles o f 0.1% strain (1000 ps) were needed 

to maintain bone mass. If a higher strain magnitude was applied for the same number of 

cycles or a similar strain magnitude for a larger number o f cycles, bone mass was 

increased.

Based on these observations, a law relating the applied mechanical strain to the evolution 

of bone mass was proposed by Frost in 1987 (the mechanostat theory. Fig 2D) (Frost, 

1987). Duncan and Turner (1995) reported a fourfold increase in bone formation when the 

loading frequency was 2 MHz as compared to static loading. Turner et al. (1995) reported 

that the amount of bone formation is directly proportional to the rate of strain in the bone 

tissue. Mosley and Lanyon (1998) showed that higher strain rates elicited a higher 

osteogenic response in rat ulnae. Chow et al. (1998a) showed that a single 5 minute strain 

episode could reactivate bone lining cells without extra recruitment of osteoblasts. Using a 

novel approach in which a bone defect is created within a dog tibia and mechanically 

isolated in a porous titanium chamber implanted in the tibia, Guldberg et al.(1997) showed 

that dynamic mechanical loading enhances the amount of bone formed as well as the 

connectivity of the newly formed trabecular structure.

It should be noted that all of the strains reported from in vivo measurements are tissue level 

strains (i.e. whole bone strains) measured with strain gauges. Because bone is a composite 

material with many embedded cavities (e.g. Haversian canals, osteocyte lacunae.
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Figure 1-2. Bone adaptation to mechanical strain.

A, Long term space flight or colonisation o f planets with different gravities than earth (Lucas, 1977) will acutely pose the problem o f  

bone loss during micro-gravity on return to the home planet.

B, Scanning electron microscopy picture o f a normal trabecular bone network (courtesy o f  Alan Boyde). Bar=100 pm.

C, Scanning electron microscopy picture o f  osteoporotic trabecular bone. Many trabeculae have been lost and the network is less dense. 

The remaining trabeculae are thinner (white arrow) and some have been perforated and cut by osteoclastic resorption (black arrow). 

Bar=100 pm.

D, Changes in bone mineral density in the skull and lower limb bones resulting from a long period o f  bedrest or space flight. Data taken 

from (Leblanc et al., 1990; McCarthy et al., 2000).

E, Frost’s mechanostat theory relating the change in bone mass to the bone surface strain. If only low strains are applied onto bone 

(disuse), bone mass is lost. If only physiological strains are exerted, no change in mass occurs. If higher strains are applied (overuse and 

pathological situations), bone mass addition ensues.
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Volkmann’s canals) and a complex micro-architecture, strain magnitude within bone

would not be expected to be the same as on the bone surface. Indeed, strains around

osteocyte lacunae have been reported to be up to one order of magnitude larger than tissue

level strains (Hollister et ah, 1994). Therefore, the widely cited physiological strain levels

of 1000-3000 ps are truly physiological only on the bone surface (Donahue et al., 1995;

Mosley and Lanyon, 1998; Rubin and Lanyon, 1984b).

Bone loss due to disuse has been studied with much attention in animals (using the rat tail 

suspension assay; Morey-Holton and Globus, 1998) and in humans (either after long-term 

space flights or in bedrest studies). Most interest stemmed from the fact that, very early in 

the space flight programs of the USA and the USSR, an increase in urinary calcium was 

noticed after as little as 3 days in flight indicating a loss of skeletal calcium (Vico et al., 

1998) (Fig 1-2A). In studies of the effect of bed rest on bone loss, bone resorption 

increased both in the cancellous and the cortical bone and surfaces of osteoblast activation 

were reduced after twelve weeks (Vico et al., 1998). Interestingly, in bedrest experiments 

or long-term space flights, bone loss seems to vary from location to location in the skeleton 

with the load-bearing bones being more affected (Leblanc et al., 1990; McCarthy et al., 

2000; Vico et al., 1998) (Fig 1-2C).

1.4.2 Bone Remodelling Cycle

Remodelling allows the skeleton to locally adapt bone mass to applied mechanical stimuli 

and to repair damage to the bone matrix (Fig 1-3). Initiation of the remodelling cycle in a 

particular location can either be the result o f a stochastic process or cellular signalling (Ott 

SM, 2001).

In normal physiology, the first step o f the remodelling process is the recruitment of 

osteoclasts-precursors to the bone remodelling unit (BMU) and the subsequent formation 

of osteoclasts in the region, presumably through increased expression of RANKL on bone 

lining cell membrane (see paragraph 1.2.3). The newly formed osteoclasts resorb the 

existing bone matrix (resorption phase. Fig 1-3 A) before apoptosing after approximately 

12 days (Ott SM, 2001). Different processes o f resorption exist for cortical and trabecular 

bone. In cortical bone, the osteoclasts tunnel through the bone matrix creating what is 

known as a ‘cutting cone’. Cutting cones are 100 to 200 pm wide and up to 4 mm long 

(Parfitt, 2001). In trabecular bone, osteoclasts excavate a shallow lacuna known as 

‘Howship’s lacuna’ (similar to the pit shown in Fig 1-6C). In either case, osteoblasts.
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derived either from the existing bone lining cells (Chow et ah, 1998a), or from newly

recruited osteoblast precursors, follow the osteoclasts and invade the resorption pit once

they have left the area (activation phase. Fig 1-3B), The osteoblasts then secrete osteoid

(demineralised bone matrix) to replace the resorbed matrix (Reversal phase. Fig 1-3C).

During the process some osteoblasts are trapped within the bone matrix (Fig 1-3C) and

mature into osteocytes (For nice pictures o f this, see: Kusuzaki et ah (2000) and Marotti et

ah (1995)). After 15 days, the osteoid begins to mineralise via the action of alkaline

phosphatase secreted by the osteoblasts (Ott SM, 2001).

In normal physiology, the amount of bone mass secreted during the reversal phase is 

exactly equal to that resorbed. However, during bone adaptation to enhanced mechanical 

strain, the amount of bone secreted exceeds the amount o f resorbed matrix (Fig 1-4B). In 

contrast, post-menopause or in cases of disuse, bone resorption exceeds bone secretion, 

leading to global loss of bone mass (Fig 1-4C). Once the reversal phase is complete, the 

osteoblasts become quiescent and acquire the flattened morphology of bone-lining cells 

(Fig 1-3D).

Recently, it has been shown that resorption in trabecular bone may take place in 

specialised compartments separated from the marrow by a bone-lining cell monolayer that 

entirely covers the resorption pit during excavation and synthesis of bone (Hauge et al., 

2001). How pit depth, area or resorption duration are regulated is, as o f yet, unknown. 

However, detection of mechanical strain gradients by osteoclasts could play a role in 

directing the resorption direction (Martin and Burr, 1989; Smit and Burger, 2000). In 

certain cases, such as mechanically induced bone formation, the prior resorption o f matrix 

does not seem necessary for appositional bone deposition to proceed (Fig 1-4B). Indeed, a 

single period of mechanical stimulation can give rise to an osteogenic stimulus (Chambers 

et al., 1993) and this is unaffected if resorption is blocked by administration o f a large dose 

o f bisphosphonates (Jagger et al., 1995).

1.5 Detection of Strain Is a Cell-driven Process

As early as 1881, Roux (1881) suggested that the formation and adaptation of trabecular 

bone to its function was a process regulated by the cells within bone. Over the past decade, 

there has been a growing consensus that osteocytes or bone-lining cells act as the sensing 

system in bone (Fig 1-4) (Cowin et al., 1991; Huiskes, 2000; Lanyon, 1993; Martin, 2002; 

Nijweide et al., 2001). However, most o f the evidence for this is circumstantial. Both cell
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types have been shown to be mechanically sensitive in vitro and have a wide distribution

throughout bone. Osteocytes have been favoured as they are ideally situated to sense

strains applied onto the bone matrix and serve no other obvious purpose in bone biology.

Furthermore, osteocytes are linked to each othei and to bone lining cells through gap-

junction lined cellular extensions thereby forming a cellular network that extends from the

matrix to the bone surface (Figs 1-3 and 1-4) (Kusuzaki et al., 2000; Palumbo et al., 1990;

Weinbaum et al., 1994; Yellowley et al., 2000). Bone lining cells cover more than 80% of

the trabecular and endocortical surfaces of adult bone (Parfitt, 1983) and can be reactivated

by a single loading event (Chow et al., 1998a).

Computer simulations of bone adaptation to mechanical strain have provided many 

insights into the cell types involved in the detection of, and adaptation to, mechanical 

stimuli. Mullender et al.(1997) showed that remodelling directed by the osteocytic network 

yielded structures that resisted the same applied loads with less bone mass than those 

resulting from remodelling initiated solely by bone-lining cells. Smith et al.(1997) showed 

that both osteocytes and bone-lining cells could direct trabecular bone adaptation. Koontz 

et al.(2001) showed that strain detection and adaptation by bone-lining 

cells could create a well-connected trabecular network from a random distribution of 

unconnected bone nodules. The simulated networks compared favourably to biopsies of 

newly formed trabecular bone submitted to unidirectional cyclic compressive strain in a 

bone chamber (Guldberg et al., 1997).

1.6 What Stimulus Do Bone Cells Sense?

There have been many hypotheses as to the nature o f the mechanical stimulus that bone 

cells detect including membrane stretch, fluid shear, streaming potentials, and matrix strain 

(Fig 1-5A).

Bone cells have been proposed to directly sense the deformations applied onto the bone 

matrix through the resulting changes in cell length (Frost, 1987; Lanyon, 1996). In vitro 

experiments on osteoblastic cells cultured on .stretchable substrates have shown that 

osteoblasts are responsive to deformations applied to their matrix (Fermor et al., 1998; 

Toma et al., 1997a; Wozniak et al., 2000).
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Figure 1-3. Bone remodelling cycle.

A, Osteoclasts are recruited to the site o f  resorption and activated. They form a tight seal between the bone surface and the cell

membrane forming a micro-environment favourable to bone degradation and start resorbing the bone matrix.

B, Cells o f  the osteoblastic lineage invade the resorption cavity once the osteoclast has left it and acquire the typical cuboidal 

morphology o f matrix secreting osteoblasts.

C, New unmineralised osteoid is synthesised in the bone resorption cavity. During synthesis, some osteoblasts become trapped within 

the newly formed matrix and start connecting with pre-existing osteocytes.

D, Once synthesis is finished, the osteoblasts either apoptose or revert to the bone lining cell morphology, the pre-osteocytes mature to

an osteocytic phenotype, and the osteoid slowly mineralises.
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Figure 1-4. Bone modelling.

A, In normal physiology, osteocytes detect mechanical strain applied onto the bone matrix and send signals to bone lining cells.

B, If higher strains than normal are applied, the osteocytic signals cause the bone lining cells to revert to the matrix synthesising 

osteoblast phenotype. New bone matrix is deposited until the level o f  strains sensed by osteocytes returns to physiological values. After 

synthesis has ended, the osteoblasts become quiescent bone lining cells.

C, In case o f  disuse, the strains applied onto the bone matrix are too small to be sensed by the osteocytes and these do not send any 

signals to the bone lining cells. Osteoclastic resorption ensues until matrix strains are returned to physiological values.

Adapted from Nijweide et al. (2001).
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Deformation of the bony tissue causes the circulation of extra-vascular fluids through the

bone (Knothe Tate et ah, 2000), which can give rise to shear stresses up to 3 Pa (30

dyn.cm'^) around the osteocytes and osteocytic processes (Weinbaum et ah, 1994). Hence,

shear stress has also been proposed to be the stimulus to which bone cells are responsive.

Furthermore, in vitro experiments on both osteocytes and osteoblasts have shown that both

cell types are responsive to the level of shear stress predicted (Ajubi et ah, 1999; Smalt et

ah, 1997; You et ah, 2000a).

A consequence of load-induced fluid flow is the displacement o f ionic charges through the 

bone matrix. This creates streaming potentials that have been proposed as a potential 

stimulus for the detection of bone deformation (Harrigan and Hamilton, 1993). However, 

this theory has been seriously discredited by two recent experiments (Bakker et ah, 2001; 

Hung et ah, 1996a) in which the streaming potential was varied without varying the shear 

stress. No changes in the cellular reactions were observed, hence invalidating the theory. 

Finally, micro-cracks, or fatigue micro-damage, in the bone matrix have been proposed as 

a remodelling stimulus based on the spatial proximity between micro-cracks and apoptotic 

osteocytes and bone remodelling units (Martin, 2002; Reilly, 2000; Verborgt et ah, 2000).

1.7 Strain Sensing by Ceiis

Virtually all cell types have been reported to adapt to their mechanical environment 

(Donahue et ah, 1995). Direct sensing of strain by cells can be mediated by a variety of 

means that, as a first step, involve either stretch-activated cation channels, integrin 

transmembrane receptors, G-proteins or tyrosine kinases (Fig 1-5A) (Sachs and Morris, 

1998; Gudi et ah, 1998; Banes et ah, 1995; Malek and Izumo, 1996). All of these have 

been reported in osteoblasts.

Stretch-activated (or mechano-sensitive) ion channels are ion channels that open in 

response to stretch applied onto the cell membrane were originally discovered by Guharay 

and Sachs (1984). They have since been identified in a variety of cells through their 

functional properties using patch-clamp electrophysiology (Sachs and Morris, 1998), and 

mechano-sensitive channel openings can give rise to whole cell intracellular calcium 

responses (Kirber et ah, 2000).
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Figure 1-5. Cellular Mechanosensory Pathways, Crystal Structure of a Stretch- 

Activated Ion Channel, and Tensegrity Architecture.

A, Mechanosensory pathways in cells. Stretch applied onto the cell membrane can be sensed through ion channels that open in response 

to membrane tension. Stretch applied onto the cell substrate can be sensed via deformations o f the cytoskeleton relayed by the integrin 

transmembrane receptors. Fluid shear stresses resulting from viscous fluid flow over the cells can be detected either through stretch- 

activated ion channels, integrin receptors, or through local changes in membrane fluidity detected by G-proteins.

B, Crystal structure o f a prokaryotic mechanosensitive ion channel viewed from the side and from the top. As more tension is applied 

onto the cell membrane, the channel proteins rearrange and the pore size increases from 1 to 5-6 nm in diameter. From Sukharev et al. 

(2001a).

C, Model o f  a tensegrity network. The network is formed o f rigid struts and elastic cables and is in a state o f pre-tension. In these 

images, it is fixed at its top. When a mechanical force is applied onto the network (here a weight is suspended on the bottom o f the 

structure), the entire network deforms and reorganises. The position o f  one particular strut is shown in red before and after application of 

the mechanical force. From Ingber (1997).
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The amino-acid sequence and crystal structure of several prokaryotic stretch-activated

channels have been elucidated (Fig 1-5B) (Chang et ah, 1998; Sukharev et ah, 2001a) and

a eukaryotic equivalent was discovered in yeast (Kanzaki et ah, 1999). Stretch-activated

channels have been reported as functional entities in osteoblastic cells (Davidson et ah,

1990; Duncan and Misler, 1989) and implicated in the transduction of mechanical stimuli

in bone cells (Glogauer et ah, 1997; Hung et ah, 1996b; Rawlinson et ah, 1996; Xia and

Perrier, 1992).

Integrins are transmembrane proteins that link the extracellular matrix to the internal 

cytoskeleton and therefore are prime candidates for the detection of mechanical stimuli 

applied onto the extracellular matrix (Banes et ah, 1995; Ingber, 1997b). They have been 

reported to be involved in the detection of mechanical stimulation by osteoblasts by several 

groups (Salter et ah, 1997; Schmidt et ah, 1998; Wozniak et ah, 2000).

Recently, it has been shown that G-proteins reconstituted within phospholipid vesicles 

increased their GTP-ase activity in response to fluid shear (Gudi et ah, 1998). GTP-ase 

activity also increased with increasing vesicle membrane fluidity. The experimentally 

determined cell membrane fluidity in living cells increased with the onset of fluid shear in 

the upstream cellular region (Butler et ah, 2001). This would suggest that fluid shear 

indirectly activates G-protein activity via an increase in membrane fluidity caused by the 

shearing. Finally, non-receptor tyrosine kinases have been implicated in the response of 

cells to fluid shear (Malek and Izumo, 1996), substrate stretch (Carvalho et ah, 2002) and 

microbead pulling (Glogauer et ah, 1997).

The pathway involved in the detection of strain in bone cells remains unknown. However, 

it is possible that several pathways participate and mediate the responses of bone cells to 

mechanical strain under different circumstances.

1.8 Cell Mechanics and the Cytoskeleton

The cell cytoskeleton is a complex mechanical structure composed of an interwoven 

network of actin, tubulin and intermediate-filaments (Fig 1-6B). These networks are 

interconnected via a variety cytoskeletal crosslinking proteins (MAP2c, BPAGl, coronin, 

etc). The cytoskeleton plays an important role in maintaining the cellular shape and 

transducing mechanical signals to the cell nucleus (Forgacs, 1995; Ingber, 1993; Maniotis 

et ah, 1997). It also acts as a frame onto which the cell membrane is attached via integrins.
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spectrin, filamin A and a variety of other proteins. Because the cytoskeleton is essential in 

resisting mechanical forces, it plays a crucial role in modulating the cellular sensitivity to 

mechanical strains by adapting its structure in response to long periods of mechanical 

stimulation (Janmey, 1998; Ko and McCulloch, 2000). The integrity of the cytoskeletal 

components has been shown to be important for the detection and transduction of 

mechanical strain. Malek and Izumo (1996) showed that disruption of the intermediate 

filaments did not affect the cellular realignment in response to fluid flow, whereas 

disruption of the microtubular network did. Toma et al. (1997) showed that disruption of 

the actin microfilaments blocked the up-regulation o f osteopontin in response to substrate 

stretch, whereas disruption of the microtubules did not.

The cytoskeleton is a major determinant of the material properties o f cells. Disruption of 

the actin network with either cytochalasin B or D or jasplakinolide reduces the elastic 

modulus of cells three-fold when measured by atomic force microscopy (Rotsch and 

Radmacher, 2000). Using torque applied through the rotation of magnetic microbeads, 

Wang (1998 and 2001) examined the relative contribution of each cytoskeletal component 

to twist resistance. Depolymerisation of the F-actin network with cytochalasin D reduced 

resistance to torque by 50%, depolymerisation of the microtubular network reduced it by 

2 0 %, and acrylamide, a disrupter of the intermediate filaments, reduced torque resistance 

by 15%. In contrast, stabilising microtubules with taxol increased stiffness by 10%. 

Diamide treatment, which disrupts spectrin, reduces the axial stiffness of the outer hair 

cells of the cochlea (Adachi and Iwasa, 1997). In summary, the integrity of the 

cytoskeleton is crucial for the maintenance of cellular elasticity. By modulating its material 

properties through cytoskeletal adaptation, the cell can adapt to prolonged mechanical 

stimuli and fine tune its sensitivity to mechanical forces (Ko and McCulloch, 2000).

To date, most studies of cell mechanics have treated the cell as a homogenous continuum 

(Boulbitch et al., 2000; Discher et al., 1998; Drury and Dembo, 1999; Evans, 1983; Theret 

et al., 1988). However, if  the cytoskeleton is considered, this is clearly not true (Fig 1-6B). 

The predictions of continuum theories fit the experimental data well (Drury and Dembo, 

2001; Merkel et al., 2000). Although, such simplifying continuum approaches are well- 

suited for the prediction of global cellular deformations, they cannot predict the internal 

rearrangement of the cytoskeleton. Predicting internal reorganisation of the cytoskeleton 

may be of great importance in the understanding of detection of mechanical stimuli 

through the molecular complexes in the vicinity of the cytoskeleton, such as integrins or
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tyrosine kinases. An alternative theory o f the transduction of mechanical stimuli through 

the cytoskeleton, called tensegrity and based on Buckminster Fuller’s synergetics theory 

(Fuller, 1975), has been proposed (Ingber, 1993). The tensegrity theory states that the
V'cytoskeleton can be envisioned*^an assembly of rigid struts (the microtubules) linked 

together by cables (the F-actin and intermediate filaments) (Fig 1-5C) (Ingber, 1993). The 

whole assembly is under pre-stress and can regain its original shape instantaneously after 

deformation in response to applied forces (Fig 1-5C). Several properties o f the 

cytoskeleton predicted by the tensegrity theory have been experimentally observed in 

living cells. Maniotis et al. (1997) showed that deformation applied onto the cell cytoplasm 

could be transmitted to, and deform, the nucleus. Using cells with GFP-tagged tubulin, 

Wang et al. (2001) showed the existence of cellular pre-stress and that microtubules in 

cells were under compression. The tensegrity theory also predicts that cells should exhibit 

linear stiffening in response to applied strain (Stamenovic and Coughlin, 2000; Wendling 

et al., 1999). This has been verified in response to the extraction of fine tethers in cells by 

optical tweezers (Choquet et al., 1997). Whereas tensegrity is an appealing model of the 

cell cytoskeleton, the extent to which it faithfully describes all cytoskeletal behaviour is 

unknown, as is the exact role of each of the cytoskeletal fibres within this theoretical 

framework.

1.9 Intracellular Calcium Concentration and its Modulation

An early and quasi-ubiquitous response to mechanical stimuli is a rise in intracellular 

calcium concentration (Berridge et al., 2000). Calcium can enter the cytoplasm either from 

the extracellular environment or from intracellular calcium stores. Extracellular calcium 

entry can be mediated via voltage-activated calcium channels (Berridge, 1995) or the 

reverse mode of the sodium calcium exchanger (Egger and Niggli, 1999). Intracellular 

calcium may be released either through inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) gated channels or 

through calcium-induced calcium release, whereby an elevation of calcium in the cytosol 

causes release from the intracellular stores (Berridge, 1997a). Additionally, all o f these 

calcium entry mechanisms may interact. A change of calcium concentration within the cell 

may activate further mechanisms of calcium entry such as the opening of voltage-activated 

calcium channels, a calcium induced calcium release, or the activation of calcium sensitive 

phospholipase C ô (Allen et al., 1997).

Increases in intracellular calcium concentration can trigger gene transcription, cell death or 

differentiation in a process dependent on both the amplitude of the calcium increase and
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the frequency of calcium transients (Berridge, 1997b). Recently, it has been discovered

that different genes are transcribed in response to different frequencies of intracellular

calcium transients (Dolmetsch et al., 1998; Li et al., 1998). In lymphoid cells, infrequent

oscillations favoured the expression of genes that were transcribed by nuclear factors with

long persistence times in the nucleus. In contrast, frequent oscillations additionally

transcribed genes whose factors had shorter persistence times in the nucleus.

1.10 Intercelluiar Communication

Once strain has been detected and intracellular calcium concentration has risen in the 

stimulated cell, the cells must communicate this information to neighbouring cells in order 

to elicit a coherent tissue response. Several different communication pathways have been 

elucidated thus far. These rely either on the diffusion of IP3 (Boitano et al., 1992) through 

gap-junctions or on ATP release and purinergic receptor activation via an extracellular 

transmission pathway (Bumstock, 1997). Both mechanisms have been identified in 

osteoblastic cells of several species (Jorgensen et al., 1997; Jorgensen et al., 2000). Gap 

junctional proteins connexin-43 (Cx-43) have been reported in the osteocytic network, the 

bone-lining cell network and linking bone-lining cells and osteocytes (Donahue et al., 

1995; Shapiro, 1997; Ziambaras et al., 1998). Gap-junctions permit the diffusion of small 

molecules (<1 kDa) from one cell to another (Alberts et al., 1994). Gap-junctional 

communication is significantly slower than purinergic signalling (3 pm.s'^ compared to 10 

pm .s '\ Jorgensen et al., 1997). Intriguingly, gap-junctional communication is important for 

the expression of the mature osteoblastic phenotype (Lecanda et al., 1998).

Again, which mechanism is actually operative in the physiology of bone adaptation to 

mechanical strain is unknown. However, both gap-junctional and purinergic cell signalling 

could conceivably be involved. Gap-junctional communication could be used for reactions 

following the detection of a large strain event in the bone matrix; purinergic 

communication could be involved in the detection of cellular injury due to micro-cracks in 

remote osteocytes. The consequence of strain detection by the osteocytic network is bone 

remodelling.

1.11 Straining Experiments on Bone Ceils

There have been many experiments investigating the response of bone and bone cells to 

mechanical stimuli. These can be broadly classified into four categories: in vivo whole
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bone experiments, organ culture experiments, cell monolayer experiments, and single cell

experiments.

1.11.1 In Vivo Whole Bone Studies

Whole bone studies are useful to study the global reactions of bone and to establish which 

genes are upregulated following mechanical stimulation. Because the physiological mid- 

diaphyseal strains of whole bones are well characterised, it is possible to study adaptation 

o f bone to supra-physiological strain, the response o f bone to disuse or the minimal 

number o f strain events needed to maintain bone mass. A disadvantage of this technique is 

that the strains sensed by the cells cannot be determined. This technique has been used by a 

number o f investigators and has shown the necessity for prostaglandins (Chow and 

Chambers, 1994; Forwood, 1996; Pead and Lanyon, 1989), nitric oxide (NO) synthesis 

(Forwood et al., 1996; Fox et al., 1996; Pitsillides et al., 1995), and cyclo-oxygenase-2 

(COX-2) (Forwood, 1996) in the response of bone to mechanical stimulation (for a review, 

Pilbeam et al., 2001). Furthermore, in vivo experiments have shown the potency of single 

periods o f mechanical stimulation in the induction o f bone formation (Chambers et al., 

1993; Chow et al., 1998a; Pead and Lanyon, 1989; Rubin and Lanyon, 1984a). Shortly 

after mechanical stimulation (6  min), the activity of glucose-6 -P-dehydrogenase (an early 

marker of cell proliferation) increases in periosteal cells and in osteocytes (Skerry et al., 

1989). Within 30-60 min, osteocytic c-fos and insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) mRNA 

expression increases (Lean et al., 1996) and c-fos induction appeared to be dependent on 

the synergetic action o f both NO and prostaglandins (PG) (Chow et al., 1998b). In the 

following days, alkaline phosphatase, collagen type I, and osteocalcin mRNA expression 

have been shown to increase (Pavlin et al., 2001).

1.11.2 In Vitro Organ Cultures

Organ cultures offer the advantage of being able to apply a well-quantified mid-diaphyseal 

strain and the possibility of detecting secretion of substances such as PGs. Again, cellular 

strains cannot be determined. This technique has been used with success and has shown 

increases in glucose-6 -P-dehydrogenase, RNA synthesis, collagen type I synthesis, alkaline 

phosphatase activity, NO production, and release o f PGL and PGE] in response to 

mechanical loading (Dallas et al., 1993; el Haj et al., 1990; Pitsillides et al., 1995; 

Rawlinson et al., 1995; Rawlinson et al., 1996; Zaman et al., 1992).
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1.11.3 In Vitro Cell Culture Experiments

The largest body of literature on mechanical stimulation of bone cells concerns in vitro 

experiments on cultured cell monolayers applying either a quantified strain to the substrate 

on which cells are plated, fluid shear, or intermittent hydrostatic pressure. These 

techniques are particularly attractive in that they enable the study o f cellular secretion (e.g. 

o f NO, PGs, IGFs), gene expression, and cellular adaptation to a quantified mechanical 

stimulus.

1.11.3.1 Substrate Stretch

There are many different methods to apply strain to the substrate and great care must be 

taken to separate fluid flow effects from substrate stretch effects (Schaffer et al., 1994). 

Indeed in some systems, these influences are not well-segregated and significant stray fluid 

flow occurs (Schaffer et al., 1994). A recent study by You et al. (2000a), using a device 

designed to minimise stray fluid flow, showed that only approximately 10% of osteocytes 

and osteoblasts increased their intracellular calcium concentrations in response to changes 

o f 10% in their length (10% strain). Substrate stretch studies have used strain magnitudes 

ranging from 250 pe to 240000 ps. A number o f investigators have applied strains of 3500 

p 8 or lower and noted changes in intracellular calcium, cell proliferation, collagen type-I 

mRNA expression, glucose-6 -P-dehydrogenase activity, and the synthesis of IGF-II, PGEi 

and PGI2 (Brighton et al., 1992; Damien et al., 1998; Fermor et al., 1998; Jones et al., 

1991; Kaspar et al., 2000; Rawlinson et al., 1995; Stanford et al., 2000; Zaman et al., 

1997). Other investigators have used strains in excess of 10000 pe and, in contrast to 

experiments using smaller strain magnitudes, reported changes in cytoskeletal 

arrangement, the abundance of cytoskeletal components (F-actin and tubulin), the synthesis 

o f cytoskeletal-associated proteins (pp*^^-FAK, vinculin), and osteopontin mRNA 

expression (Buckley et al., 1988; Meazzini et al., 1998; Murray and Rushton, 1990; 

Schaffer et al., 1994; Toma et al., 1997b; Yeh and Rodan, 1984).

1.11.3.2 Fluid Shear

Many studies have used fluid flow to subject osteoblastic cells to mechanical stress. 

Several groups have shown that osteoblastic cells increased their intracellular calcium 

concentrations in response to the onset of fluid flow and investigated the calcium entry 

pathway involved (Flung et al., 1996b; Hung et al., 1996a; You et al., 2000a). In response 

to fluid shear, osteoblasts and osteocytes also upregulate their production o f NO and PGE2, 

and down-regulate their production of alkaline phosphatase (Ajubi et al., 1999; Bakker et 

al., 2001; Hillsley and Frangos, 1997; McAllister et al., 2000; Smalt et al., 1997).
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1.11.3.3 Hydrostatic Compression
Intermittent hydrostatic compression has been shown to upregulate osteopontin mRNA 

expression in the osteoblastic cell line MC3T3 but not in calvarial osteoblasts (Klein- 

Nulend et al., 1997), and upregulate alkaline-phosphatase, actin, and collagen mRNA in 

bone marrow-derived osteoprogenitor cells and osteoblasts (Roelofsen et al., 1995). 

Hydrostatic compression also has been reported to induce osteoblast hyperpolarisation in a 

mechanism dependent on integrins, the actin cytoskeleton and tyrosine kinases (Salter et 

al., 2 0 0 0 ).

1.11.3.4 Gene Expression Following Mechanical Stimulation in Vitro

Increases in gene expression in response to mechanical strain have been reported in many 

experiments in vitro. Osteopontin is a bone matrix protein that is involved in the 

mineralisation of the bone matrix. Hence, increases in osteopontin mRNA may be 

preliminary to matrix secretion. TGF-p is a cytokine that has major effects on cell growth 

and matrix production. In bone, TGF-P enhances osteoclastic formation (Fuller et al., 

2000; Massey et al., 2001) and acts as a chemotactic signal for osteoclasts (Pilkington et 

al., 2001). Conversely, it increases osteoid production by osteoblasts but also inhibits 

matrix mineralisation (Bonewald, 2001). Therefoie, increases in TGF-P mRNA expression 

in response to mechanical strain may have profound effects on bone adaptation. In contrast 

to the other two genes, which have clear bone-specific relevance, upregulation o f P-actin 

mRNA expression may pertain more to general cellular adaptation to mechanical strain 

rather than to a specific osseous mechanism. These results are summarised in Table l-I.

In addition to these, Cillo et al. (2000) reported increases in the mRNA expression levels 

o f IGF-I, interleukin 6  (IL-6 ) and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) in response to 

tensile stretch.

Table l-I. Gene expression in mechanically stimulated in vitro cell cultures

ns; non significant. NA: not applicable, t :  shear stress, e: mechanical strain.

Gene Authors Cell type Stimulation Stimulation Stimulation Change in

type value time expression

Osteopontin Klein-Nulend et al., Osteoblastic 

1997 cell line 

MC3T3

Pressure,

intermittent

p=13 kPa 24 h x2

Y ou et al., 2001 Osteoblastic Fluid shear. t=2 Pa 24 h x4

cell line oscillating

MC3T3
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You et al., 2000 Osteoblasts Stretch,

uniaxial

£xx=0.5% 72 h x l

Osteoblasts Fluid shear, 

oscillating

t=2 Pa 72 h x2

Toma et al., 1997 Osteoblasts Stretch, biaxial £xx =1.3% 2 h x4

Meazzini et al.. Osteoblasts, Stretch, biaxial Gxx =1.3% 4x2 h xO.4

1998 avian

Owan et al., 1997 Osteoblastic 

cell line 

MC3T3

Stretch, 4 

point

Gxx =0,42%, 

high shear

72 h x3.5

Fluid flow. NA, varied 72 h x l low rate.

stray with loading 

rate

x3 high rate

Stanford et al., 2000 Osteoblasts,

osteoporotic

Stretch,

uniaxial

Gxx =0.1% 3x3 h xl.O

Osteoblasts, Stretch, Gxx =0.1% 3x3 h x l.5 , ns

osteoarthritic uniaxial

P-Actin Roelofsen et al., 

1995

Osteoblasts Pressure,

intermittent

p=13 kPa 2h, 48 h xl.5 , ns

Stanford et al., 1995 Osteoblasts Stretch,

Flexercell

Gxx =

heterogeneous

1 h xO.25

Meazzini et al.. Osteoblasts, Stretch, biaxial Gxx =1.3% 4x2 h xl.O

1998 Avian

Sakai et al., 1998 Osteoblastic 

cell line, 

SaOs-2

Fluid flow, 

steady

T=1.7, 2.0 Pa 3 h, 6, 12, 24 X 3.0, ns, 

ns,ns

TGF-pl Cillo et al., 2000 Osteoblastic 

cell line, 

SaOs-2

Stretch,

Flexercell

NA 8h, 16h,24h increase

Neidlinger-Wilke et Osteoblasts, Stretch, Gxx =1.0% 3x30min increase

al., 1995 primary uniaxial

Zaman et al., 1997 Osteoblasts Stretch,

uniaxial

Gxx =0.35% 10 min ns

Zhuang et al., 1996 Osteoblasts Stretch, biaxial Gxx =0.17% 2 or 24h increase

1.11.4 Micromanipulation Techniques

Single cell stimulation techniques apply a highly localised mechanical strain onto the cell 

surface. Amongst these, micropipette poking is the best known method. Xia and Ferrier 

(1992 and 1995) showed that gently prodding osteoblasts or osteoclasts with a blunt
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micropipette could elicit intracellular calcium concentration increases. Similarly, optical

tweezers have been shown to elicit intracellular calcium increases in osteoblasts (Walker et

ah, 1999). In magnetic microbead pulling experiments, ferromagnetic beads coated with

collagen bind to the cells via integrin cell adhesion receptors. Thereafter, a magnetic field

is applied to the cells displacing the beads vertically and pulling the cell with a force of

4pN over the area of contact (Glogauer and Ferrier, 1998). This has been shown to give

rise to intracellular calcium transients (Glogauer et ah, 1997), create plaques of F-actin in

the stimulated area, and recruit filamin A to the area of contact with the magnetic

microbead (Glogauer et ah, 1998).

1.12 Atomic Force Microscopy of Biological Materials

1.12.1 Principles of ARM

In AFM, a micro-fabricated cantilever (usually 100-200 pm long) with a very small tip 

(with a few nm^ contact area) is raster scanned above the surface whose topography is to 

be measured (Figs 1-7A and 1-7C). A laser beam is reflected via the top of the cantilever 

towards a photo-detector which detects any movement or bending of the cantilever, thus 

enabling the actual position of the cantilever to be back-calculated. A Piezo-electric 

ceramic is used to raise or lower the cantilever in order to maintain a constant bending of 

the cantilever. As a result, the AFM records images o f surface topography under a constant 

applied force (in the low nN range).

Many different imaging modes have been developed (Hansma et ah, 1997). Contact mode 

imaging consists of scanning the whole surface while maintaining the tip in constant 

contact (Fig 1-7A). In contact mode, it is also possible to measure the torque applied on the 

cantilever as it is scanned sideways over the surface. Differences in torque equate to 

differences in the friction of the surface and variation in material properties. Non-contact, 

or ‘tapping’, mode consists of rapidly oscillating the cantilever whilst slowly lowering it 

towards the surface. When the cantilever comes close to the surface, the amplitude of the 

oscillations is damped and the surface can be detected. This mode is much less damaging 

to the samples (Putman et ah, 1994). During force-distance measurements, the cantilever is 

slowly lowered towards the surface and its deflection is constantly recorded (Fig 1-7B). 

This yields a curve showing the bending of the cantilever as a function o f the distance 

travelled. Using the spring constant of the cantilever, it is then possible to calculate the 

force needed to create that deflection. This mode forms the basis of the measurement of 

material properties of cells and of ligand/receptor binding forces.
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Figure 1-6. Images of bone cells using atomic force, confocal, and scanning electron 

microscopies.

A, AFM image o f a rat calvarial osteoblast cultured on glass for three days. Stress fibres can clearly be seen spanning the cell from side 

to side (arrow). The cells were courtesy o f Cecilia Prêle.

B, Confocal image o f  the cytoskeleton o f a rat primary osteoblast, permeabilised and stained for F-actin (in blue), tubulin (in red), and 

vimentin (in green). This image is an extended focus. Bar=10 fun.

C, Scanning electron micrograph o f  a rat bone marrow culture seeded on a dentine chip. The osteoclast has excavated a resorption pit 

and is associated with osteoblasts. Bar=20 pm.
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1.12.2 Applications of AFM

1.12.2.1 Innocuity to Living Cells

Several authors have studied the innocuity of AFM imaging on living cells. Using cells 

incubated with a cytoplasmic fluorescent dye, Haydon et al. (1996) showed that standard 

AFM tips did not induce dye leakage from cells but that sharper tips did. Schaus et al. 

(1997) showed that cells imaged by AFM remained viable for up to 48h post-imaging. 

However, they also showed that phospholipid membrane components accumulated on the 

tip during contact imaging. This phenomenon was not observed when force-distance 

curves where repeatedly taken on cells. You et al. (2000b) found that continuous contact- 

imaging for up to 2h in contact mode induced cell retraction. All of these results taken 

together show that AFM is only minimally disruptive to cells when used for short periods 

of time.

1.12.2.2 imaging

AFM was initially designed for the study of surface topography. The AFM imaging 

process yields a height map generated from height measurements taken at multiple 

positions at the cell surface. From this map, it is possible to construct a three-dimensional 

profile of the cell surface (Fig 1-6A). The resolution is proportional to the deformation 

caused by the force used for imaging. The lateral resolution of the AFM is on the atomic 

scale when it is used in contact mode on surfaces that are harder then the probe. However, 

for surfaces that are softer than the tip, the spatial resolution is reduced due to tip 

indentation of the probed surface. Indeed, on materials as soft as living cells, the resolution 

is on the order of 500 nm in the soft parts of the cytoskeleton. In comparison, the 

resolution of confocal laser scanning microscopy is 350 nm (Fig 1-6B) and scanning 

electron microscopy can yield images with nanometric resolution (Fig 1-6C). To enhance 

the resolution, it is possible to operate the AFM in non-contact (or tapping) mode. The 

estimated resolution in tapping mode is on the order of a few tens of nanometers (Putman 

et al., 1994). However, non-contact imaging is a very demanding mode to operate in 

liquids and particularly on living cells, though recent developments in the feedback control 

of AFM make this easier (Tamayo et al., 2001).
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Figure 1-7. Principles of atomic force microscopy.

A, The position o f the cantilever o f  the atomic force microscope is controlled by three piezo-ceramic controllers, which position the tip 

o f the atomic force microscope in the x and y  directions and, additionally, apply a controlled and known downward force in the z or 

vertical direction. A laser beam is directed at the reflective, upper surface o f  the cantilever, and the deflected light detected by a four- 

quadrant photo-detector. Both the amplitude and position o f  the current created in the detector are linked via a computer to a feedback 

circuit, which maintains the cantilever deflection at a pre defined level. Meanwhile the cantilever is scanned backwards and forwards 

across the surface (raster scanned) to produce an image (of surface topography, using the simplest, contact, form o f atomic force 

microscopy) that reflects the change in position o f  the cantilever tip and hence surface morphology under a given applied force.

B, Force-deflection curve. During force-deflection measurements, the cantilever is approached towards the cell surface. When the 

cantilever contacts the cell surface, it bends. The distance travelled by the cantilever (and controlled by the feedback system) translates 

into a combination o f  cantilever deflection and indentation o f  the surface. The loading curve is shown in blue and the unloading curve in 

red.

C, Scanning electron microscope image o f the pyramidal cantilever tip. Bar=4pm.
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Topographie measurements yield the three-dimensional aspect of the examined surface 

with a vertical resolution on the nanometer level. Both fixed and unfixed specimens can be 

examined. In contact mode, because the softer parts o f the cytoskeleton are more indented 

than the harder parts, this method can also reveal components o f the underlying 

cytoskeleton and thus give structural information about the cell (arrowed on Fig 1-6A). 

Thus, sub-surface biological processes such as vesicle trafficking, mitosis or cytoskeletal 

rearrangement may be evaluated under ambient conditions (Henderson et al., 1992; 

Parpura et al., 1993). Kuznetsov et al. (1997) examined the motility and division of living 

cells at high resolution. Nuclear pores and their conformational changes in response to a 

variety of compounds were examined by Danker and Oberleitner (2000). Schneider et al. 

(1997) observed the membrane mechanisms involved in exocytosis. Müller et al. (1999) 

produced striking images of the molecular structure o f native bacteriorhodopsin membrane 

and its rearrangement in response to voltage changes. In addition, AFM enables the 

imaging of functional biological molecules at a resolution close to atomic scale in quasi- 

physiological conditions such as the myosin motors (Ando et al., 2001; Hallett et al., 1995; 

Muller et al., 1997), chromosomes (Tamayo and Miles, 2000; Winfield et al., 1995) or ion 

channels (Danker and Oberleithner, 2000; Henderson et al., 1996). Many of these results 

would have be unobtainable using other imaging techniques.

1.12.2.3 Measuring the Material Properties of Cells

If the slopes of force-distance curves (Fig 1-7B) recorded during indention with an AFM 

probe are analysed, the elastic modulus - i.e. stiffness - o f the cell can be determined by use 

of the Hertzian theory of indentation (Johnson, 1985). Thus, AFM can determine cellular 

elasticity (reviewed by Radmacher, 1997). By measuring the material properties of the cell 

- such as stiffness, plasticity, visco-elasticity - and determining the effect of induced 

cytoskeletal changes on these, one can gain insight into the particular role of each 

cytoskeletal element.

Common materials such as steel or bone have stiffnesses of 200 GPa and 10 GPa, 

respectively, whereas living cells are much more compliant with stiffnesses between 1-150 

kPa (Radmacher, 1997). Different regions of a cell have very different stiffnesses. The 

effect of cytoskeleton-disrupting drugs on the cell stiffness has been studied extensively 

and has shown that F-actin is the major determinant o f the cellular material properties 

(Rotsch and Radmacher, 2000; Wu et al., 1998). Vinculin, a cytoskeletal-associated protein 

present in focal adhesion complexes, seems to pipy an important role in the determination
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of cellular material properties. Goldmann et al. (1998) reported that the elastic modulus of 

vinculin-deficient cells was decreased compared to wild type; when rescued by 

transfection of vinculin, elasticity returned to wild-type levels. This points to the role of 

vinculin in stabilising focal adhesions and transferring mechanical stresses to the 

cytoskeletal network. Recently, Matzke et al. (2001) have revealed stiffening in the furrow 

of dividing cells.

Other mechanical properties such as the visco-elasticity and plasticity o f cells can also be 

assessed. Visco-elasticity measurements consist in indenting the cell and following its 

recovery over a period of time (Wu et al., 1998). Plasticity measurements can be made by 

measuring the permanent deformations inflicted on the cell through indention (for a review 

of the basic biomechanical measurements see Fung, 1993).

1.12.2.4 Biophysical Applications

Thanks to its capacity to measure cellular profiles and cellular material properties at high 

resolution, AFM can be applied to bio-mechanical and biophysical problems. Barbee et al.

(1995) used high resolution images of endothelial cells and computational fluid dynamics 

to calculate the shear stresses on cells due to fluid flow. Sato et al. (2000) showed that 

bovine endothelial cells exposed to fluid shear for 24h increased their stiffness more 

acutely upstream of the flow than downstream. Several studies have taken advantage of the 

possibility of acquiring three-dimensional images of cells to study real-time changes in cell 

volume. Schneider et al. (1997) measured the changes in cell volume in endothelial cells 

upon exposure to aldosterone. Quist et al. (2000) showed that the modulation of cell 

volume by extracellular calcium levels was mediated through connexin hemi-channels.

1.12.2.5 AFM as a Micro-manipulator

Some experiments use the AFM as a micro-manipulator or a micro-detector. Domke et al. 

(1999) used the AFM to map the mechanical pulse o f cultured cardiomyocytes. Similarly, 

Ashmore et al. (2001) used AFM to measure the membrane displacements occurring in 

inner ear hair cells in response to changes in whole cell potential. Thie et al. (1998) 

examined the adhesive forces between a trophoblast and uterine epithelium using whole 

cells to flinctionalise the tips instead of isolated molecules. The adhesion forces recorded 

between cells were around 3nN, which is at least an order of magnitude larger than the 

molecule-ligand adhesion forces. Recently, Sagvolden et al. (1999) developed a new use of 

AFM to quantify the adhesion forces between cells and substrate. This is of particular 

interest in the field of bioengineering in orthopaedic and vascular surgery as these data 

may used to select promising biomaterials for tissue reconstruction.
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1.13 Finite Eiement Modeiiing in Bone Mechanics

1.13.1 Finite Element Modelling

Finite element modelling is a technique widely used in engineering. It is applicable to any 

field theory and has been used with much success in mechanics. Given a problem with 

boundary conditions (for example, loads or displacements applied on the surface of an 

object), it is possible to calculate the resulting stress or strain in each point o f an object by 

subdividing it into small elements and assuming linear relationships within these small 

elements. The problem is therefore reduced to calculating the desired values in a finite 

number of points. The boundary conditions are incorporated into the equations by using a 

weak formulation of the problem. Thereafter the equations are linearised and the problem 

becomes equivalent to inverting a matrix. The limitations on this method come mainly 

from the size of the matrix to invert.

Finite element modelling can be used to solve the linear elastic continuum mechanics 

equations, that relate the strain e to the applied stress ct, to find the strain distributions 

resulting from a set of applied mechanical forces (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970). In its 

simplest expression, engineering strain s can be defined as the length variation dl per unit 

length / {z=dl/J). Engineering strain is usually expressed in percent variation of length or 

microstrain (pe) with 1% strain=0.01 8=10000 pe. In linear elastic materials, the strain s 

tensor and stress a  tensor are related by the following equation:

_ l + v  V _ ^ ^

V i

With Sÿ the strain tensor element, the stress tensor element, v the Poisson ratio, E  the 

Young’s modulus, and ôÿ the Kronecker delta.

Finite element modelling can also be used iteratively to find the velocity and pressure 

distribution of a fluid flowing over a surface. More generally, the methods for solving fluid 

mechanics problems are called computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and they use finite 

difference, finite volume or finite element techniques to solve the Navier Stokes equations 

that dictate the movement of a viscous Newtonian fluid (Currie, 1993):
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With V being the fluid velocity, p the volumic density o f the fluid, and p the Icinematic

viscosity o f the fluid. In addition, CFD can be coupled with F EM to find the deformations

inducing in a material by fluid shear and this is known as fluid-structure interactions.

1.13.2 Application of Finite Element Modelling to Bone Biology

Finite element modelling was introduced into the orthopaedic engineering field in the early 

1980s by Huiskes and Chao (cited from Huiskes and Hollister, 1993). This method has 

been used by many investigators in the field o f orthopaedic engineering (Hollister et al., 

1993; Hollister et al., 1994; Keyak et al., 1990; Keyak et al., 1993; Keyak et al., 1998; 

Kopperdahl et al., 1999; Lemer et al., 1998; Mullender et al., 1994; Mullender et al., 1998; 

Silva et al., 1998; van Rietbergen et al., 1993; van Rietbergen et al., 1995). In particular, it 

was used to predict fracture location knowing the loading conditions (Fig 1-8B) (Lotz et 

al., 1991b; Lotz et al., 1991a). Using a Cray supercomputer. Van Rietbergen et al. (1999) 

calculated the strain distribution resulting from the stance phase o f walking in a whole 

canine proximal femur. Principal strains ranged from 0 to 3731 pe with an average of 

279ps. With a view towards examining microdamage in bone, Prendergast and Huiskes

(1996) examined the strain in osteocyte lacunae in an osteon and reported changes in 

lacunar area in response to lamellar debonding, collagen bundle damage and cement line 

debonding. In vivo, these changes would translate into osteocytic deformation or injury.

Coupled with adaptive rules, finite element modelling has been applied with much success 

to simulate bone adaptation to mechanical usage. Mullender and Huiskes (1994) used this 

approach to simulate the adaptation of a cube o f trabecular bone in response to a change in 

osteocyte sensitivity to mechanical strain, as may occur just after the menopause. They 

showed that this could lead to the loss o f horizontal trabeculae as noticed experimentally in 

biopsies from patients. Koontz et al. (2001) showed that a similar approach could be used 

to simulate de novo bone regrowth to create a trabecular bone network adapted to its 

mechanical environment.

1.13.3 Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics to Biology

CFD has been successfully utilised over the past decades for the design and study of the 

flow of blood through arteries and their bifurcations in physiology and disease (Fig 1-8A) 

(Wootton and Ku, 1999) (Long et al., 2001), or heart valves (Yoganathan et al., 1995). In 

particular, these data have highlighted the fact that stenotic atherosclerotic plaque occurs in 

regions o f fluid re-circulation where endothelial cells are exposed to low shear stresses (Ku
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et al., 1985). CFD can also be used to test arterial grafts and assess their thrombogenecity

in silico (Lei et al., 2001). Studies using CFD are less common than those using FEM as

CFD requires much more computer power and is a rather younger field than FEM.

1.13.4 Finite Element Modelling of Cells

Studies on this topic have been scarce due to the lack o f knowledge of cellular material 

properties. In one of the only studies on bone cells to date, Riemer-McReady and Hollister

(1997) calculated the cellular strain distribution in osteocytes resulting from the 

compression of the matrix in which they are embedded. However, they modelled the cell as 

a homogenous material and had to guess the cellular elasticity. Determination of the 

material properties of bone cells would enable the level of strain in cells to be calculated 

using finite element modelling. This would allow a direct comparison to be made between 

the different mechanical stimulation techniques in in vitro studies of the sensitivity o f cells 

to mechanical forces. Other finite element models o f cells have concentrated on predicting 

the material properties of cells from their cytoskeletal network (Hansen et al., 1996; 

Stamenovic and Coughlin, 1999), or the rearrangement of the cytoskeleton in response to 

micropipette aspiration (Picart et al., 2000).

1.13.5 Computational Fluid Dynamics of Cells

Using experimentally acquired cell profiles in conjunction with CFD, Barbee et al. (1995) 

showed that shear stresses on cells that had realigned in response to prolonged exposure 

fluid shear were lower than those on cells that had not. Yamaguchi et al. (2000) simulated 

the adaptation of endothelial cells to fluid flow, recalculating the cell shape and flow 

patterns at each iteration. Wache et al. (1999) used micropipette measurements of the 

elastic modulus of endothelial cells and CFD to calculate the strain distribution within a 

cell submitted to laminar fluid flow. Using a hybrid approach modelling the cell as a fluid 

surrounded by a solid membrane, Drury and Dembo (1999) predicted the evolution o f cell 

shape in response to micropipette aspiration.

1.14 Summary

Adaptation to mechanical factors is an important aspect of bone biology. However, the 

exact cellular mechanisms through which bone detects strain, and the threshold for strain 

detection remain unknown. A large number of in vitro experiments have been performed to 

investigate the effect of different forms of mechanical strain on bone cells. However, due 

to the lack of knowledge of the mechanical properties o f bone cells, it has not been 

possible to compare results, obtained by different means of mechanical stimulation.
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Figure 1-8. Applications of finite element modelling to biology.

A, Wall shear stresses resulting from fluid flow at the bifurcation o f an artery. The shear stresses are particularly high in the bifurcation 

zone. From (McCarthy et al., 2000).

B, Von Mises stress distribution in a trabecular bone slice. Zones displaying high von Mises stresses are regions where rupture may 

occur. Slice width = 4mm.
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In addition, because of the intricate microstructure and ultrastructure of bone, the actual 

level of strain to which cells are exposed within the bone matrix in vivo is unknown, and 

cannot easily be related to strains experimentally measured on the periosteum. Therefore, 

gaining knowledge of the mechanical properties o f bone cells would enable the comparison 

o f in vitro experiments and the quantification of membrane strain needed to elicit detection 

of mechanical stimuli. Finally, direct evaluation of cellular cytoskeletal strain during 

mechanical stimulation may give invaluable insights into the mechanics of cells and 

mechanotransduction.

1.15 Aim of the Thesis

The main objective of this thesis was to study the mechano-transduction pathway in bone 

and bone cell sensitivity to mechanical strain by using experimental and modelling 

techniques. Particular emphasis was placed upon quantifying cell sensitivity to mechanical 

strain in engineering terms. Several different methods were investigated to determine cell 

sensitivity to mechanical strain.

Atomic Force Microscopy allowed cellular material properties to be experimentally 

determined and, in conjunction with finite element modelling and computational fluid 

dynamics, this enabled the creation of cell models of common mechanical stimulation 

methods.

Extracellular sodium is particularly abundant and osteoblastic cells possess stretch- 

activated cation channels. Hence we hypothesised that sodium may be the charge carrier 

into the cells during the opening o f stretch-activated cation channels and examined changes 

in intracellular sodium concentrations in response to mechanical stimulation.

1.16 Thesis Outline

The second chapter of this thesis will deal with the methods common to all of the studies 

presented. Methods particular to each chapter will be included in the relevant chapter.

The third chapter will present the theoretical derivations needed to estimate cellular strain 

due to AFM micro-indentation and give an experimental validation o f the theory. Finite 

element modelling of the cellular deformations in response to AFM micro-indentation 

enabled me to formulate hypotheses with regards to the mechanisms through which the cell 

detected deformation applied onto its surface.
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The fourth chapter will take advantage of the developments of chapter three and examine

the sensitivity o f osteoblasts to mechanical strain. It also investigated the calcium entry

pathways and the role of the cytoskeleton in the response to mechanical strain.

The fifth chapter will investigate the intracellular strains needed to elicit an intracellular 

calcium increase using cells transfected with GFP-tagged actin or tubulin in conjunction 

with digital strain measurement methods. It also gives an estimate of cellular pre-strain and 

examined whether deformation of the cellular cytoskeleton in response to micro

indentation was compatible with a tensegrity-type structure.

The sixth chapter will examine an alternative method of predicting the mechanical strain 

needed to elicit cellular detection using finite element modelling, video-microscopy and 

patch-clamp electrophysiology. This chapter also examines the presence of 

mechanosensitive channels in osteoblastic cells as well as the likely carrier of charge 

through these.

The seventh chapter will examine the sodium entry into mechanically stimulated cells and 

its transmission to neighbouring cells. Interplay between the intracellular calcium and 

sodium pathways was examined using inhibitors of key elements of each pathway.

The eighth chapter will use experimentally acquired cellular elasticities and profiles in 

conjunction with FEM and CFD to give an estimate of the cellular strains elicited by 

common in vitro mechanical stimulation methods.

Finally, a concluding chapter will summarise the findings in this thesis and propose future 

experiments.
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Chapter 2 - General Methods

2.1 Buffers

lOx PBS: 1.4 M NaCl, 0.018 M KH2PO4, 0.027 M KCl, 0.08 M NazH PO4.

lOx PS: 1000 U/ml penicillin and 1000 pg/ml streptomycin in PBS (Gibco Life 

Technologies, Paisley, UK).

Glutamine: 1000 U/ml glutamine in PBS.

Paraformaldehyde fixation buffer (per lOOmlL 3.5g paraformaldehyde, 2g sucrose, 100ml 

PBS.

Formaldehyde fixation buffer: 2% formaldehyde, 0.1% glutaraldehyde in PBS.

Permeabilisation buffer: 200 mM HEPES, 300 mM sucrose, 50 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCli, 

0.5% Triton xlOO, 5% AMP 10%, 0.5% sodium azide.

Wash buffer: PBS, 0.5% sodium azide, 5% neonatal calf serum.

Imaging buffer: 127 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl%, 0.5 mM Na2H PO4, 2 mM 

CaCl2, 5 mM NaHCO], 10 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES, 0.1% BSA. pH=7.4.

2.2 Cell Culture

2.2.1 Osteoblasts

The osteoblasts were grown in DMEM (Gibco Life Technologies) supplemented in 10% 

PCS, 2% Glutamine, 2% PS, 2% IM HEPES and acidified with 86 pi of 1 IN HCl per 

100ml.

Three-day-old rats were terminated according to UK schedule I directives. The long bones 

were removed and brought under the flow hood. They were then sterilised by briefly 

dipping them in 70% ethanol and placed in culture medium. The remainder of the flesh 

was removed from the bone and the cartilage was removed from either end. The clean bone 

was then placed into fresh medium. The bones were split longitudinally and the marrow
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removed with the tip o f the scalpel. The bones were minced into pulp. After dispersing in

the dissection medium and settling for 30s at Ig, the supernatant was removed and placed

into a 10 ml tube. This was then centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 10 min. The cell pellet was

resuspended ip 1ml medium. Coverslips (#1.5, 22 mm, BDH, Poole, UK) were flame-

sterilised and placed into a 12 well plate. 100 pi o f the resuspended cell solution was

placed in the centre of each coverslip. The cells were then placed into an incubator (5%

CO2, 95% O2, 37°C) and left to settle for 45 min. 1.5ml o f culture medium was added to

each well and subjected to a vigorous wash to remove red blood cells and unattached cells.

Finally, 1 ml medium was added to each well and the cells were returned to the incubator.

The totality of the medium was replaced every two days. Cells were used on the third day

after initiation of culture (Fig 2-1 A).

2.2.2 B16 Mouse Melanoma Cells

B16-F1 mouse melanoma cells stably transfected with EGFP-tagged p-actin fusion protein 

(Fig 2-IB) (Ballestrem et al., 1998) or EGFP-tagged p5-tubulin (Fig 2-1C) (Ballestrem et 

al., 2000) were a kind gift o f Christoph Ballestrem (Department of Pathology, Centre 

Médical Universitaire de Genève, Geneva, Switzerland).

The cells were cultured at 37°C in an atmosphere o f 5% CO2 in air in DMEM (Gibco Life 

Technologies, UK) supplemented with 10% FCS, 2% Glutamine, 2% PS. The selection 

agent for GFP-actin cells was G418 (1.5 mg.ml'^). GFP-tubulin cells were cultured in 

medium supplemented with neomycin (1 mg.ml'^).

The cells were cultured in tissue culture flasks with their medium replaced every three 

days. Prior to confocal microscopy examination, they were trypsinised and transferred to 

22 mm glass coverslips and cultured overnight.
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Figure 2-1. Microscopy images of osteoblastic cells and B16 FI melanoma cells.

A, Alkaline Phosphatase stain o f  osteoblasts cultured for 72h. The osteoblasts express alkaline phosphatase and are stained in red. 

Osteoclasts do not express alkaline phosphatase and their location is indicated by the asterisks. Bar= 100pm.

B, Phase contrast image of GFP-tubulin transfected B16 melanoma cells cultured on a glass coverslip for 24h. Bar=IOpm.

C, Phase contrast image o f GFP-actin transfected B16 melanoma cells cultured on a glass coverslip for 24h. Bar=10 pm.
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2.3 Trypsinisation of Adherent Celis

Trypsin/EDTA solution (Gibco) was thawed and warmed to room temperature. Culture 

medium was aspirated and the adherent cells were washed twice in PBS. Trypsin/EDTA 

was added to the flask (2.5 ml per T25 flask) and the flask was returned to the incubator 

for 2 min. Gentle tapping dislodged the cells from the bottom of the flask and an equal 

volume of medium containing 10% FCS was added to the flask to inactivate the trypsin. 

The mixture was transferred to a 10 ml tube and centrifuged at 1000 rpm. The supernatant 

was removed and the cell pellet was resuspended in 5 ml medium. For further culture in 

flasks, 500 pi of the cell suspension was added to each tissue culture flask. For plating on 

glass coverslips and confocal examination, the cells were diluted a further 10 times and 

200 pi of the diluted suspension was deposited in the centre of each coverslip. These were 

put into the incubator to attach for 45 minutes before medium was added.

2.4 Freezing and Storage of Cells

For freezing, the cell pellet obtained from centrifugation of trypsinised cells was 

resuspended in freezing medium (70% culture medium, 20% FCS, 10% DMSO, prepared 

fresh every time). Approximately 2.10^.ml'^ cells were aliquoted into cryo-vials (pre

chilled in the freezer. Nunc, UK). Cryo-vials containing the cell suspensions were then 

placed into a ‘Nalgene Cryo 1°C freezing container’ containing 250 ml isopropyl alcohol 

and placed at -80°C overnight. This system freezes the cells at a rate o f -l°C .m in '\ The 

cells were then transferred to liquid nitrogen for storage.

2.5 Thawing of Cells

Cells stored under liquid nitrogen were unthawed in the hand. In these conditions, it was 

possible to transfer the still partly frozen pellet into a tube containing 10 ml culture 

medium. The cells were spun down at 1000 rpm and resuspended in 5ml medium. The 

totality o f the suspension was transferred to a T25 tissue culture flask and into the 

incubator.

2.6 Cell Fixation

2.6.1 Paraformaldehyde Fixation

An aliquot of fixation buffer was thawed at room temperature. It was then mixed in equal 

parts with MEM at 37°C. The culture medium was removed from the cells and the mixture 

was added. The cells were left to incubate for 10 min at room temperature. Alternatively,
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the fixing buffer was used neat and the cells were left to incubate in it for 5 min at room 

temperature.

2.6.2 Formaldehyde Fixation

An aliquot of the fixation buffer was left to thaw at room temperature. When the fixation 

buffer was at room temperature, the culture medium was removed from the cells and the 

buffer was added. The cells were left to incubate for 15 min at room temperature. This 

fixation buffer was particularly well suited for double-stain of F-actin and microtubules.

2.7 Immunofluorescence Analysis

2.7.1 Cell Permeabilisation by Triton X-100

Fixed cells were permeabilised in ice-cold Triton X-100 buffer for 5 min at 4°C. The cells 

were rinsed twice in PBS and soaked in wash buffer for 30 min, prior to 

immunofluorescence staining.

2.7.2 Fluorescent Immunostaining - General procedure

Fluorescent immuno-staining was effected as described by Nesbitt and Horton (1997). 

Permeabilised cells were incubated for 30 min at room temperature with primary 

antibodies at dilutions adequate for the chosen antibody. They were then washed for 30 

min in wash buffer with two changes of buffer at 4°C. Cells were further incubated with a 

fluorescently labelled secondary antibody for 30 min at room temperature. Thereafter the 

cells were again washed for 30 min in wash buffer with two changes of buffer at 4°C. 

Some reagents, such as Rhodamine-Phalloidin, do not necessitate a secondary antibody 

step.

2.7.3 Fluorescent Immunostaining - Multiple staining

For multiple staining, the cells were first permeabilised and then stained sequentially using 

the previously described procedure. Secondary antibody staining with TRITC fluorophores 

was effected the morning before confocal examination to reduce loss o f fluorescence of the 

fluorophore due to photobleaching.

Primary antibody #1, wash 

Secondary antibody #1, wash

Primary antibody #2, wash
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Secondary antibody #2, wash

Rhodamine Phalloidin, wash 

or

Primary antibody #3, wash and secondary antibody #3, wash

2.7.4 Antibodies

Table 2-1. List of antibodies

Supplier Dilution

Primary antibodies

Anti-connexin 43, monoclonal Transduction laboratories 1/50

Anti-fodrin, polyclonal Chemicon 1/25

Anti-paxillin, monoclonal Transduction laboratories 1/50

Phalloidin-biotin Molecular probes 1/50

Rhodamine Phalloidin Molecular probes 1/100

Anti-a-tubulin, polyclonal Santa Cruz 1/10

Anti-a-tubulin, monoclonal Sigma 1/250

Anti-vimentin clone V9, monoclonal Sigma 1/40

Secondary antibodies

Goat-anti-mouse FITC Dako 1/20

Streptavidin Cy5 Molecular probes 1/100

Swine-anti-rabbit TRITC Dako 1/40

2.7.5 Confocal Microscopy

The prepared cells were mounted in 80% glycerol/PBS anti fade solution (Citifluor, 

Canterbury, UK) and examined using TCS-NT software and a Leica confocal laser- 

scanning microscope (Leica, Germany). Fluorescence images were sequentially collected 

for the desired fluorochromes. FITC, TRITC and Cy-5 fluorochromes at 488, 568 and 647 

nm emission wavelengths respectively. The cells were observed using a 63x water- 

immersion objective (N.A.=1.2) or a lOOx oil-immersion objective (N.A.=1.4).

2.8 Alkaline Phosphatase Expression

To determine whether cells from primary cultures had an osteoblastic phenotype, they 

were assayed for alkaline phosphatase expression, a typical marker for osteoblastic cells 

(Aubin and Liu, 1996). Fixed cells were washed in distilled water for 15 min. A buffer was 

mixed fresh every time for incubation containing (for 20 ml) 2 mg sterile Naphtol AS MX- 

PO4, 80 pi N,N-dimethylformamide, 10ml 0.2M Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 10 ml dH20 and 12 mg
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fast red. All reagents were purchased from Sigma. The cells were incubated for 45 minutes 

in this buffer at room temperature and rinsed 3 dmes in distilled water. The number of 

alkaline phosphatase positive cells was estimated by inspection for cells with red 

coloration (Fig 2-1 A).

2.9 Atomic Force Microscopy

2.9.1 Experimental Setup

The AFM used for these studies was a Thermomicroscopes Explorer (Thermomicroscopes, 

CA, USA) equipped with either a 10 pm liquid scanner head (Thermomicroscopes) or a 

custom built 20 pm scanner head with silicon nitride cantilevers with a nominal spring 

constant of 0.032 N.m‘' (Thermomicroscopes model # 1520-00) (Lehenkari et ah, 2000). 

To interface the AFM with the inverted microscope, a custom interface was designed that 

enabled simultaneous AFM imaging and confocal microscopy imaging (Horton et ah, 

2000; Lehenkari et ah, 2000). This interface enabled the user to select with precision the 

area to be imaged and consisted o f a sample holder and an AFM holder (Fig 2-2).

The sample holder was designed to fit within the circular area at the centre of the 

microscope platen. In its centre, a short tapered tube was machined. The coverslip was 

fitted into the central tube sandwiched between two rubber 0-rings and, finally, water 

tightness was ensured by screwing a tapered hard plastic ring within the tube.

The AFM holder consisted of two parts. The base plate firmly fitted to the microscope 

stage, and had a large circular aperture in the centre to enable access to the sample. A 

smaller plate could slide horizontally above the base plate. Kinematic mounting holes were 

machined in the top plate surface so that the AFM mounts could be fitted stably and 

located with precision. A circular aperture was cut in its centre to give access to the 

sample. Once the AFM and the optics were aligned, the top plate could be immobilised 

with respect to the base plate by tightening two screws.

2.9.2 Integrating AFM with Confocal Microscopy and/or Frame Grabbing

Pre- and post-experiment phase contrast images of the cells could be taken via a CCD 

camera connected to the front port of the microscope and linked to a PC equipped with a 

frame grabbing card (shown in 5 on Fig 2-2C).
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A confocal microscope (Radiance 2000, Bio-Rad, UK) was integrated via the side port of 

the inverted microscope (optical path shown in Fig 2-3B, confocal microscope shown in 6 

on Fig 2-2C) (Horton et al., 2000). This enabled the monitoring o f cellular reactions to 

AFM experimentation using cells incubated with the fluorescent calcium sensitive dye 

Fluo-3 or cells transfected with green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter gene constructs. 

During simultaneous AFM and confocal microscopy measurements, great care was taken 

to set the dichroic wheel to separate the red and green channels so that the laser light used 

in the AFM light lever detection system (wave length 670 nm) could be eliminated. In our 

set up, de-coupling at 560 nm worked well. A band pass filter should also be used on the 

green channel to further eliminate red laser bleed through. In our experimental setup, we 

used a 530/560 nm band pass filter. The AFM lever and optical imaging z positions should 

be kept as far apart as possible in order to reduce stray light cross-talk. The advantage of 

using confocal microscopy over a cooled CCD camera in this setup is that, through the 

adjustment of the pinhole, light coming from outside of the optical plane can be eliminated. 

Hence, the amount of light reflected from the AFM cantilever can be minimised.

2.9.3 Calibration

For each cantilever, the spring constant was determined in air using the method of Hutter 

and Bechhoefer (1994). Thereafter, the sensor response was determined in situ on the glass 

coverslip before each force-volume acquisition. For material property measurements, the 

tip was considered to be approximately conical with an opening angle of 30° (determined 

from the specifications provided by Thermomicroscopes).

2.9.4 Glass Bead Cantilever Preparation

For intracellular calcium measurements, glass balls were glued onto the end of calibrated 

standard AFM cantilevers in order to have a larger contact area and a spherical indentor 

shape (Fig 2-3A). Briefly, the tip of the cantilever was dipped in photo-activatable glass 

glue (Glass Bond, Loctite). A small number of glass beads (Sigma, mean diameter: 30pm) 

was deposited onto a coverslip fitted into the sample holder. The cantilever was slowly 

lowered towards the chosen glass bead until it touched it. The cantilever was then 

unmounted from the scanner head and exposed to UV light for 2 min for the glue to bond. 

The radius of the glass beads was measured using the Biorad confocal microscope and its 

software.
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Figure 2-2. AFM-inverted microscope interface.

Photographs (A, C) and cross-sectional illustration o f  the AFM-inverted microscope interface. The AFM (1) is fitted onto the AFM 

holder (2) that allows alignment o f  the AFM cantilever tip into the desired position independent o f  the movement o f  the microscope 

stage (3) and the sample holder (4), and thus the placement o f  the desired object under the AFM cantilever. This configuration enables 

the possibility o f  simultaneous light/epifluorescence/confocal imaging.
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Figure 2-3. Modification of the AFM tip, optical light path, and mechanical 

stimulation with a micropipette.

A, SEM image o f  a modified cantilever. V-shaped cantilevers were modified by gluing glass beads onto their underside to provide a 

known indentor shape. The AFM tip, the glass bead, and the photoactivatable glue are clearly visible and indicated on the electron 

micrograph. Bar=4pm.

B, Confocal and AFM-laser light paths. The AFM is positioned above the cell to be stimulated (Fig 2-2). The cell is loaded with a 

fluorescent indicator (e.g. the calcium indicator Fluo-3AM). The fluorescence intensity in the stimulated cell can be monitored from the 

underside with a confocal microscope linked to the side port o f the inverted microscope. Stray light coming from the AFM laser can be 

de-coupled from the green fluorescence emitted by the fluorophore with a dichroic mirror set at 560 nm.

C, Image o f  a glass micropipette above an osteoblast monolayer cultured for 72h. Two cells are circled in dotted lines. The glass 

micropipette appears blurred because it is above the optical plane. When a square voltage wave is applied, the micropipette tip contacts 

the cell underneath it. Bar=10pm.
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2.9.5 Cantilever Washing

After use, the cantilevers were washed in acetone and rinsed in 50% ethanol.

2.9.6 Application of a Known Force

AFM offers the unique ability to apply a known force onto a surface. After aligning the 

laser beam on top of the cantilever, the tip was brought into contact with the surface and a 

sensor response curve was obtained. The slope of this curve yielded the conversion 

between the photo-detector intensity and the force applied in nN .nA '\

To apply a force F, one has to set the set point of the AFM to:

Fsp = r p -\—  
c

With sp being the set point, rp the resting point and c the conversion factor.

2.9.7 Evaluation of the Cellular Material Properties

The material properties of the cells can be determined using the Hertz theory of indentation 

(Johnson, 1985; Radmacher et al., 1995; Radmacher, 1997). By collecting force-distance 

curves at relatively slow indentation speeds, the indentation is mainly influenced by the 

elastic properties of the cell (A-Hassan et al., 1998; Radmacher et al., 1996). Force 

mapping was performed as implemented in the Thermomicroscopes software (a description 

of this can be found in (Cappella et al., 1997)). The data was analysed on a SGI O2 

workstation (SGI Inc, Mountainview, California) using custom-written software running 

under Pv-wave (Visual Numerics Inc, Boulder, Colorado).

The estimation of the elastic modulus of the cell relies on the theory of elastic contact 

developed by Hertz (1882) and then extended to conical indentors by Sneddon (1965). 

Diagrams o f the indentation o f an infinite half-plane by a conical or a spherical indentor 

are shown in Fig 2-4. Several assumptions are necessary to this theory as it covers the 

indentation of an isotropic elastic half space by a rigid indentor. Firstly, the cell is assumed 

to be locally linear isotropic. Secondly, the half space assumption is valid as long as the 

thickness o f the cell is two-fold larger than the depth o f indentation. Thirdly, it is assumed 

that the cellular material is much softer than the cantilever tip (150GPa compared to a 

maximum of lOOkPa for living cells; Radmacher, 1997) and hence the indentor can be 

considered rigid. Fourth, the contact between the tip and the cell is assumed to be 

frictionless so that only normal pressure is transmitted between them.
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Figure 2-4. Schematic representation of the indentation of an infinite half-plane by a 

spherical or a conical indentor.

A, Indentation o f  an infinite half-plane by a spherical indentor. The force F  applied on the sphere creates an indentation o f depth 6  and 

radius a.

B, Indentation o f  an infinite half-plane by a conical indentor. The force F  applied onto the conical indentor with the opening angle 2a 

creates an indentation of depth 5  and radius a.

With those assumptions, the force F needed to produce an indention 5 of the surface of a 

cell with a local elastic modulus E is:
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-T = 0conical n ^ - V   ̂Jtan(a)

_ 4  £*7^ )/
5pA^nca/

With a, the opening angle of the conical tip, R the radius of the spherical tip and v the local 

Poisson ratio. To acquire a map o f the cellular elasticities, one performs a force-distance 

measurement at each point of a grid superimposed to the viewing area. In doing so, the 

material properties of the cell in the z-direction are acquired at a number o f different 

points. After the cantilever contacts the cell, the movement imposed by the piezo-electric 

ceramic can be decomposed into the cantilever deflection d  and the indention Ô created in 

the cell volume. The loading force F  can be obtained from the spring constant of the 

cantilever k as F=k.d. Therefore one can rewrite the previous equation incorporating these 

values as:

s: _  |7rÂ:(l-v")tan(a) f j
^con ica l

^  spherical

And we know that the piezo-electric ceramic displacement z is z=d+b. If  zq is the point of 

contact between the cell and the tip and do is the offset o f the deflection when the tip is out 

of contact, then the equation o f the force-distance curve after contact can be rewritten as 

(for the conical indentator: Radmacher et al., 1996 corrected with Costa and Yin, 1999):

Z  — Z q  —  d — d^ +

d - d ^ +  ^  2 ~ ^0 , for the conical indentator

—̂ —- 3  ! ^3 for the spherical indentator
4 £  Vr J

Generally, a good fit of this curve can be obtained by taking two points o f the curve and 

solving for E  and zq (Radmacher et al., 1996). Solving the equation for the conical 

indentator presents no particular difficulties. The equation for the spherical indentator was 

rewritten as a degree equation and solved exactly using Cardano’s method (Amaudiès 

and Fraysse, 1989). The elastic modulus obtained is a measure of the compound local 

elasticity due to the cytoskeletal rearrangement in response to the application of a force in 

that point.
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Figure 2-5. Force-deflection curves on a thick and a thin cellular material.

A, Force-deflection curve taken on a thick cellular material. The experimental force-deflection curve (in blue) can be well fitted by the 

theory o f indentation o f an infinite half plane by a conical indentor. The time o f contact is indicated by the upward arrow.

B, Force-deflection curve taken on a thin cellular material. Shortly after contact (indicated by the downward arrow), the experimental 

force-deflection curve (in blue) and the theoretical curve (in red) coincide well. However, as more force is applied onto the cellular 

material, the tip o f  the cantilever contacts the hard underlying substrate (indicated by the upward arrow).
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The theory presented here is very accurate for materials that are thick compared to the 

indentation depth (Johnson, 1985). With the range of forces used in force-distance 

measurements, the indentation is typically on the order o f 100 nm into the cellular material. 

As some parts of the cytoskeleton are very thin, the tip may indent the membrane and 

finally come into contact with the substrate (Fig 2-5A and 2-5B) leading to an artificial 

overestimation of the stiffness. To overcome this problem, only the part of the force- 

distance curve before substrate contact is used to estimate the elastic modulus (Radmacher 

et al., 1996). Recently, Nitta et al. (2000) compared measurements o f the elastic properties 

of agar gels obtained from AFM force mapping and macroscopic tensile creep tests. They 

found that the elastic moduli using both techniques were close to each other though not 

equal. In a finite element analysis study of the indentation o f an elastic half plane by a 

conical indentator, Costa and Yin (1999) showed that the results were well correlated for a 

linear elastic material but yielded substantial errors for non linear materials.

When experimentally acquiring Young’s moduli with AFM, it is necessary to choose a 

value of the Poisson ratio, as AFM used in conjunction with the Hertz contact theory 

cannot predict both the cellular elasticity and Poisson ratio. The Poisson ratio to use for 

living cells remains subject to debate. Poisson’s ratio is usually between 0.3 and 0.5 for 

most common materials (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970). An incompressible material has 

a Poisson ratio of 0.5. As cells are mainly composed o f water, it may be argued that, on the 

time scale of the experiments, it is mainly incompressible. However, Maniotis et al. (1997) 

measured a cytoplasmic Poisson ratio o f 0.25±0.05 in micromanipulation experiments. 

Guilak (1995) reported changes in volume in chondrocytes located within an hemi-cylinder 

o f cartilage being compressed, thus suggesting that the Poisson ratio is not 0.5 for living 

cells. For most of the calculations in this study, a Poisson ratio of 0.3 was chosen.

During the mapping experiments, force-distance curves were taken in a 50 by 50 or 100 by 

100 grid over the area to be examined. The curves were then saved and transferred onto the 

workstation to be analysed. The analysis yielded an elasticity or log of elasticity map o f the 

examined surface. Additionally, a histogram of the cellular material property distribution 

could be output.
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2.10 Live Cell Confocal Imaging

All live cell confocal imaging was effected on a Nikon Diaphot 300 microscope with a 

Bio-Rad Radiance 2000 confocal laser scanning unit, which was integrated via the 

microscope side port (Fig 2-2). Imaging was done with either a 20x Nikon Neoplan 

objective (N.A.=1.2) or a lOOx oil-immersion objective (N.A.=1.3). The Bio-Rad time 

course software was used to capture images of the cells at intervals of Is for as long as 

desired. Pinhole diameter was chosen such that the thickness of the optical slice did not 

exceed cell height. The temporal evolution of the fluorescence intensity could be assessed 

at several locations, within and between cells using the Bio-Rad time-course software.

For intracellular calcium imaging, cells were incubated in medium for Ih with 6 pM 

Fluo3-AM (Molecular Probes) or 5 pM Fura-red-AM (Molecular Probes) and imaged in 

imaging buffer. For experiments with Gd^^, the same buffer but without phosphate or 

carbonate was used (Sachs and Morris, 1998). Both fluorophores were excited at 488 nm 

and their maximum emission wave lengths were 540 nm and 670 nm respectively.

For intracellular sodium imaging, cells were incubated in medium for Ih with 5 pm 

Sodium-green (Molecular Probes) and imaged in imaging-buffer. Sodium green was 

excited at 488 nm and had a maximum emission wave length of 550 nm.

Sodium green and Fura-red were dissolved in a 1:1 mix of DMSO and pluronic acid 

(Molecular Probes).

GFP-transfected cells were imaged in imaging medium and GFP was excited at 488 nm 

and had an emission maximum at 516 nm. However, GFP has a very large emission 

spectrum and hence to minimise bleed through when using it in conjunction with other 

fluorophores, it is necessary to choose them such that their emission spectra are as far as 

possible from the GFP emission maximum. Fura-red is particularly well suited for this 

application (Bolsover et al., 2001).

2.11 Mechanical Stimulation

Cells were either mechanically stimulated using the AFM or using a blunt micropipette.
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2.11.1 Micropipette Poking

Micropipettes (borosilicate glass, OD 1mm, ID 0.58 mm, Clark electromedical, Reading, 

UK) were pulled using a Nashirige PC-10 micropipette puller (Nashirige, Tokyo, Japan) 

and fire-polished by briefly passing them through the flame of a Bunsen burner. Cells were 

mechanically stimulated with a blunt micropipettc mounted onto a piezo-electric ceramic 

strip and attached to a micromanipulator. The piezo-electric ceramic was deflected by 

applying a square wave voltage for a duration of 6s. Before activation, the pipette tip was 

adjusted such that it just touched the cell surface when the voltage was applied. A well- 

loaded cell was chosen and the pipette tip was positioned above it (Fig 2-3C). The confocal 

microscope data collection was started and after 20s, the cell was mechanically stimulated. 

The collection was pursued for 50s after the pipette tip had contacted the surface.

2.11.2 AFM Stimulation

A well spread cell was chosen and the AFM positioned above it. The confocal microscope 

data collection was started and, after 30s, the cantilever was approached towards the cell 

surface. After 20s in contact with the cell, a force-distance curve was taken to enable 

determination o f cell elasticity at the location of indentation. The AFM cantilever was then 

retracted fi*om the surface and the data collection was continued for a further 40s to 

monitor any stress relaxation reactions. In some experiments, a second stimulus with a 

larger force was applied 30s later.

2.12 Software and Hardware

All programs were run either on an SGI O2 workstation or on a standard Pentium III PC.

All finite element modelling and computational fluid dynamics simulations were effected 

using CAST3M, a general purpose finite element solver that was developed by the French 

Nuclear Research Council (CEA Commissariat à l ’Energie Atomique, Saclay, France). 

This software is distributed free of charge to universities and is equipped with its own pre- 

and post-processors. CAST3M was run either on an SGI 0% workstation or on a standard 

PC.

Programming for data processing and image analysis was effected using PV-Wave running 

on an SGI 0%. PV-Wave is a Pascal-like language that incorporates many pre-programmed 

mathematics, visualisation and image processing functions enabling the rapid development 

o f scientific applications.
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Post-processing of confocal images or time-Courses was effected using either the Leica 

TCS-NT software (Leica, Germany), the Bio-Rad time course and confocal assistant 

software (Bio-Rad, UK), or the Imaris package (Bitplane, Ag, Zurich, Switzerland).

Curve fitting was effected using Kaleidagraph 3.5 (Synergy software, USA). Statistical 

analysis was done using either Excel 97 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) or Origin 4.0 

(Microcal software, MA, USA).

2.13 Inhibitors and Modulators

A  variety of inhibitors were used to examine the calcium or sodium entry pathways, the 

involvement of gap-junctions, or to modulate the cellular cytoskeleton. Their 

concentrations are indicated in the specific methods sections of the chapters.

Table 2-II. List of Inhibitors or Modulators

Inhibitors and 

Modulators

Effect Secondary effect Supplier

Câ  ̂entry pathway

Gadolinium Chloride

Verapamil

Bradikynin

Et-18-O-CHi

Thapsigargin

EGTA

Xestospongin C

Blocks stretch-activated ion 

channels 

Blocks voltage-activated 

calcium channels (mainly the 

L-type)

Activates the IP3 -mediated 

Câ  ̂pathway 

Inhibits phosphatidyl inositol 

specific phospholipase C 

Inhibits phospholipase C 

activation 

Empties intracellular Câ  ̂

stores by blocking the 

endoplasmic reticulum Câ -̂ 

ATPase 

Chelates extracellular 

calcium 

Blocks IP3 -mediated release 

from intracellular Câ  ̂stores

Blocks voltage-activated 

calcium channels

Sigma

Sigma

Novabiochem,

Switzerland

Sigma

Calbiochem

Sigma

Calbiochem

Calbiochem
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Na  ̂entry pathway

Tetrodotoxin Blocks a class of voltage- 

activated Na"̂  channels

Tocris

Amiloride Blocks NaVH^ exchange Blocks Na^ ATPase Sigma

KB-R7943 Blocks the reverse mode o f  

the NaVCa^  ̂exchanger

Tocris

Veratridine Blocks Na^ channel closure Calbiochem

Gramicidin Forms monovalent cation- 

selective pores in lipid 

bilayers

Molecular probes

Gap-junctional

communication

Heptanol Disrupts gap-junctions Sigma

Carbenoxolone Disrupts gap-junctions Promotes Na^ reuptake Sigma

Cytoskeleton

Cytochalasin B Depolymerises F-actin Sigma

Jasplakinolide Stabilises F-actin Prevents store activated 

Câ  ̂entry into cells

Molecular Probes

Nocodazole Depolymerises microtubules Molecular Probes

Paclitaxel Inhibits microtubule 

depolymerisation

Calbiochem

Acrylamide Dissolves vimentin 

intermediate filaments

BDH Chemicals

Diamide Disrupts the submembranous 

spectrin network

Sigma

Miscellaneous

Genistein Inhibits protein tyrosine 

kinases

Calbiochem

O il Incorporates into the lipid 

bilayer and reduces 

membrane tension

Molecular Probes

Ethidium homodimer Intercalates between DNA 

strands

Calbiochem
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Chapter 3 - Atomic Force Microscopy Can Be Used to 

Mechanicaiiy Stimuiate Osteobiasts and Evaiuate Ceiiuiar Strain 

Distributions

3.1 Introduction

The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) was invented in 1986 by Binnig et al. and has, since 

then, been used extensively in many different fields and increasingly in biology. It has 

served in particular to give biology a sense of space by enabling the three-dimensional 

visualisation of biological phenomena such as mitosis (Kuznetsov et al., 1997), vesicle 

trafficking or cytoskeletal rearrangement (Henderson et al., 1992; Parpura et al., 1993). 

Furthermore, due to its capability of applying very small controlled forces (<10pN), the 

AFM can be used as an ultra-precise indentor to determine the material properties of soft 

membranes (Radmacher et al., 1994) and biological materials (Radmacher et al., 1995). A 

number of different cell types have been examined using this approach (Fritz et al., 1993; 

Hofmann et al., 1997; Radmacher et al., 1996; Rotsch et al., 1997; Weisenhom et al., 1993; 

Wu et al., 1998). More recently AFM has enabled the quantitation of the effects of 

cytoskeleton disrupting drugs on cellular material properties (Domke et al., 1999). The use 

of AFM enables the examination of cellular mechanics through the use o f engineering 

techniques via the measurement of the cellular material properties and with a high degree 

of spatial precision.

Virtually all cell types have been reported to adapt to their mechanical environment 

(Donahue et al., 1995). Amongst these, bone cells are particularly interesting as bone is a 

dynamic material that continually adapts its structure in response to mechanical usage 

(Rubin and Lanyon, 1985). This adaptive process is driven and effected by three types of 

bone cells: osteoblasts that form bone, osteoclasts that resorb bone and osteocytes that are 

embedded within the bone matrix. How bone senses the mechanical stimuli on the tissue 

level is still unclear. However, there is growing evidence that either the osteocytes or their 

precursors the osteoblasts may act as a sensing system in bone (Cowin et al., 1991; 

Lanyon, 1993). Both cell types have been shown to be mechanically responsive in vitro 

(Burger et al., 1992; Xia and Ferrier, 1992) and in vivo (Chow et al., 1998a; Rubin and 

Lanyon, 1985).
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Direct sensing of strain by bone cells could be mediated by stretch activated channels, 

cytoskeletal deformation or integrin cell adhesion receptors coupled to the cytoskeleton. 

Indeed, stretch-activated ion channels have been reported in many different cell types 

including osteoblasts (Alberts et ah, 1994; Donahue et ah, 1995; Duncan and Hruska, 

1994; Guggino et ah, 1988). Integrins are linked to the cytoskeleton which could, in turn, 

activate intracellular secondary messengers (Banes et ah, 1995; Ingber, 1997b). The 

cytoskeleton is perturbed as the bone matrix is deformed and may serve to amplify small 

strains through a tensegrity structure (Ingber, 1997b). Many different events are triggered 

by application of mechanical strain to osteoblasts; one of the very early and easily 

measurable events is a rise in intracellular calcium levels (Glogauer et ah, 1995; Jorgensen 

et ah, 1997; Xia and Ferrier, 1992).

A number of different techniques have been used to apply strain to cells ranging from: 

poking with a micropipette (Jorgensen et ah, 1997; Xia and Ferrier, 1992), movement of 

magnetic microbeads in a magnetic field (Glogauer et ah, 1995), optical tweezers, 

stretching of the substrate (Lee et ah, 1999a), fluid flow or hydrostatic pressure. However, 

none o f these techniques enables both a precise control of the force applied and the 

measurement of the mechanical properties at the point o f application.

The goal of this study was to determine whether or not AFM could be used to 

mechanically stimulate osteoblasts and to examine the different mechanical aspects 

resulting from this deformation. To assess whether or not the cells had sensed the stimulus, 

we chose to monitor changes in the intracellular calcium levels during AFM indentation. 

We checked the validity of our method for calculating indentation diameter and gave an 

estimate o f the precision of the strain computation. As the thickness of the cell under the 

area of indentation was not known, we examined the effect of varying the thickness on the 

resulting strains. Because the Poisson ratio o f living cells remains unknown, we also 

examined the effect o f varying the Poisson ratio on the cellular strains.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Cell Culture

Osteoblasts were cultured as described in 2.2.1.
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3.2.2 Intracellular Calcium Measurements

Intracellular Calcium measurements were effected with the calcium indicator Fluo-3AM as 

described in 2.10.

3.2.3 Atomic Force Microscopy

Calibration of the cantilevers and tip functionalisation were carried out as described in

2.9.3 and 2.9.4, respectively. Prior to each experiment a sensor response was taken on the 

glass surface to obtain the conversion ratio between nA and nN  and the diameter of the 

glass bead was measured via the confocal microscope.

3.2.4 Experimental procedure

Mechanical stimulation of the cells was effected as described in 2.11.2.

3.2.5 Measurement of Material Properties

Material property measurements were derived from micro-indentation of the cellular 

material with a spherical indentor as described in 2.9.7.

3.2.6 Determining the Surface Strains

From the elastic modulus and the force applied, one can calculate the strains applied on the 

surface of the cell by a spherical indentor using the Hertzian theory of contact. The total 

force P  applied by a spherical indentor with a radius to a surface with the elastic 

modulus E  (determined from the force-distance curve) creates an indentation with a radius 

a (Johnson, 1985):

3
4 E ]

The relationship between the maximum pressure pO applied and the total load P  applied by 

the AFM is (Johnson, 1985):

« 2 2 3 f
P = -Tip^a <=>jPo

3 " ” 2 Tia^

Thereafter, one can determine the radial displacements on the surface of the elastic half

plane (Johnson, 1985) and from those the radial strains at the surface can be calculated 

for all radii r from the centre of indentation:



— (r) = _ ( l - 2 v X l+ v ) ^ '
"■ ôr 3E
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E
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r <a
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The strain distribution under the area of indentation had both a compressive and a tensile 

component (Fig 3-2). Both components were calculated for each cell. To automate the 

whole process, a program was written under Pv-Wave. For the numerical calculations, the 

following values were chosen: E^XOkPa^ v=0.3,7^=15pm, F=\nN.

3.2.7 Experimental Validation

An experimental validation of the proposed model was undertaken. Cells were cultured in 

the same conditions as previously described and loaded with the cell-permeant green- 

fluorescent dye calcein-AM (Molecular Probes). The optical slice of the confocal 

microscope was reduced to its minimum size. The AFM cantilever was brought into 

contact with the cell of interest and was left to rest for 20s. The microscope focus was 

adjusted such that the cell surface was visible. A darkened area corresponding to the area 

of indentation could be visualised. An image of this area was grabbed. A force-distance 

curve was taken at the area of indentation. Post-hoc, the local cellular material properties 

were estimated from the force-distance curve. The diameter of the indented area was 

measured using the Bio-Rad post-processing software and was compared to the diameter 

calculated from the Hertzian half space theory using the estimated Young’s modulus. The 

error was defined as:

%Etror = K* " ‘^"1.100 

With dth the theoretical diameter and dm the experimentally measured diameter.

3.2.8 Error Analysis

There are several sources of error that can affect our experimental results. We grouped the 

errors into three separate groups: c the error committed in the measurement of distances 

using microscope images, y the error stemming from the estimation o f forces with the 

AFM, and Ç a compound error stemming from several sources but in particular from the 

mismatch between the theory and the experiment due to fact that the cell is not a 

homogenous half space. One can rewrite the estimated sphere radius Re, the estimated total 

load Pe, the diameter of the indented zone predicted by the theoretical calculations ae and
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the experimentally measured diameter o f the indented zone am obtained from the 

experiments as:

/ ? ,  = « ( 1 + e )

P , = P ( 1 + y )  

a , = a ( l + 4 )  
a .  = a (l + 6 + | )

With R, P  and a the exact values. All o f the other parameters o f interest can be rewritten as 

a function of Re, Pe and üe. We assumed that the errors 8, y, and ^ were small compared to 

1. The expressions for Re, Pe and ae can then be substituted into the formulae for Ô, E, po 

and the surface strains. Keeping only the first order errors 8, y, and one can then rewrite 

the formulae to obtain an estimate of the precision of the half space theory applied to living 

cells. Briefly, excluding the second order error terms, we find:

ô , = | ^  = ô ( 1 - e +2Ç)

=  " ' ' ^ S-E(1 + s + T - 3 4 )
4a

Poe V ) a f o ( l + B + y  - 2 ^ )
2na„

For the radial strains with r<a, ignoring the error on the terms in , we get:

i h  r
1 - (1 -8 + 3 ^ )- ( l - 2 v X l + v )

E Po ( l - 8  + 5 ) r < a

= +3^) r  >a

A conservative estimate for the error on radial strains within the indentation zone is 8+3^. 

From the experimental validation, one can obtain estimates for 8 and The error when 

measuring a length from an optically acquired image is a half pixel on either side, leading 

to a total error of one pixel. With a 20x objective, the width o f one pixel is 1.22 pm. 

Therefore, an estimate of the optical measurement error 8 is £^1.22/de. Since the total error 

on the experimentally measured diameter am is 8+Ç, one can obtain an estimate of the 

theoretical mismatch error ^ knowing 8.
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3.2.9 FEM Modelling

Because the theoretical solution giving the strain distribution within the thickness of the 

elastic half space is not easily solvable and because these distributions may help to 

determine candidate mechanisms of transduction of the mechanical stimulus, a finite 

element model of the indented half space was established. Taking the symmetries o f the 

problem into account, only one quarter of the space was modelled. A box 15 pm in length 

in the x- and y-directions and with a thickness t was meshed with eight-noded parametric 

volumic elements with a higher density of elements in the area of indentation paying 

particular attention to the boundary between the indented and the non-indented regions. 

The model was constrained in displacement in the z-direction at its base and in the jc- and 

y-directions respectively on the y- and %-sides in which the indentation was performed 

(Costa and Yin, 1999). The other sides were left free. The cellular material was assumed to 

be elastic linear isotropic and the modulus was chosen to be 10 kPa. The Poisson ratio v 

was varied between 0.2 and 0.5 to examine the effect of the Poisson ratio on the strain 

distributions. The thickness t was varied between 0.25 and 5 pm to examine the effect of 

cell height on the strain distribution.

3.2.10 Statistics

All statistics were performed with a students t-test on two populations. Results were 

deemed statistically significant when p<0.001.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Cellular Reactions

Cellular reactions were observed in 25% of the cases (n=231). The mean strain induced in 

the reacting cells was on the order of 30000 ps (3%) for the tensile component of the strain 

distribution and -50000 ps (-5%) for the compressive component, and the mean 

deformation induced in the non-reacting cells was on the order of 25000 ps and -35000 ps 

(2.5% and -3.5%). Both of these values were significantly different from the reacting 

population to the non-reacting population.
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Figure 3-1. Osteoblasts can be mechanically stimulated by AFM micro-indentation 

and react by increasing their intracellular calcium levels.

A, Osteoblasts loaded with Fluo-3 prior to indentation. The cell about to be indented is indicated by the white arrow.

B, Osteoblasts after indentation. The indented cell (indicated by the white arrow) has increased its intracellular calcium concentration.

C, Time course o f  the calcium intensity within the indented cell. TD indicates the time when the AFM cantilever enters in contact with 

the cell. FD indicates the time when a force-distance curve is taken on the cell. LO indicates the time when the AFM cantilever is lifted 

out o f contact o f  the cell surface.
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Fig 3-1 shows a typical positive experiment. Fig 3-1A shows the cells prior to stimulation. 

The cell about to be stimulated is shown by the white arrow (A). Fig 3-IB shows the cells 

post stimulation. The stimulated cell has a markedly increased intracellular calcium 

concentration in 3-IB when compared to 3-1 A. Figure 3-1C shows the time course of the 

experiment (TD: Touch Down, FD: Force Distance, LO: Lift Off, A: image 3-1A 

corresponds to this time point, B: image 3-IB corresponds to this time point). In all 

experiments, the cells reacted immediately after being stimulated. In some of the 

experiments, the cells reacted as the pressure was removed.

3.3.2 Surface Strains

Membrane Deformation
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Ü
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Figure 3-2. Strain in the membrane as a function of distance from indentation centre.

Strains elicited in the membrane as a function of distance from the indentation centre. For this calculation: E=\QkPa, v=0.3, /Î=l5|im, 

F=\nN.

Both compressive and tensile strains are present in the strain distribution. With the 

numerical values ehosen, the indentation depth was 67.7 nm, the radius of contact was 1 

pm, the maximal strain was 8100 ps (0.81%) and the minimal strain was -12200 ps 

( 1.2 %).
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Table 3-1. Experimental estimation of the accuracy of the half space model applied to 

live cells.

Parameter Error Numerical value of error

Sphere Radius s

Force estimation y

Indentation diameter (experimentally measured) 8+^

Indentation diameter (predicted) ^

Indentation depth 6+2^

Young’s modulus y+e+3^

Maximal pressure y+s+2^

Surface strain, r<a 8+3^

Surface strain, r>a 8+3^

13%

10% (hypothesised) 

20%

7%

27%

44%

37%

34%

34%

Figure 3-3. Indentation by a spherical indentor of a live osteoblast loaded with 

Calcein-AM.

T h e w h ite  arrow sh ow s the darkened area co n esp o n d in g  to the indented area on  top o f  the ce ll. T h e fo llo w in g  num erical va lu es w ere  

used for the estim ation  o f  the indented diam eter: /?= 14.5pm , /:= 0.043 N .m ‘, F = 20  n N  y ie ld in g  £ = 2 .1  kP a  and 2 * a = 9 .1  \xm. T h e

m easured d iam eter w as 9 .5 pm .



 ^

3.3.3 Experimental validation and Error Analysis

The predicted and the measured indentation diameters were closely related in the 23 cells 

examined. Fig 3-3 shows a typical validation experiment. The darkened indented area on 

the top of the cell can clearly be seen. For this experiment, the force applied was 20 nN, 

the spring constant o f the cantilever was 0.043 N.m'% the radius of the indentor was 29 

pm. The estimated elastic modulus was 2100 Pa. The estimated diameter was 9.1 pm and 

the measured diameter was 9.5 pm yielding an error of 4%.The predicted diameter 

underestimated the measured diameter by an average of 20% (n=23). The optical 

measurement error s averaged 13% (n=23). An estimate of the theoretical error ^ was 

therefore 7%. Assuming y is 10%, we could use these numerical values to calculate an 

upper limit of the estimated errors on 8, E, po and the surface strains. These results are 

summarised in Table 3-1.

3.3.4 Strain Distributions

The strain distributions calculated by FEM were in good agreement with the theory for 

strains at the elastic half-plane surface.

The maximal absolute value of all three strain parameters are on the same order of 

magnitude. The maximal and minimal radial strains (Sn-, Fig 3-4B) are found on the surface 

and a large strain gradient is present at the interface between the indented region and the 

non-indented region. Tangential strains (see. Fig 3-4C) are minimal on the cell surface and 

maximal just under the area of indentation. However, the maximal tangential strains are 

one order of magnitude smaller than the tangential minimal strains. This yielded a large 

variation in the z-direction. The vertical strains (Szz, Fig 3-4D) are maximal just under the 

area of indentation. Fig 3-4A shows the deformation of the surface after indentation 

amplified 15 fold.
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Figure 3-4. Strain distributions elicited by AFM indentation.

Ail o f the scales are in %. The numerical values chosen for this simulation were: E=\QkPa, v^O.3, R=\5/jm, F=\nN.

A, Deformations elicited by AFM indentation. The distances have been amplified 15 fold in the z-direction. The boundary conditions are 

indicated on the figure. The location o f  force application is indicated by a red arrow.

B, Radial strain distribution. The largest radial strains are found on the cell surface. A large strain gradient is present at the boundary 

between the region o f  where the sphere is in contact with the cell surface and the region where it is not.

C, Tangential strain distribution. The largest tangential strains occurred at the cell surface in the area o f  indentation.

D, Vertical strain distribution. The largest vertical strains were located directly under the area o f indentation within the cell thickness.
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3.3.5 Influence of the Poisson ratio and the cell thickness on the strain distribution

The Poisson ratio had relatively little influence on the order of magnitude of the strains 

applied to the cell (Fig 3-5A). However, the effect was very different depending on the 

directions. The radial strains (Srr) changed only by 30% over the whole range. Tangential 

strains (see) changed drastically but at their maximum remained on the same order of 

magnitude as the radial strains. The minimal vertical strains (Szz) changed by only 12%.

The effect of cell thickness on the magnitude of strains was dramatic (Fig 3-5B). For 

thicknesses smaller than 2 pm, the magnitude of all o f the strains increases greatly. For 

thicknesses greater than 2 pm, there is little change in the magnitudes of the strains. This 

was to be expected as the half space approximation is valid for thicknesses greater than the 

radius of indentation (Johnson, 1985). The radial strains however stay relatively unchanged 

until a thickness equal to the radius of indentation (1 pm).

3.4 Discussion
In this study, AFM was used to apply a known force onto osteoblasts sufficient to elicit an 

intracellular calcium response. The elastic modulus of the cells was calculated and the 

strains on the cell surface and in the cellular thickness could be derived either using the 

Hertzian indentation theory or using finite element analysis. The technique used was 

experimentally validated and estimates of the errors were given. The effect of the Poisson 

ratio and the cellular thickness on the magnitude of strains were evaluated.

The precision of our technique was estimated and we found a good correlation between the 

predicted values for the radius of indentation and the experimentally measured ones. 

Furthermore, we were able to derive an estimate of the accuracy of the predictions of the 

elastic modulus and the surface strains. The difference between the predicted and the 

experimentally determined indentation diameter was 20%, the error on the elastic modulus 

was 44% and the inaccuracy on surface strains was 34%. However, one major source of 

error appears to be the actual optical measurement o f lengths. This error could easily be 

reduced by effecting the measurements with a higher magnification objective. For example 

an objective with a lOOx magnification would bring the measurement errors down to 

approximately 2%. A more in depth study should be carried out with this magnification.
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Figure 3-5. Effect of the Poisson ratio and cell thickness on the mechanical strains 

elicited by AFM micro-indentation.

A , Strains e lic ited  by A FM  indentation as a function o f  the P o isson  ratio o f  the ce ll. T he fo llo w in g  num erical va lu es w ere chosen: £ = 1 0  

kP a , £ = 1 5 |iw , £= 1  nN. t=A  \xm.

B, Strains e lic ited  by A FM  indentation as a function  o f  ce ll th ickness. T he fo llo w in g  num erical valu es w ere  chosen: £ = 1 0  kP a , £=15(a/7/, 

£=1 nN. v = 0 .3 .

In both figures: e r r  are the radial strains, e it  the tangential strains, e zz  the vertical strains.
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None the less, the estimated error due to the homogenous half-plane approximation 

underlines the necessity to find a more realistic model than the Hertzian half space model 

in order to describe living cells. Several limitations can be pointed out. First, the cell 

membrane is a complex structure, it is best described a fluid bilayer that is not uniformly 

tethered to the cytoskeleton and can equilibrate independently of the cytosol. Second, the 

cell is by no means homogeneous and isotropic but possesses a complex cytoskeleton 

constituted of a highly interconnected network of fibres. Furthermore, living cells exhibit 

viscoelastic properties.

The strain distributions could be determined throughout the cell thickness using finite 

element modelling and were in good agreement with the theory. This enables us to 

formulate a number of hypotheses regarding the way in which the cells sense the applied 

strains. The maximal and minimal radial strains were located on the cell surface and there 

was a high strain gradient at the interface between the region where the AFM tip was in 

contact with the cell and the region where there was no contact. This could suggest a 

detection mechanism mediated by the cell membrane. Stretch-activated calcium channels 

that open in response to membrane strain, and let extracellular calcium into the cell, are 

prime candidates. Furthermore, as there is a high gradient at the interface between the 

region of indentation and the unindented region, the strain varies greatly in amplitude over 

a short distance possibly exerting sufficient strain to open the small stretch activated ion 

channels. The vertical strain distribution shows a large compressive strain just under the 

area of indentation. In the cell, the submembranous area is a prime area of connection 

between the cell membrane and the cellular cytoskeleton (Ko and McCulloch, 2000). 

Therefore, the signal may be relayed through a direct deformation of cellular cytoskeleton, 

which may in turn activate mechanisms that increase intracellular calcium levels.

The effect of the Poisson ratio and the cellular thickness on the magnitude of strains was 

examined as both of these variables remain unknown. To date there has been no definite 

measurement of the Poisson ratio of living cells. As cells are mainly composed of water, it 

may be argued that, on the time scale of the experiments, they are mainly incompressible 

and therefore have a Poisson ratio of 0.5. However, Maniotis et al. (1997) reported a 

cytoplasmic Poisson ratio o f 0.25 to 0.3 in micromanipulation experiments. Guilak (1995) 

visualised changes in volume in chondrocytes located within an hemi-cylinder o f cartilage 

being compressed, and suggested that the Poisson ratio is not 0.5 for living cells. The 

Poisson ratio only had a marginal effect on the magnitude o f the highest deformations
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yielding changes of up to 30%. Therefore knowledge of its exact value may not be crucial 

in our case. The thickness of the cell at the point of indentation cannot be examined as we 

lack a reference point to measure it. This is unfortunate as this information is crucial 

because the strains elicited by the indentation increase greatly for thicknesses that are 

comparable to the radius of indentation. As a general rule, in order to obtain meaningful 

results, one must try to indent the cells on their highest parts, in order to have an adequate 

precision in the evaluation o f the cellular strain distributions when using the elastic half 

space approximation.

In summary, using AFM we were able to elicit intracellular calcium responses in primary 

osteoblasts and evaluate the magnitude of the strains elicited both on the cell membrane 

and in the cellular material. The determination of the strain distributions suggested two 

possible detection mechanisms. One based on the detection of radial strains via stretch 

activated channels and the other based on the detection o f vertical strains by the 

cytoskeleton. Also in order to obtain a reasonable accuracy in the evaluation of the cellular 

strains, we established that the cells should be indented at their highest parts.
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Chapter 4 - Single Cell Mechanotransduction and its Moduiation 

Anaiysed by Atomic Force Microscope indentation

4 .1 1ntroduction

Bone is a structure finely tuned to its mechanical environment. This concept was 

introduced by W olff in 1892 and reinforced by Koch’s finding, in 1917, that trabecular 

orientations closely matched stress trajectories. Peak strains measured in vivo on the bone 

surface by strain gauges (which measure average strain over a length of several mm) reach 

a maximum of 3000-4000 pe during normal activity in many species (Lanyon and Smith, 

1969). In a seminal experiment, Rubin and Lanyon (1984a) showed that bone mass could 

be maintained by applying a small number of physiological strain events, and increased 

when a higher number of loading cycles was applied. This suggested that bone adapts to its 

mechanical usage (Lanyon, 1992).

Strain detection in the skeleton is thought to be effected by bone lining cells and osteocytes 

embedded within the bone matrix (Cowin et al., 1991; Lanyon, 1993). However, because 

bone is a composite material with multiple enclosed cavities (e.g. osteocyte lacunae, 

Haversian canals) and a complex architecture, the strain to which cells are subjected to in 

vivo and to which they react remains unknown. Finite-element (FE) model reconstructions 

of micro-computed tomographies of bones offer a way of predicting strain within the bony 

tissue (van Rietbergen et al., 1999). Several studies have shown that strain applied to the 

bony tissue (mm scale) can result in several fold larger strain levels around osteocyte 

lacunae (pm scale) (Hollister et al., 1994; Riemer-McReady and Hollister, 1997).

Cells can sense mechanical stimuli through mechanosensitive ion channels, integrin 

receptors or tyrosine kinases (Banes et al., 1995; Malek and Izumo, 1996; Sachs and 

Morris, 1998). The exact mechanism involved and the downstream events may depend on 

the type o f stimulation and is considered likely to also involve cell- or tissue-specific 

components. An early and quasi-ubiquitous response to mechanical stimuli is a rise in 

intracellular calcium concentration and this signal can be transmitted to neighbouring cells 

to sensitise a larger area of tissue. The cytoskeleton is a closely interwoven network of 

actin, tubulin and intermediate-filaments which modulates cell sensitivity to mechanical 

stimuli by adapting its structure to accommodate prolonged mechanical strains (Janmey, 

1998; Ko and McCulloch, 2000). Cytoskeletal integrity is important for detection and
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transduction of mechanical strain, and cellular elasticity (Ko and McCulloch, 2000; Rotsch 

et ah, 1999; Wang, 1998). Among the many methods of applying a mechanical stimulus 

onto a single cell, only atomic force microscopy (AFM) enables a precise application of 

very low forces, the measurement o f cell elasticity (Radmacher, 1997), minimal disruption 

to cells (Haydon et ah, 1996), and the determination of cellular strain distributions during 

indentation (Chapter 3).

In this study, we sought to determine, at the single cell level, the characteristic strains to 

which osteoblastic cells respond to further understand the relationships between cell 

mechanics, the cytoskeleton and mechanosensitivity. We quantified the mechanical strains 

needed to elicit intracellular calcium responses in primary osteoblasts. The proportion of 

reacting cells followed a dose-dependent curve with respect to applied strain. Intracellular 

calcium rises could be transmitted to neighbouring cells. Calcium entry was investigated 

by using specific blockers of key elements of the calcium pathway and cellular sensitivity 

was modulated by selectively disrupting cytoskeletal components previously shown to be 

involved in the transduction of mechanical stimuli. The effect of these drugs on cell 

morphology and organisation were also investigated. These data lead us to propose a 

model that integrates cellular exposure to mechanical strain, cytoskeletal integrity and 

calcium-mediated cell signalling to link single-cell reactions to whole bone adaptation. The 

use of AFM as an analytical tool of mechanical responses is likely to find applications in 

other cell/tissue systems that adapt to their mechanical environment in normal physiology 

or disease.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Cell Culture and Histological Staining

Cell culture and the alkaline phosphatase expression assay were effected as described in

2.2.1 and 2.8, respectively.

4.2.2 Immuno-staining and Confocal Microscopy

Immunostaining was performed as described in 2.7. For the cytoskeletal triple stains, the 

cells were sequentially incubated with monoclonal anti-vimentin antibody, FITC-labelled 

goat anti-mouse Ig antibody, Biotin-Phalloidin, Cy5-labelled Streptavidin, rabbit 

polyclonal anti-alpha tubulin, and TRITC-labelled swine anti-rabbit Ig antibody. For gap- 

junctional staining, the cells were incubated with monoclonal anti-Connexin-43 (Cx-43), a
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gap-junctional protein, FITC-labelled goat anti-mouse Ig antibody, and Rhodamine- 

Phalloidin.

4.2.3 Functional Gap Junctional Communication Assay

This assay was performed as described by Yellowley et al. (2000). Briefly, cells were 

divided into two batches and cultured for 3 days. One batch was loaded with both 10 pM 

calcein-AM (Molecular Probes), a cytosolic marker, and 5 pl.ml"^ Dil (Vybrant red; 

Molecular Probes), a lipophillic membrane marker. The labelled cells were then detached 

by enzymatic digestion and a small drop of these was added to the unlabelled cell culture. 

Calcein was able to diffuse to other cells through gap junctions, whereas the membrane 

marker could not and was used to identify the parachuting cells.

4.2.4 Intracellular Calcium Measurements

This was effected as described in 2.9.7.

4.2.5 Atomic Force Microscopy

Calibration of the cantilevers and tip functionalisation were carried out as described in

2.9.3 and 2.9.4, respectively. Prior to each experiment a sensor response was taken on the 

glass surface to obtain the conversion ratio between nA and nN  and the diameter of the 

glass bead was measured via the confocal microscope.

4.2.6 Experimental procedure

Mechanical stimulation of the cells was effected as described in 2.11.2.

4.2.7 Spontaneous calcium waves

To assess the frequency of spontaneous increases in intracellular calcium, optical fields 

covered with cells were monitored for 200s each. All cells and reacting cells were counted 

for each experiment. This yielded a probability o f reacting spontaneously per unit time.

4.2.8 Measurement of Material Properties

Cell elasticities were evaluated as described in 2.9.7.

4.2.9 Determining Cellular Strains

The cellular strains were evaluated as described in 3.2.6. The radial surface strain 

distribution has both a tensile (positive) and a compressive (negative) component and was 

calculated for each cell using a custom-writteii program. FE modelling showed that 

maximal radial strains were located on the cell surface and that maximal tangential strains
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were of similar magnitude to peak radial strains, whereas peak vertical strains were 

approximately three-fold higher (Chapter 3). Because the cellular material was assumed to 

be linear, maximal tangential and vertical strains evolved in proportion to maximal radial 

strains and these can be used as an indicator of cell strain state.

4.2.10 Inhibitor Studies

For each inhibitor, the experiments were conducted in the same way as the controls. A very 

large force (>10 nN) was applied to obtain a large number o f expected reactions. Single 

inhibitor concentrations were selected based upon accepted maximally effective values 

from the literature. In all cases, there was no evidence of cellular toxicity. For cytoskeletal 

modification using drugs, post-hoc immunostaining established the selectivity o f action 

(Fig 4 and data not shown).

4.2.10.1 Calcium entry pathway

To investigate calcium entry, the cells were incubated with inhibitors of the key elements 

of the entry pathways. Extracellular calcium entry was investigated by adding 5 mM 

EOTA to the imaging medium and adjusting the pH to 7.4. To ascertain that cells in 

calcium free medium were not depleted in calcium, 5 pM bradikynin was used as a 

positive control stimulus. Mechanosensitive cation channels were blocked with 50 pM 

Gd^^ (Sachs and Morris, 1998). Intracellular calcium stores were depleted by incubating 

the cells with 1 pM thapsigargin. The phosphatidyl-inositol specific phospholipase C (PI- 

PLC) pathway was blocked with 20 pM Et-lS-OCHg. Voltage-activated calcium channels 

were blocked by incubating the cells with 10 pM verapamil. The involvement o f tyrosine 

kinases was assessed by incubating the cells with 50 pM genistein. All compounds were 

added to the culture medium 30 minutes prior to stimulation and were present in the 

imaging medium throughout the experiment.

4.2.10.2 Cytoskeletal modulation of mechanical signal transduction

To elucidate the importance of the cytoskeleton in the transduction of mechanical stimuli, 

compounds were used to selectively modify the cytoskeletal components. Cytochalasin B 

(5 pM) was used to disrupt F-actin. Jasplakinolide (0.1 pM) was used to aggregate F-actin 

filaments. Nocodazole (10 pM) was used to depolymerise microtubules. Paclitaxel (0.1 

pM) was used to inhibit microtubular depolymerisation. Acrylamide (4 mM) was used to 

dissolve vimentin (Wang, 1998). Diamide (0.5 mM) was used to disrupt the links between 

spectrin filaments and the F-actin network (Adachi and Iwasa, 1997). Membrane tension 

was decreased by incubating with 5 p l.m f’ Dil, an amphiphilic compound that
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incorporates into the cell membrane (Rancher and Sheetz, 2000). All reagents were added 

to the medium 30 minutes prior to the experiment, except acrylamide (Ih  before) and Dil 

(15 min before), and were present throughout the experiment.

4.2.11 Morphological effects of cytoskeletal disruption

To examine the effect of cytoskeletal disruption on cellular organisation and better 

understand the changes in intracellular calcium reactions, the cells were examined with 

triple immuno-staining of F-actin, microtubules and vimentin. The effects on cell height 

and volume were examined by loading live cells with 2.5 pM calcein-AM or 10 pM 

CFMDA (Molecular Probes) and taking a z-stack of images of the cells before and after 

cytoskeletal disruption using a Bio-Rad confocal microscope with a lOOx oil-immersion 

objective. The cell heights and volumes prior to and after treatment were derived from the 

confocal images using a custom-written program based on the techniques described in 

(Guilak, 1994).

4.2.12 Data Analysis and Statistics

Each experimental recording of calcium intensity was checked for intracellular calcium 

increases. When these occurred, their timing was compared to the noted times o f contact 

and lift off of the cantilever. If the reaction coincided with the time of indentation and the 

intracellular calcium rise was greater than the baseline by five standard deviations of the 

noise, the experiment was deemed positive. The reacting cells were classified into 3 

groups: those that reacted only when contact with the cantilever was first established 

(Touchdown group or TD), those that reacted only when the cantilever was lifted off the 

cell surface (Lift Off group or LO), and those that reacted in both cases (TDLO group). For 

every stimulated cell, data analysis yielded cell elasticity, radial surface strains and the 

presence or not o f a reaction.

The strain dependence of intracellular reactions was examined in two ways both for the 

tensile and for the compressive components of the strain distribution. Firstly, the data was 

grouped into a total of 4 strain-ranges and the percentage of cells reacting on TD, LO or 

TDLO was computed for each range. The differences between ranges were assessed with a 

one-way ANOVA on the non-reacting cells. Results were deemed significant if  p<0.05. 

Secondly, the data was binned into 5 millistrain strain-ranges and the percentage of cells 

reacting was computed for each strain range. A sigmoid curve weighted according to the 

number o f cells in each range was fitted to the percentage cells reacting. The r  ̂ gave an 

indication of the goodness of fit. At zero strain, the percentage of spontaneously reacting
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cells was used. To provide estimates of the proportion o f cells reacting at very high strain, 

data from an experiment on primary osteoblasts stimulated by micropipette poking (Xia 

and Terrier, 1992) was incorporated into the graph. The strain elicited by micropipette 

poking was estimated by assuming i?=2pm and an indentation depth of 0.5 pm.

To assess whether the calcium transient amplitude was correlated with applied strain, we 

normalised the data with the baseline intensity and plotted the percent increase in calcium 

as a function o f applied strain. A line was fitted to the data and the r  ̂gave an indication of 

the goodness o f fit.

To examine inhibitor effects, the applied strains were computed for each cell examined and 

using the dose response curve as a probability curve, a probability for reaction on LO, TD 

or TDLO was computed. This yielded an expected number of reactions on TD and LO, 

which was compared to the number of reactions experimentally observed using a Chi- 

square test. The results were deemed statistically significant if p<0.01.

Differences in elasticity, applied strain or indentation depth between cell populations were 

examined using a Student t-test. Cell heights or volumes after cytoskeletal disruption were 

compared to untreated controls using a Student t-test. Changes in height and volume for 

the untreated population were compared to zero using a Student t-test. Results were 

deemed statistically significant when p<0.05.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Phenotype

After 72h in culture, approximately 80% of the bone-derived cells were alkaline 

phosphatase positive (data not shown) and used as a source of ‘osteoblasts’.

4.3.2 Spontaneous Calcium Reactions

A total of 20 optical fields with a total of 2624 cells were examined for 200s each. 36 cells 

(1.3%) reacted yielding a probability of spontaneously reacting during a given Is long 

interval o f p=6x l 0 ' .̂

4.3.3 Mechanically stimulated calcium reactions

Cells were mechanically stimulated by AFM and reacted either on contact (TD) or lift off 

(LO) (Fig 4-1 A-D show a typical experiment and Fig 4-IE shows the time course of
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calcium intensity in the stimulated cell). Only a small amount of cellular material was 

displaced by indentation (Fig 4 -IF).

A total o f 231 experiments were performed on 122 cells. Increases in intracellular calcium 

were noted in 111 cases (48.0%). The increase in intracellular calcium was noted only on 

contact (TD) in 29 cases (12.6%), only on lift-off (LO) in 51 cases (22.0%), and both on 

contact and lift-off (TDLO) in 31 cases (13.4%). The elasticity of the reacting and non

reacting cells were not significantly different (E=3175±3260 Pa, p=0.63), whereas the 

forces applied were (p<0.001). No sign of adhesion between indentor and cell was noted in 

the AFM retraction curves. The average depth of indentation in non-reacting cells (0.65 

pm) was significantly lower than for stress relaxation reactions (0 .8 6  pm, p=0 .0 2 ) and 

contact reactions (1.11 pm, p<0.001). The average maximal strain applied to non-reacting 

cells in tension (23565 ps) and compression (-35436 ps) was significantly lower than that 

applied to cells reacting through stress relaxation (27633/-41554 ps, p=0.004) which was 

in turn significantly lower than that applied to cells reacting on contact (32488/-48846 ps, 

p=0.03).

The estimated applied strains during micropipette poking were 96000/-95000 ps and 96% 

of cells reacted (Xia and Ferrier, 1992).

The weighted sigmoid (Fig 4-lG ) fit the data well (r^=0.87) and reached half maximum at 

25000 ps. When examined with a one-way ANOVA (Figure 4-lH), the number of non

reacting cells in the range [0; +20] was significantly different from the [+20; +30] range 

(p=0.01). The [+30; +40] and the [+40; +65] ranges were also significantly different 

(p=0.04). However, the difference between the [+20; +30] and [+30; +40] ranges failed to 

reach significance (p=0.07).

The amplitude of the calcium transients did not correlate with applied strain for either 

contact reactions (r^=0.04) or stress relaxation reactions (r^=0.005) (data not shown).
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Figure 4-1. Osteoblasts respond to a mechanical stimulus by a rise in intracellular 

calcium concentration.

A-D Osteoblasts respond to a mechanical stimulus by a rise in intracellular calcium. A, the cell has not yet been contacted. B, the cell 

has reacted after contact (TD). It further reacts twice, after the force-distance (FD) curve and after the cantilever is lifted o ff from the cell 

(LO). The cell is then allowed to rest for 30s before being indented with a larger force, C. D, the cantilever has been lifted o ff from the 

cell and there has been another increase in intracellular calcium. Bar = 20 pm.

E shows the calcium intensity time course o f  the experiment and the times o f contact, lift o ff and force distance curves are indicated.

F is a zx-scan o f  a cell loaded with calcein-AM. One image was taken prior to indentation (red) and one during indentation (green) and 

both images were superimposed. The area displaced by indentation can be seen in red. Bar = 10 pm.

G shows a curve fitted to the cellular reactions as a function o f  the strain applied. The goodness o f fit was r^=0.87. The numbers refer to 

the number o f cells in each strain group. The open circle refers to data from Xia and Ferrier (1992).

H shows the cellular reactions as a function o f strain and reactions to TD, LO or both. The non-reacting cells were compared for each 

category with a one-way ANOVA. Asterisks indicate columns significantly different from the column to its left. The number o f  cells in 

each group is indicated above the columns.
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4.3.4 Propagation of Signal and Presence of Functional Gap-Junctions and Gap- 

Junctional Proteins

Propagation of the intracellular calcium rise was observed in 4.7% of cases. Figures 4-2 A- 

D show the propagation of the signal from a stimulated cell to neighbouring cells. The cells 

possessed functional gap-junctions (Figs 4-2F and G) and gap-junctional protein Cx-43 

was situated at the junctions between cells (Fig 4-2E).

4.3.5 Pathway inhibitors (Figure 4-3A)

EOT A significantly inhibited cellular reactions (p<0.001, n=26). Bradikynin was used as a 

positive control stimulus and all cells reacted when it was added to calcium free medium 

(n=2 1 ). Gd^^ completely inhibited contact reactions (-10 0%) and had a minor effect on 

stress relaxation reactions (-40%) (p<0.001, n=25). Thapsigargin completely inhibited 

reactions on lift-off (-100%) but only had a minor effect on contact reactions (-36%) 

(p=0.003, n=20). Et-lS-OCH] significantly inhibited cellular reactions (p<0.001, n=22). 

Verapamil inhibited cellular reactions significantly (p=0.004, n=23). Genistein had no 

significant effect on cellular reactions (p=0.15, n=26). None of these treatments modified 

cell elasticity (p>0 .2 ).
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Figure 4-2. Mechanically-induced intracellular calcium transients can be transmitted 

to neighbouring cells. Osteoblasts possess gap-junctional protein connexin-43 and 

functional gap-junctions.

A-D: Transmission o f  strain induced calcium increases to adjacent cells.

A, the cell has been contacted.

B, the cell (indicated by an asterisk) has reacted to mechanical stimulation after lifting off the cantilever. The area that was beneath the 

cantilever shows an increase calcium concentration (t=Os).

C, the calcium signal has spread to the whole cell (t=ls).

D, the signal has been passed on to five neighbouring cells (indicated by crosses) (t=10s). Bar = 20 pm.

E shows the localisation o f Cx-43 (in green) within osteoblastic cells and at cell-cell contact points (arrows) after a 72h culture period. F- 

Actin is shown in red. Bar = 10 pm.

F and G show that osteoblasts cultured for 72h can form functional gap-junctions. The cell in F was loaded with Dil (red) that does not 

diffuse to other cells and with calcein-AM (green) that does. In G, the calcein has diffused to three other cells (indicated by asterisks). 

Bar= 10 pm.
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4.3.6 Cytoskeletal disrupting drugs (Figure 4-3B)
Paclitaxel significantly inhibited cellular reactions (p=0.002, n=47), showing a more 

marked decrease in contact reactions (-63%) than in lift-off reactions (-31%). Nocodazole 

significantly inhibited cellular reactions (p<0.001, n=22). Neither paclitaxel nor 

nocodazole had a significant effect on cell elasticity (p=0.92 and 0.36 respectively).

Both cytochalasin B and jasplakinolide halved cell elasticity (p=0.001 and p=0.04) but had 

no significant effect on cellular reactions (p=0.04 in both cases, n=43 and n=29 

respectively).

Acrylamide showed a trend towards reducing cell elasticity (p=0.07) and reduced contact 

reactions (-92%) but not stress relaxation reactions (+20%) (p=0.001, n=28).

Diamide had no effect on cell elasticity (p=0.32) but significantly altered cellular reactions 

(p=0.002, n=28, touch down -74% and lift off -30%).

Oil had no effect on cell elasticity (p=0.5) but had a biphasic effect on cellular reactions, 

decreasing contact reactions (-54%) and increasing stress relaxation reactions (+50%) 

(p=0.008, n=30).

4.3.7 Confocal microscopy of the cytoskeleton after disruption

In untreated cells (Fig 4-4A), vimentin and tubulin formed a fibrous network that extended 

throughout the cell showing a degree of colocalisation which was particularly marked 

around the nucleus (data not shown). Tubulin, but not vimentin, was present at cellular 

extremities. Actin showed a distinct organisation: stress fibres spanned the cell running 

parallel to one another. After 72h culture, the cell profile was flattened and elongated, 

reaching maximal height around the nucleus (data not shown).

Incubation with acrylamide (Fig 4-4B) disrupted the vimentin network and large areas of 

the cell became devoid of vimentin and microtubules, but the actin network seemed 

unaffected. Acrylamide reduced maximum cell height but had no effect on cell volume 

(Table 4-1).
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Figure 4-3. Effect of inhibitors on the proportion of cells reacting to mechanical strain 

by a calcium increment.

A, Effect o f  pathway inhibitors on the proportion o f  cells reacting.

B, Effect o f  modifying the cytoskeletal integrity on the proportion o f cells reacting. The open bars show touch-down responses and the 

filled bars reactions upon lift-off.

Asterisks indicate significant differences to control experiments.
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Vimentin Tubuiin F-Actin

Figure 4-4. Effect of cytoskeletal treatments on cytoskeletal organisation and cellular 

profile.

A-D; Vimentin (green), tubulin (red) and F-actin (blue) are shown as through focus confocal images for each reagent. Asterisks indicate 

where a treatment is ‘expected’ to produce a cytoskeletal modification. Bar = 10 pm.

A, Acrylamide. B, Cytochalasin B. C, Jasplakinolide. D, Nocodazole. E, Paclitaxel.

E-H: zx-confocal sections o f calcein-AM loaded live osteoblasts before and after treatment. Bar = 10 pm. 

E, Cytochalasin B. F, Nocodazole. G, Paclitaxel. H, Diamide.
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Treatment with cytochalasin B (Fig 4-4C) disrupted the F-actin network and led to the

rearrangement of the microtubular and vimentinous networks, which remained closely

associated. After treatment, the cells assumed a rounded profile (Fig 4-4E). Jasplakinolide

aggregated F-actin into actinous ‘blobs’, severely disrupted the vimentin and microtubular

networks, and caused rounding up of the cells (data not shown and Table 4-1).

Nocodazole (Fig 4-4D) dissolved the microtubules and had no notable effect on the F-actin 

network. The vimentinous network was greatly disrupted and reorganised perpendicular to 

actin stress fibres. Nocodazole treated cells assumed a flattened morphology (Fig 4-4F and 

Table 4-1). Paclitaxel increased the density of microtubules but had no noticeable effect on 

the vimentin or actin networks (data not shown). Paclitaxel treated cells were higher but 

showed the same profile as control cells (Fig 4-4G and Table 4-1).

Diamide had no noticeable effect on cytoskeletal organisation (data not shown), but caused 

cellular rounding (Fig 4-4H and Table 4-1).

Table 4-1. Effect of cytoskeletal disruption on cell height and cell volume

n: number o f cells examined for each treatment, p: result o f the Student t-test comparing the changes in height or volume to the untreated 

controls. *: The untreated controls were compared to a zero change using a student t-test.

n Average Change in 

Maximum Height 

(in |o.m)

P Average Change in 

Volume (in pm )̂
P

Untreated 25 -0.29 0.39* -205 0.27*

Cytochalasin B 15 3.93 <0.01 2003 <0.01

Jasplakinolide 17 0.86 0.02 348 0.02
Nocodazole 19 -1.07 0.09 -253 0.46

Paclitaxel 25 1.05 <0.01 533 <0.01

Acrylamide 19 0.97 <0.01 114 0.17

Diamide 32 0.99 0.01 451 0.02

4.4 Discussion

In this study, we have examined the ability of osteoblasts to respond to directly applied 

mechanical stimuli using an AFM indentor. We estimate the cellular strain magnitude 

required to elicit an intracellular calcium response and show that the proportion of cells 

reacting increases with increasing strain. Cells reacted either directly after contact or once 

the load was removed. The calcium response was transmissible to neighbouring cells, and
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these possessed connexins and functional gap-junctions. Calcium entry after contact and 

lift-off occurred via different pathways and resulted from the detection of different 

components of strain. The F-actin cytoskeleton was not required for cellular responses to 

strain, whereas the microtubular and the vimentin networks were.

The proportion of cells responding to mechanical stimulation was dependent on the 

magnitude of applied strain. 50% of the cells responded for maximal tensile strains of 

25000 ps and compressive strains of -40000 pe. The magnitude of strain to which bone 

lining cells and osteocytes are subjected in vivo remains controversial. In vivo peak strains, 

averaged over several mm by strain gauge measurement, on the surface of long bones 

range from 2100 to 3000 ps in most mammals (Burr et al., 1996; Rubin and Lanyon, 

1984b). Because bone is a composite material with many embedded cavities (e.g. 

Haversian canals, osteocyte lacunae, Volkmann’s canals) and a complex micro

architecture, strain magnitude within bone would not be expected to be the same as on the 

bone surface (Cowin et al., 1991). In a FE model of a canine proximal femur during the 

stance phase of walking, strain distributions were non-uniform with cortical strains of 958 

ps and maximal trabecular strains of 3731 ps (van Rietbergen et al., 1999). Since bone was 

modelled as a linear material, strenuous exercise (3000 ps on the cortex surface) would 

generate maximal strains o f 9346 ps in trabeculae. When the composite nature of bone was 

taken into account, strains around osteocyte lacunae were approximately ten-fold larger 

than those applied on tissue level (Hollister et al., 1994). In line with these observations, 

populations of osteoblasts derived from the periosteum reacted to lower strains than those 

derived from the bone interior (3000ps vs. lOOOOps) when subjected to substrate stretch 

(Jones et al., 1991). A study of the strain history at mid-diaphysis has shown that high 

strain events (>1000 ps) occur only a few times a day (Fritton et al., 2000). From our AFM 

data, together with the strain amplification due to the bone matrix, few events a day would 

reach a magnitude sufficient to induce cell reactions.

Different genes are transcribed in response to different frequencies of calcium transients 

(Dolmetsch et al., 1998; Li et al., 1998). Thus in lymphoid cells, infrequent oscillations 

favoured the expression of genes transcribed by nuclear factors with long persistence times 

in the nucleus, and frequent oscillations additionally transcribed genes whose factors had 

shorter persistence times. In bone, four daily strain events are necessary to maintain bone 

mass, whereas a higher number of strain events leads to bone formation (Rubin and 

Lanyon, 1984a). Signal transmission to surrounding cells ensures a concerted reaction to
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high local strain. If the signal is infrequent (e.g., 4 times daily), transcription of regulatory

genes would ensue (e.g. inhibitors of osteoclast formation such as osteoprotegerin); if  the

signal is more frequent, transcription of the genes necessary for osteoblast activation and

matrix deposition could be undertaken. Thus, mechanical strain, signal transduction and

the regulation of bone formation versus removal could be integrated.

How do the strains needed to elicit intracellular calcium responses by AFM indentation 

compare to those induced by substrate stretch or fluid shear? The interpretation o f data 

from substrate stretching experiments must be circumspect because some stretching 

systems elicit fluid movement that may impose significant strains on cells in addition to 

substrate stretch (Brown et al., 1998; You et al., 2000a). Although the qualitative 

observations from such studies remain well founded, the actual level of strain elicited may 

not be reliably known. Moreover, they are bulk measurements that do not take into account 

the averaging of heterogeneous responses. Upregulation of a variety of cellular constituents 

at strains lower than those shown to elicit an intracellular calcium rise in our study have 

been reported (Fermor et al., 1998; Jones et al., 1991; Kaspar et al., 2000; Zaman et al., 

1997), and others needed comparable strain levels (Jones et al., 1991; Meazzini et al., 

1998; Toma et al., 1997a; Wozniak et al., 2000). Fluid shear has also been used to 

stimulate osteoblastic cells (Ajubi et al., 1999; Hung et al., 1996b) but these studies are 

difficult to compare to ours because cellular strains are unknown. Our study differed from 

the above, on a number of grounds. First, we applied strain directly to the cell surface and 

no probe-cell adhesion was detected. This is different from substrate stretch, where the cell 

is stimulated through focal adhesion complexes which act as point-adhesions o f the cell 

membrane to the substrate. This may have major consequences for signal transduction and 

detection threshold. Second, we only applied one or two strain episodes in contrast with 

several hundred during substrate stretch or oscillating fluid flow experiments. In our study, 

a small proportion o f intracellular calcium rises was transmitted to neighbouring cells; 

furthermore, our cells possessed functional gap-junctions (Fig 4-2) and the time lags 

between reactions of neighbouring cells (10-30s) were consistent with signal propagation 

through gap junctions (Jorgensen et al., 1997). When osteoblasts were stimulated by 

poking with micropipettes (applying an uncontrolled and substantially larger strain: 96000 

ps vs. 25000 ps for AFM), calcium transients were readily propagated (Jorgensen et al., 

1997; Xia and Ferrier, 1992). In contrast, cells stimulated by pulling magnetically on 

adherent microbeads (with only a 4.4 pN force), did not propagate calcium transients (Wu
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et al., 1999). Therefore, higher strain magnitudes may activate cellular signalling and

further amplify the tissue response via gap-junctional propagation.

Distinct calcium entry pathways were involved in the transduction of contact and stress 

relaxation reactions and these responded to different components o f the applied strain (Fig

4-5). Calcium transient magnitude did not correlate with applied strain magnitude, 

suggesting internal signal amplification. In our experiments, intracellular calcium 

responses involved both extracellular and intracellular calcium as observed in other 

experiments involving mechanical perturbation such as fluid shear (Ajubi et al., 1999 and 

Hung et al., 1996b) and micropipette poking (Hung et al., 1996b and Xia and Ferrier,

1992). PI-PLCs were also involved as in fluid shear (Ajubi et al. (1999), and Hung et al. 

(1996b)) and substrate stretch experiments (Jones et al., 1991). However, contrary to 

results reported by Hung et al. (1996b), voltage-activated calcium channels were also 

involved. Contact reaction and stress relaxation transduction pathways were shown to 

differ through the selective block of contact reactions by Gd^^ and o f stress relaxation 

reactions by thapsigargin. This suggests that the high membrane tensile strains, present on 

the cell surface during indentation (Chapter 3), open stretch activated cation channels. This 

would lead to a local depolarisation of the cell membrane and open voltage-activated 

calcium channels. Calcium entry may then be potentiated by a calcium-induced calcium 

release and the activation of calcium-sensitive PLCs (Berridge et al., 2000), as indicated in 

Fig 4-5A. This mechanism is similar to that proposed to mediate responses to micropipette 

aspiration (Kirber et al., 2000). The presence of a large compressive vertical strain 

component under the area of indentation (Chapter 3), and the inhibition of stress relaxation 

reactions by nocodazole (Fig 4-3B), suggests that microtubule-bound kinases or GTP-ases 

may be activated during the dynamic relaxation of the cytoskeleton after indentation 

(Janmey, 1998; Malek and Izumo, 1996). This may in turn activate the IP3 pathway and 

voltage-activated channels (Fig 4-5B).
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Figure 4-5. Calcium entry pathways for contact and stress relaxation reactions. 

Mechanical model of the cell.

A, tension applied onto the cell membrane (red arrowheads) at indentor contact (touch-down) opens stretch activated cation channels 

(SAC). Inflowing cations cause local depolarisation o f  the cell membrane which triggers the opening o f voltage-sensitive Câ  ̂ channels 

(VACC). Câ  ̂ can then activate either calcium sensitive PLCs or IP3 receptor channels leading to the release o f  calcium from 

intracellular calcium stores

B, as the load is removed from the cell membrane (lift-off), the microtubules relax and while regaining their original conformation bring 

microtubule-bound proteins (e.g., kinases) into contact and activate them. These may then trigger an IP3 dependent pathway which could 

be potentiated by voltage-sensitive Câ  ̂channels.

C, mechanical model o f a cell. The integrins and spectrin filaments tether the cell membrane to the F-actin network. The F-actin network 

anchors the whole cell to the substrate via focal adhesion complexes and applies pre-stress onto the cell interior. In the cell interior, the 

microtubules (MT) and the intermediate filaments (IF) are arranged in a tensegrity structure where the MTs act as load-bearing trusses 

and IFs as tensile stiffeners. The cell nucleus is linked to the internal tensegrity structure.

PIP2: Phosphatidyl lnositol-4,5-bisphosphate, DAG: Diacyl Glycerol.
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Our cytoskeletal disruption data leads us to propose a model of the cell for resisting and

detecting mechanical forces (Fig 4-5C). Therein, vimentin and tubulin would form the 

tensegrity structure of the cell, in which the nucleus is embedded, with the microtubules 

being the load-bearing elements and intermediate-filaments the tensile stiffeners (Ingber,

1993). F-actin stress fibres would serve as guy-wires, anchoring the internal tensegrity unit 

to the substrate and applying pre-stress to it. The membrane would also apply pre-stress to 

the cell interior through to its intrinsic tension, and spectrin filaments would tether the 

membrane to the F-actin network and participate in the generation o f membrane tension 

(Sokabe et al., 1991). Indeed, F-actin did not seem critical in mechano-transduction (Fig 4- 

3B; also seen in other cell types: Niggel et al., 2000, and Wu et al., 1999). In contrast, F- 

actin played a crucial role in modulating cellular elasticity (in agreement with Rotsch and 

Radmacher, 2000 and Wang, 1998) and maintaining cell shape (Fig 4-4E, Table I). These 

results suggest that F-actin filaments apply a pre-stress onto the cell interior, possibly 

through the action of myosin motors. The microtubular network played an essential role in 

the transduction of mechanical stimuli (in agreement with fluid shear experiments on 

endothelial cells by Malek and Izumo, 1996). It was intimately connected to vimentin but 

not to the F-actin network (Fig 4-4D). Upon disruption of the microtubular network, 

vimentin filaments disappeared from the cell periphery and regrouped in the cell centre, 

organising themselves perpendicularly to the actin filaments (Fig 4-4D). Disruption of the 

vimentin network increased cell height (though less than when F-actin was disrupted. 

Table 4-1) suggesting that, although vimentin applies some pre-stress, most of the pre

stress is applied by F-actin. Furthermore, vimentin played a crucial role in the transduction 

o f contact reactions (Fig 4-3B). Neither disruption o f tubulin or vimentin, nor stabilisation 

o f tubulin, had any significant effect on cellular elasticity when probed with AFM (in 

agreement with Rotsch and Radmacher, 2000). However, when elasticity was probed via 

magnetic microbeads bound to the cytoskeleton via integrin transmembrane receptors, 

tubulin- and vimentin-filaments played a major role in the capacity of the cytoskeleton to 

resist mechanical forces (Wang, 1998). Disruption o f the spectrin/fodrin filaments 

increased cell height (Fig 4-4H, Table 4-1), but had no effect on actin, tubulin or vimentin 

distribution within the cells (data not shown). Spectrin disruption selectively inhibited 

contact reactions (Fig 4-3B) thereby underlining its role in the generation of membrane 

pre-tension and in modulating stretch-activated channel sensitivity. Reducing membrane 

tension, by increasing its area through incorporation of the amphiphilic compound Dil 

(Rancher and Sheetz, 2000), resulted in a change in cell sensitivity to mechanical strain 

(Fig 4-3B). Indeed, a decrease in membrane tension would reduce the pre-tension exerted
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on the stretch-activated channels and hence reduce their sensitivity. A lower tension in the

cell membrane would also offer less resistance to the relaxation of the internal tensegrity

structure as it regains its shape after deformation.

In summary, we have demonstrated that osteoblastic cells respond to mechanical strain and 

for the first time, estimate the threshold cellular strain needed to elicit an intracellular 

calcium reactions. Two different pathways for detection of mechanical stimuli co-existed. 

One pathway, upon indentation, relied on stretch activated cation channels for the first step 

of the transduction cascade and was sensitive to tensile radial strains in the cell membrane. 

In contrast, the other, upon removal of stimulus, depended on microtubule-bound proteins 

and was sensitive to the vertical strain component. We propose a mechanically coherent 

model for detection of whole bone strain at the cellular level and its transduction to 

generate whole bone level changes. Furthermore, we believe that our AFM-based 

technique may be fiuitfiilly applied to other cells and tissues that are subjected to 

mechanical strain, and adapt to it, such as the blood vessel wall, cardiac and skeletal 

muscle or the auditory system. Indeed, knowledge of the detection thresholds of different 

cell types will be pivotal in understanding the physiological regulation of downstream 

events in response to mechanical stimulation.
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Chapter 5 - Direct Estimation of Intracellular Strains Using Digital 

Strain Estimation and GFP-transfected Cells.

5.1 1ntroduction

Virtually all cell types are responsive to mechanical strain and adapt to prolonged 

application o f mechanical forces (Ko and McCulloch, 2000; Nerem and Levesque, 1983). 

The detection and adaptation processes are o f great importance as many organs, such as 

bone or arteries, modulate their properties to accommodate their mechanical environment 

in normal physiology (Lanyon, 1984; Nerem and Seliktar, 2001). For example, when 

exposed to cyclic mechanical stimulation, chondrocytes alter the balance of gene 

expression between type I and type II collagen (Hunter et al., 2002; Smith et al., 1996). 

Therefore providing cells with the right mechanical environment is crucial for synthesis of 

functional matrix to occur in vitro. With a view towards the in vitro culture of replacement 

tissue from autologous cells for transplants, understanding the sensitivity o f cells to 

mechanical strain and intracellular strain distributions will be of crucial importance for 

biology to truly enter the tissue engineering era (Guilak et al., 2001; Nerem and Seliktar, 

2001).

The cytoskeleton is a complex, dynamic, and interconnected assembly of F-actin, 

microtubules and intermediate filaments that is essential for many cellular functions such 

as trafficking, resisting mechanical forces, cellular contraction or cytokinesis (Alberts et 

al., 1994). Though the cell can be modelled as a homogenous continuum when 

macroscopic forces are being applied onto it (Discher et al., 1998; Drury and Dembo, 

1999; Zhu et al., 2000), understanding how its cytoskeleton reorganises in response to 

mechanical strain is central to investigating the detection and adaptation of cells to 

mechanical forces. To date, the most successful conceptual representation of the cell 

cytoskeleton is that of tensegrity (Ingber, 1993). In tensegrity theory, the cytoskeleton can 

be envisioned as an assembly of load-bearing rigid struts (the microtubules, Wang et al., 

2002) connected by tension cables (the F-actin filaments and intermediate filaments) that 

maintain the whole assembly under pre-stress (Ingber, 1993). In particular, the nucleus, 

embedded within this structure, is connected directly to the extracellular matrix via the 

cytoskeleton and focal adhesion complexes, and deforms continuously with the rest of the 

cytoskeleton when a force is applied (Ingber, 1993; Maniotis et al., 1997). Tensegrity 

structures, because of their interconnected network, deform as a whole in response to
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forces applied onto them and, thus, may amplify small strains applied locally. Furthermore,

many mechanically responsive proteins are located to the focal adhesion complexes (G-

proteins, tyrosine kinases, integrins) and these may play an important part in the detection

of mechanical stimuli (Ingber, 1997). Forgacs (1995) proposed an alternative theory,

named percolation, in which the cytoskeleton is also interconnected but strain transduction

relies on random dynamic connections between cytoskeletal fibres to transduce signals to

the nucleus rather than an exquisitely organised network as proposed by tensegrity. A

better understanding of cytomechanics must be gained by direct observation of cytoskeletal

deformation to mechanical strain and comparison to predictions from the continuum,

tensegrity and percolation theories.

With the advent of fluorescent protein (FP)-tagging techniques, observation of the 

cytoskeletal dynamics o f living cells is possible (Ballestrem et al., 1998; Ballestrem et al., 

2000). In particular, several groups have observed cytoskeletal deformations in response to 

mechanical stimulation (Heidemann et al., 1999; Helmke et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2001). 

Helmke et al. (2000) showed that the vimentin cytoskeleton was displaced by close to one 

micrometer immediately after application o f fluid shear. Application of mechanical force 

through magnetic microbeads bound to the cell surface of cells expressing Enhanced 

Yellow FP-tagged mitochondria revealed a coordinated movement of the mitochondria 

throughout the cell (Wang et al., 2001). Cells transfected with Green Fluorescent Protein 

(GFP)-tagged vinculin, a focal adhesion complex protein, assembled larger focal adhesion 

complexes in response to externally applied force (Riveline et al., 2001). Observing 

fibroblasts transfected with either GFP-tagged actin or tubulin, Heideman et al. (1999) 

reported only local cytoskeletal deformations when the cells were deformed with glass 

needles.

There have been many attempts, both experimental and computational, to examine and 

study cellular strains. Using phagocytosed latex microspheres as intracellular markers, 

Simon and Schmidt-Schonbein (1990) estimated the intracellular strains during cell 

movement from the relative movement of the markers. They showed the presence of large 

compressive strains in the vicinity of the leading edge of motile cells. The intracellular and 

nuclear strains resulting from stretching the cell substrate were analysed using a similar 

method and this revealed that cellular strains were numerically close to the imposed 

substrate strains (Caille et al., 1998). The same method has also been used to assess the 

membrane displacement field created by magnetic beads tethered to the cell surface
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displaced in a magnetic field (Bausch et al., 1998). Lee et al. (1999b) used photobleaching 

of red blood cells labelled with rhodamine phalloidin to derive an estimate of the strain 

resulting from aspiration into a micropipette. The disadvantage of all o f these methods is 

that they cannot provide the strain distribution throughout the cell. In contrast, finite 

element modelling of cells has relied on the knowledge of cellular material properties and 

topography to estimate cellular strain distributions (Chapters 3,4,6 and 8 and Guilak and 

Mow, 2000, Riemer-McReady and Hollister, 1997, and Wu and Herzog, 2000). However, 

the drawback of these simulation methods is that they assume that the cellular material 

behaves as a homogenous continuum and that the Poisson ratio is known.

Digital strain estimation techniques were developed and perfected over the past twenty 

years to provide rapid experimental means of determining the strain distributions within a 

solid being mechanically deformed (Chu et al., 1985; Geers et al., 1996; Sutton et al., 

1988). In these methods, a random speckled pattern is created on the top surface of the 

object in which strains are to be measured. An image of this pattern is taken prior to and 

during application of a mechanical force. The displacement field in the object can be found 

by finding the best correlate of a given area of the initial image of the speckled pattern in 

the image of the deformed object. Once the displacement field is estimated in a sufficient 

number of points, the strain field can be computed. This technique has been applied in 

bone biology to determine the trabecular strains resulting from the compression of a slice 

of a vertebra (Boitano et al., 1995; Yerby et al., 1998) and a related technique has been 

used to estimate the traction forces exerted by cells migrating on deformable 

polyacrylamide substrates (Dembo and Wang, 1999; Munevar et al., 2001) or the pre-stress 

existing within adherent cells (Wang et al., 2002).

In this study, we use digital strain estimation techniques to calculate the intracellular strain 

distributions resulting from mechanical stimulation in live cells transfected with GFP- 

tagged actin or tubulin. We examine these results with respect to the predictions of 

tensegrity and continuum theories. We show that intracellular strains do not follow the 

predictions of continuum mechanics and only some o f those of tensegrity. Furthermore, in 

combination with intracellular calcium imaging, we determine the intracellular strain 

distribution in cells that respond to mechanical stimulation with an increase in intracellular 

calcium concentration and compare this to prior results. In conclusion, digital strain 

estimation applied to living cells shows much promise in answering fundamental questions 

in cytomechanics.
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5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Cell culture

B16F1 mouse melanoma cell culture was effected as described in 2.2.2.

5.2.2 Confocal Imaging and intracellular calcium imaging

Cells were imaged in imaging buffer. The cellular cytoskeleton was imaged via a Bio-Rad 

confocal scanning laser microscope fitted onto a Nikon TE300 inverted microscope. A 

lOOx oil immersion Nikon objective (N.A.=1.3) was used for imaging.

The Bio-Rad software was used to capture stacks of confocal images of the cells prior to
WCvS

and after mechanical stimulation. A series of confocal images were collected through the 

cell volume with a vertical step-size o f 0.2 pm. The captured images were 512x512 pixels 

and their resolution was 0.2 pm .pixel'\

Alternatively, movies of the cells could be captured using the Bio-Rad time course 

software. For movie collection, the pinhole of the confocal microscope was opened to its 

maximum to image the whole cell volume. The size of the images was reduced to 256x256 

to reduce imaging time and the spatial resolution was 0.4 pm .pixef'. The temporal 

resolution was approximately 1 s.

For simultaneous intracellular calcium and cytoskeletal imaging, the cells were incubated 

for Ih prior to experimentation at 37°C with 5 pM Fura-red, a red-fluorescent calcium 

indicator whose fluorescence intensity decreases with increasing calcium concentration. 

Fura-red was dissolved in a 1:1 mix of DMSO and pluronic acid. This calcium indicator 

was chosen because it can be excited at the same wave-length as GFP (488 nm) but has a 

well separated emission wave length (550nm for GFP and 670 nm for Fura-red) (Bolsover 

et al., 2001).

5.2.3 Mechanical Stimulation

Cells were mechanically stimulated either with an atomic force microscope or, during 

simultaneous intracellular calcium and cytoskeleton imaging experiments, with a blunt 

glass micropipette as described in 2.11.
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During the AFM experiments, a cell with a well-defined cytoskeleton was chosen and the 

AFM positioned above it. A confocal stack of images of the cell volume was acquired. The 

AFM cantilever was brought into contact with the cell surface. Another confocal stack of 

images of the cell volume was acquired. The AFM cantilever was then retracted. Forces in 

excess o f 10 nN were applied onto the cells.

During the micropipette experiments, a cell well-loaded with the calcium indicator and 

with a well defined cytoskeleton was chosen and the pipette tip was positioned above it. 

The confocal microscope data collection was started and after 20s, the cell was 

mechanically stimulated. If the cell did not react to stimulation, the micropipette was 

lowered by a further 0.5 pm towards the cell surface and another stimulation cycle was 

attempted. The collection was pursued for 50s after the pipette tip had contacted the 

surface and the cell reacted.

5.2.4 Digital Strain Estimation

Digital strain estimation was effected following the method described by Bay (1995) using 

a custom-written program running under Pv-Wave running on an SGI O2 workstation. The 

program read in confocal stacks of the cell volume prior to (image 1) and during 

stimulation (image 2). Two-dimensional images were obtained from the confocal stacks by 

averaging intensities in the z-direction (extended focus). Both images were equalised so as 

to have the same intensity histograms using a routine implemented in Pv-wave.

5.2.5 Translation Suppression

As no whole-cell translational movements were expected on the time-scale of the 

experiments, whole-body translations were suppressed prior to any analysis and considered 

artefactual. First, both images were thresholded into black and white: pixels with 

intensities higher than the threshold were converted to white and those with intensities 

lower than the threshold were converted to black. The original image was then cropped to 

its central portion (e.g. to yield a 500x500 image from the original 512x512 image). 

Finally, the best correlate for image 1 in image 2 was sought and this yielded the whole 

cell translational displacements.

5.2.6 Local Displacement Calculation

The original image was subdivided into square areas o f a chosen number o f pixels across 

(20x20 pixels worked well (Bay, 1995; Chu et al., 1985), Fig 5-1 A), thereby creating a grid 

superimposed onto the cell. The program started from the bottom left hand comer of the
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image and scanned through the image until it encountered a zone in which the average 

intensity was above a user defined threshold. It then stored the location of the area in 

memory and proceeded onwards, ensuring that consecutive areas did not overlap. After the 

areas had been assigned, the whole cell was represented by a collection of square areas.

For each square area of the original image, its best correlate on intensities in the second 

image was determined by maximising the function c for each area centred in (x,y):

S  Y / o i ^  + h y  + jV V j ,{ x '  + h y '  + j )
c { x ,y ,x \y ' )  = i= -m  j= -m

(1)n /m m m m / 2

X S j )  * X +^^y'+J)
i= -m j= -m  i= -m i= -m

With x’ and y ’ the coordinates of the centre of the area being examined in the deformed 

image, Vo the pixel intensities in the original image, Yd the pixel intensities in the 

deformed image, and 2*m the width of the square area. The displacements (u,v) between 

the original and the deformed image for each area could then be calculated as: u=x’-x and 

v=y’-y. If the correlation between the original area and its best correlate in the second 

image was too weak (i.e. c<0.35 and c e [0,1]), we discarded the data and assumed no 

displacement occurred. By repeating this process for each area, we obtained the 

displacements of the points at the centre of each area due to mechanical stimulation with a 

±0.5 pixel precision (Fig 5-IB).

5.2.7 Subpixel Displacements and Smoothing

For the determination of subpixel displacements, a bicubic spline interpolation o f the best 

correlated area augmented by one pixel on all sides was computed (Sutton et al., 1988). 

The bicubic spline interpolation had a resolution ten-fold greater than the original image. 

The best correlate between the original area and the interpolated areas was sought using the 

same method as for the original determination of the displacement field. This yielded a 

displacement with a resolution o f one tenth o f a pixel.

To reduce experimental noise, the subpixel displacement field was smoothed with a 

general cross-validation method using spline functions (Craven and Wahba, 1979; Sutton 

et al., 1991). This step was crucial as the determination of strain distribution necessitated 

the derivation of the displacement field resulting in the amplification of experimental 

noise.
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Figure 5-1. Flowchart of the operations effected during digital strain estimation.

A, The program subdivides the original image o f  the cell into subareas that present enough information. The subarea shown by an 

arrowhead does not contain enough information and hence is not included in the subdivision.

B, The displacement o f  each subarea is computed by maximum likelihood estimation. The original cell is shown in green and the 

deformed cell is shown in red. The calculated displacement o f one subarea is shown by the arrow.

C, A mesh with triangular elements is created with the centres o f  the subareas o f  the grid at the apices o f  the triangular elements.

D, The displacement field calculated in B and the mesh created in C are input into the finite element modelling software and the strain 

distributions are calculated.
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5.2.8 Delaunay Triangulation
A mesh representing the approximate shape o f the cell was generated using the centres of 

each area as its nodes (Fig 5-1C). The mesh was generated using a Delaunay triangulation 

technique (Hansen et al., 1996; Okabe et al., 1992). A Delaunay triangulation meshes a 

given surface with triangles such that the circumscribed circle passing through the apices 

of any given triangle of the triangulation does not fully englobe any other triangle. A good 

practical description of how to program such a triangulation technique can be found in 

Hansen et al. (1996).

5.2.9 Strain Calculation

The smoothed displacement field and the generated mesh were output to a file and read 

into CAST3M. The program computed the strain fields from the displacement fields and 

displayed images of the resulting strain distributions (Fig 5-ID).

5.2.10 Validation

To validate our method, we computed the strain distributions for the same two images with 

different mesh resolutions (Bay, 1995). We used area sizes of 50, 40, 30 and 20 pixels and, 

quantitatively and qualitatively compared the resulting strain distributions.

5.2.11 Analysis of Intracellular Calcium Experiments

For simultaneous calcium and cytoskeleton imaging experiments, the Pv-wave program 

read in the calcium and cytoskeleton time-coursc images, time-averaged the data, output 

the temporal evolution of intracellular calcium concentration, and determined the time t of 

stimulation using the method detailed in Chapter 7. For simplicity, changes in the 

normalised Fura-red fluorescence were converted to reflect changes in intracellular 

calcium concentration using the formula: =^^^~ica,oid’ The original image was

chosen as the image taken at t-2 and the second image was the image taken at t+2. The 

strain distributions were then calculated using the same method as for confocal stacks.

As a control, the strain due to thermal fluctuations on the same time-scale was also 

calculated for each experiment. In that case, the original image was the penultimate image 

before the time of increase in intracellular calcium and the deformed image was the image 

of the cytoskeleton at t-4.
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5.2.12 Assessment of Potential Cellular Damage

The integrity o f the cell membrane o f stimulated cells was assessed by incubat^ig the cells 

with 0.2% trypan blue for 10 minutes after mechanical stimulation and checking for blue 

coloration of the cell.

5.2.13 Strain Fields Due to Micropipette Indentation in a Homogenous Continuum

To compare the experimentally determined strain fields to those expected for a 

homogenous continuum, a finite element model o f micropipette indentation o f such a 

material was set up in CAST3M. The model and its analysis were similar to the model of 

micropipette indentation detailed in chapter 8 except that the program output the strain 

field in a Cartesian coordinate system rather than in a cylindrical one.

5.2.14 Data Analysis and Statistics

The maximal and minimal strains in x- and y- were computed for each cell before and after 

stimulation and compared using a paired Student t-test. The maximal and minimal strains 

were compared between cells that were and were not injured by micropipette poking with a 

t-test on two populations. Results were deemed significant if  p<0.05.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Validation of the method

The vertical and horizontal displacements resulting from mechanical stimulation could be 

calculated (Fig 5-2B and 5-2C) and correlated well with the confocal microscopy data (Fig

5-2A, in red the original image and in green the deformed image). The displacement fields 

revealed very heterogeneous distributions indicative of complex cytomechanics (Fig 5-2B 

and 5-2C). The strain distributions computed for different mesh resolutions were 

qualitatively similar (Fig 5-2D, E, F and G) though finer meshes yielded more rapidly 

varying strain distributions and higher extrema. Areas of compression and tension occurred 

in the same areas at all mesh resolutions (Fig 5-2 D-G, indicated by the arrow and 

arrowhead) indicating that the results obtained were consistent between different mesh 

resolutions. The magnitude of measured strain increased with increasing mesh refinement 

(Fig 5-2 D-G). The Delaunay meshes followed the cell shape closely. All of these data 

taken together suggest that the digital strain evaluation method programmed could be 

applied to investigating the strain distributions in living cells.
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Figure 5-2. Validation of the use of digital strain estimation in GFP-actin transfected 

cells.
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A, An extended focus image o f  the cell prior to indentation (in red) and during indentation (in green) have been superimposed. In areas 

where the cell has not been deformed, the cell appears yellow. In areas where the cytoskeleton has been substantially deformed, both 

green and red fibres can be observed separately. Two such areas are indicated by an arrow and an arrowhead. The area o f  indentation is 

shown by a white asterisk. Bar=10 pm.

B, The measured horizontal displacement field u%. Displacements are given in pm.

C, The measured vertical displacement field Uy. The area indicated by the arrowhead in A clearly shows downwards displacements. The 

units are in pm.

D, Vertical strain distribution Gyy for a mesh size o f 50 pixels. Areas in red show areas in tension and areas in blue show areas in 

compression. The arrowhead highlights an area o f compression where downward displacements were observed in C and A. The strains 

are given in pm/pm.

E, Vertical strain distribution Syy for a mesh size o f  40 pixels. The arrowhead and arrow denote areas where similar strain distributions 

can be observed in D. The strains are given in pm/pm.

F, Vertical strain distribution gyy for a mesh size o f  30 pixels. The arrowhead and arrow denote areas where similar strain distributions 

can be observed in D and E. The strains are given in pm/pm.

G, Vertical strain distribution gyy for a mesh size o f 20 pixels. The arrowhead and arrow denote areas where similar strain distributions 

can be observed in D, E and F. The strains are given in pm/pm.
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Figure 5-3. Strain distribution elicited by AFM microindentation in a GFP-tubulin 

transfected cell.
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A, An extended focus image o f  two cells prior to (in green) and during indentation (in red) have been superimposed. In areas where the 

cells have not been deformed, the cell appears yellow. In areas where the cytoskeleton has been substantially deformed, both green and 

red fibres can be observed. The AFM cantilever can clearly be seen and its outline is indicated by the white dotted line. The two 

interrupted lines show the position o f the vertical cuts through the cell shown in B and C. The white box outlines the area magnified in 

E. Bar=4 pm.

B, zx cut through the stimulated cell shown in A. The AFM cantilever can clearly be seen as well as the area indented by the pyramidal 

tip. The shape o f  the cell after deformation is outlined by the dotted white line. The nucleus is indicated by an asterisk. The interrupted 

line shows the position o f  the horizontal cut through the nucleus shown in D. The nuclear deformation and movement can clearly be seen 

as well as the displacement o f  cellular material by the AFM cantilever (white arrow). Bar=4 pm.

C, zx cut through the stimulated cell shown in A. The AFM cantilever can clearly be seen. The cellular material conforms to the shape o f  

the AFM tip (indicated by the dotted white line). The nucleus is indicated by an asterisk. Bai=4 pm.

D, xy cut through the cell shown in A and B. The deformation o f the nucleus by the AFM tip and cantilever is outlined and nuclear 

movement is apparent (arrow). Bar=4 pm.

E, Zoom on the boxed area o f  the cytoskeleton o f  the stimulated cell shown in A. The white arrow indicates an area where the 

microtubules have moved and are no longer colocalised. Bar=l pm.

F, Mesh o f  both cells. The cell shape prior to indentation is shown in green and the shape during indentation is shown in red. Drastic 

reorganisation can clearly be observed.

G, Horizontal strain ê x distribution in the cells. The area o f indentation is shown by an asterisk. High strains are found throughout the 

cell and in the neighbouring cell (arrow).

H, Vertical strain Eyy distribution in the cells. The area o f indentation is shown by an asterisk. High strains are found throughout the cell 

and in the neighbouring cell.
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Figure 5-4. The nucleus moves as a rigid body within the cytoskeleton in GFP-actin 

and GFP-tubulin cells, and is minimally deformed.
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A, An extended focus image o f a GFP-actin transfected cell prior to AFM indentation (in red) and during indentation (in green) have 

been superimposed. In areas where the cell has not been deformed, the cell appears yellow. In areas where the cytoskeleton has been 

substantially deformed, both green and red fibres can be observed. The area o f  indentation is indicated by an asterisk.

B, Mesh o f  the cell shown in A. The cell shape prior to indentation is shown in red and the shape during indentation is shown in green. 

The cell nucleus is outlined by the dotted line. Movements o f  the cytoskeleton are noted at the periphery o f  the nucleus but its area is 

preserved.

C, Horizontal strain e** distribution resulting from AFM indentation o f  the cell. The area o f  indentation is shown by an asterisk. High 

strains are found in the periphery o f the nucleus and their distribution is complex. However, in the nuclear area (outlined by the white 

dotted line), only small strains are present.

D, Vertical strain Syy distribution resulting from AFM indentation o f  the cell. The area o f indentation is shown by an asterisk. High 

strains are found in the periphery o f  the nucleus and their distribution follows a complex pattern. In the nuclear area (outlined by the 

white dotted line), only small strains are present.

E, An extended focus image o f a GFP-tubulin transfected cell prior to AFM indentation (in red) and during indentation (in green) have 

been superimposed. In areas where the cell has not been deformed, the cell appears yellow. In areas where the cytoskeleton has been 

substantially deformed, both green and red fibres can be observed. The area o f  indentation is indicated by a white asterisk.

F, Mesh o f the cell shown in E. The cell shape prior to indentation is shown in red and the shape during indentation is shown in green. 

The cell nucleus is outlined by the dotted line. Movements o f  the cytoskeleton are noted at the periphery o f  the nucleus but the size o f  

the nucleus stays unchanged.

G, Horizontal strain E» distribution resulting from AFM indentation o f the cell. The area o f indentation is shown by an asterisk. High 

strains are found in the periphery o f the nucleus and their distribution is complex. However, in the nuclear area (outlined by the white 

dotted line), only small strains are present.

H, Vertical strain Gyy distribution resulting from AFM indentation o f  the cell. The area o f indentation is shown by an asterisk. High 

strains are found in the periphery of the nucleus and their distribution follows a complex pattern. In the nuclear area (outlined by the 

white dotted line), only small strains are present.
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Figure 5-5. Deformations in a homogenous continuum due to indentation by a 

spherical indentor predicted by fînite-element modelling.

A, Mesh o f a quarter plane deformed by a mechanical force applied by a spherical indentor (arrow). The area o f  contact between the 

indentor and the plane is shown in green. The deformations have been amplified four times.

B, Whole plane distribution o f the horizontal strain ê x distribution seen from above. Two areas can clearly be noticed. One, lying in the 

area o f  indentation and vertically above and beneath it, is in compression. The other, lying horizontally on either side, is in tension. The 

strains are given in pm/pm.

C, Whole plane distribution o f the horizontal strain Gyy distribution seen from above. Two areas can clearly be noticed. One, lying in the 

area o f  indentation and left and right o f  it, is in compression. The other, lying vertically above and beneath, is in tension. The strains are 

given in pm/pm.
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5.3.2 Strain Distributions in Cells, Comparison to the Continuum Model

The strain distributions in cells were very different from those expected from indentation 

o f a homogenous medium (Fig 5-5 B-C). In particular, indentation of cells gave rise to 

cytoskeletal displacements in areas very remote from the location of indentation (Fig 5-2A, 

5-3A, 5-3E), whereas in homogenous media, only strain localised to the area of indentation 

would be expected (Fig 5-5 B-C). Furthermore, the measured cellular strain distributions 

revealed that during mechanical force application, the whole o f the cellular material was 

strained (Figs 5-3G-H, 5-4 C-D, 5-4 G-H, 5-6C-D, 5-7C-D, 5-8C-D) rather than just a 

small area around the point of contact as expected for a material following continuum laws 

(Figs 5-5 B-C). This revealed how closely interconnected the cytoskeletal network was. 

The strain magnitudes elicited by AFM indentation were generally above 10% and could 

reach up to 70% (Figs 5-3G-H). In addition, strain appeared to be transmitted to 

neighbouring cells (arrow. Figs 5-3G and H).

5.3.3 Nuclear Behaviour in Response to Mechanical Stimulation

When mechanical force was not applied directly to the nucleus, it was seldom deformed 

and moved freely within the cytoskeletal network (n=9. Fig 5-4 A-H, Fig 5-6A). Though 

little strain was applied to the nucleus, its movement within the cytoskeleton did elicit 

complex strain patterns within the surrounding cytoskeletal fibres (Fig 5-4 C-D, 5-4 G-H).

When mechanical forces were applied directly to the nucleus, a combination of nuclear 

movement and deformation resulted (Fig 5-3B-D, the nucleus is indicated by an asterisk). 

This gave rise to a drastic reorganisation of the cytoskeletal network (Fig 5-3A, 5-3F) and 

elicited large strains within the whole cytoskeleton (Fig 5-3G,H).

5.3.4 Intracellular Strains and Calcium Concentrations

Micropipette poking gave rise to increases in intracellular calcium concentrations (Figs 5- 

6E, 5-7B, 5-8E) and to complex strain distributions in the stimulated cells (C and D in Figs 

5-6,5-7,5-8).

Thermal fluctuations were evident upon inspection o f the movies in both the actin and 

tubulin networks. These gave rise to strains on the order of 3% in both the F-actin and 

tubulin networks (Table 5-1). Mechanical stimulation elicited higher strains within the cells 

(Table 5-1).
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During stimulation (Figs 5-6 and 5-8), strains in the F-actin cytoskeleton reached a 

maximum absolute value o f approximately 10% (Table 5-1) and were significantly higher 

than strains due to thermal fluctuations (n=12, p<0.01 in all cases). Strains induced in the 

microtubular network were smaller, reaching approximately 4% (Table 5-1), and were not 

significantly larger than the strain due to thermal fluctuation (n=5, p>0.17 in all cases). On 

average the strains in simulated GFP-tubulin cells were an additional 2-3% larger than in 

unstimulated cells (4-5% in stimulated cells compared to 2-3% in unstimulated cells. Table 

5-1). In GFP-actin cells, strains were larger by 5.5-8% than in unstimulated cells (Table 5-

I).

In cells where damage to the cytoskeleton was induced by micropipette poking (Fig 5-7), 

strains in both the F-actin (n=4) and tubulin (n=6) networks were significantly larger than 

those due to thermal fluctuations and in some cases significantly larger than in undamaged 

cells (Table 5-1). Intracellular strains reached magnitudes larger than 10% (Table 5-1).

Table 5-1. Cellular Strain resulting from thermal fluctuations and mechanical 

stimulation

 ̂denotes strains resulting from thermal fluctuations.

 ̂denotes significant difference between stimulation with injury and without, 

denotes significant difference between stimulation and lack thereof.

Max(exx) 

(in %)

Miu(gxx) 

(in %)

Max(eyy) 

(in %)

Min (eyy) 

(in %)

Actin

No stimulation’̂ 2.67+1.8 -2.74+1.9 2.91+1.4 -2.98+1.6

Stimulation, no injury 10.7+7.8* -9.58±7.6* 8.14+5.5* -8.15+6.8*

Stimulation, Injury 16.3+4.8* 8.59+3.8* 16.6+6.8*^ -19.9+12*^

Tubulin

No stimulation^ 2.48+1.4 -2.83+2.0 4.46+4.9 -3.37+2.5

Stimulation, no injury 4.62+4.9 -3.92±3.9 5.88+7.4 -5.76+6.6

Stimulation, injury 16.6±8.8*^ -13.1+11* 14.6+11* -16.1+10*^
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Figure 5-6. Intracellular strain distribution measured in GFP-actin transfected cells 

during mechanical stimulation giving rise to an increase in intracellular calcium.

A, An image o f  a GFP-actin transfected cell prior to micropipette poking (in red) and during indentation (in green) have been 

superimposed. In areas where the cell has not been deformed, the cell appears yellow. In areas where the cytoskeleton has been 

substantially deformed, both green and red fibres can be observed. The area o f  indentation is indicated by a white asterisk. Nuclear 

movement can clearly be observed and is indicated by the white arrow.

B, Mesh o f  the cell shown in A. The cell shape prior to indentation is shown in red and the shape during indentation is shown in green. 

Movements o f  the cytoskeleton are present at the periphery o f  the nucleus (outlined by the dotted line).

C, Horizontal strain e,* distribution resulting from mechanical stimulation in the cell. The area o f  indentation is shown by an asterisk. 

Strain extrema are found in the vicinity o f  the indented area and extend throughout the cell. The nucleus is outlined by the dotted line.

D, Vertical strain Syy distribution resulting from mechanical stimulation in the cell. The area o f  indentation is shown by an asterisk. 

Strain extrema are found in the vicinity o f  the indented area and extend throughout the cell. The nucleus is outlined by the dotted line.

E, Temporal evolution o f  intracellular calcium (red curve). When the cell is stimulated, the intracellular calcium concentration increases. 

The background signal (BG) is shown in blue. The times o f  the initial and deformed images used for the strain calculations are indicated.
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Figure 5-7. Intracellular strain distribution measured in GFP-actin transfected cells 

during mechanical stimulation giving rise to injury and an increase in intracellular 

calcium.

A, An image o f a GFP-actin transfected cell prior to micropipette poking (in red) and during indentation (in green) have been 

superimposed. ‘Injury’ can clearly be observed in the indentation region (large red region near the white asterisk) and the stress fibres 

have retracted on either side o f  the ‘cut’ (arrow).

B, Temporal evolution o f  intracellular calcium (red curve). When the cell is stimulated, the intracellular calcium concentration increases. 

The background signal (BG) is shown in blue. The times o f  the initial and deformed images used for the strain calculations are indicated.

C, Horizontal strain E» distribution resulting from mechanical stimulation in the cell. The area o f  indentation is shown by an asterisk. 

Strain extrema can be observed in the vicinity o f  the ‘injury’ and in an area remote from the ‘cut’ (shown by an arrow). The nucleus is 

outlined by the white dotted line.

D, Vertical strain 8yy distribution resulting from mechanical stimulation in the cell. The area o f  indentation is shown by an asterisk. 

Strain extrema are found in the vicinity o f  the ‘injury’ and in an area remote from the ‘cut’ (shown by an arrow). The nucleus is outlined 

by the white dotted line.
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Figure 5-8. Intracellular strain distribution measured in GFP-tubulin transfected 

cells during mechanical stimulation giving rise to an increase in intracellular calcium.

A, An image o f  a GFP-tubulin transfected cell prior to micropipette poking (in red) and during indentation (in green) have been 

superimposed. Movement can be seen in the kinetochore region (arrow). The area o f  indentation is indicated by a white asterisk.

B, Mesh o f the cell shown in A. The cell shape prior to indentation is shown in red and the shape during indentation is shown in green. 

Only minimal movements are present. The nucleus is outlined by the dotted line.

C, Horizontal strain E« distribution resulting from mechanical stimulation in the cell. The area o f  indentation is shown by an asterisk. 

The nucleus is outlined by the dotted line. Regions o f  high strains are found in the vicinity o f the indented area and follow complex 

patterns throughout the cell (arrows).

D, Vertical strain Cyy distribution resulting from mechanical stimulation in the cell. The area o f indentation is shown by an asterisk. The 

nucleus is outlined by the dotted line. Strain extrema are found in the vicinity o f  the indented area and extend throughout the cell 

(arrow).

E, Temporal evolution o f intracellular calcium (red curve). When the cell is stimulated, the intracellular calcium concentration increases. 

The background signal (BG) is shown in blue. The times o f  the initial and deformed images used for the strain calculations are indicated.
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Figure 5-9. Mechanical stimulation can elicit catastrophic depolymerisation of the 

tubulin network and retraction of the actin cytoskeleton.

A, Confocal image o f  a GFP-tubulin transfected cell prior to indentation. The area o f  indentation is shown by an asterisk.

B, Image o f  the same cell as in A 40s after indentation. The microtubular network has been completely depolymerised and only pools of

monomeric tubulin are present, except in the nuclear region were a few stable microtubules remain (arrow).

C, Image o f  a GFP-actin transfected cell prior to indentation. The area o f  indentation is shown by an asterisk.

D, Mesh o f  the cell shown in A. The cell shape prior to indentation is shown in green and the shape after retraction is shown in red.

Movements are present throughout the cell and show a clear retraction (arrow). The nucleus is outlined by the dotted line.

E, Horizontal strain ê x distribution resulting from mechanical stimulation and depolymerisation o f the tubulin cytoskeleton o f the cell 

shown in C. Regions o f  high compressive strains are found around most o f  the periphery o f the cell. The arrow shows an area of 

particularly high compression. The nucleus is outlined by the dotted line.

F, Vertical strain Eyy distribution resulting from mechanical stimulation and depolymerisation o f  the tubulin cytoskeleton o f the cell 

shown in C. Compression is found in the nuclear area and tension at either side and at the cell extremities. The nucleus is outlined by the 

dotted line.
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5.3.5 Mechanically-induced Tubulin Depolymerisation and Actin Contraction

Consequent to injury, two phenomena could be observed. In GFP-tubulin transfected cells, 

either a local or a global depolymerisation of the microtubular network was observed 

within 40s of stimulation and monomeric tubulin was pooled in vacuolar-like structures 

(n=5. Fig 5-9A and B). In GFP-actin transfected cells, the actin network remained intact 

but a retraction of the network was observed (n=2. Fig 5-9C and D). The strain 

distributions consequent to a global retraction of the F-actin network showed that most of 

the F-actin network was in tension prior to stimulation (arrow. Fig 5-9E-F). Trypan blue 

staining was not observed in any of these cases, indicating no loss of membrane integrity 

(n=7).

Micropipette poking occasionally gave rise to cellular damage (Fig 5-7A). High strains 

were mainly located in the area of damage (Fig 5-7 C-D) but were also present at other 

locations in the cell. Actin fibres retracted on either side of the cut but the actin network as 

a whole did not appear to reorganise in its entirety.

5.4 Discussion

In this study, we have utilised digital strain estimation to investigate the intracellular strain 

distributions resulting from mechanical stimulation in cells transfected with GFP-tagged 

actin or tubulin. We report for the first time the magnitude and distributions o f strains 

elicited in the microtubular and F-actin cytoskeleton o f living, melanoma, cells in response 

to mechanical stimulation. We compared the strain distributions elicited by mechanical 

stimulation in cells to those expected in a homogenous material or in a tensegrity network. 

We give the first direct measurement of the intracellular strains needed to provoke an 

increase in intracellular calcium in living cells. Finally, we report instances o f a rapid 

depolymerisation o f the microtubular network in response to mechanical strain. No such 

phenomenon was seen with the F-actin network, though cellular retraction with an intact 

network was observed. The combination o f the use o f GFP-tagged proteins and digital 

strain estimation techniques show much promise in furthering our understanding of 

cytomechanics.

Digital strain estimation techniques were successfully applied to intracellular strain 

estimation due to thermal fluctuations or mechanical stimulation. Different mesh sizes 

yielded qualitatively similar strain distributions (Fig 5-2) and comparable strain 

magnitudes. More refined meshes yielded larger strain magnitudes as would be expected.
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since the measured displacements varied more rapidly over smaller spatial distances (Fig

5-2D-E and Bay, 1995). The short temporal interval (l-30s) between the original and

deformed images excluded the possibility that displacements in the cytoskeleton may be

due to active cellular processes (membrane extension or retraction) rather than to passive

deformation of the cell in response to mechanical forces (Helmke et al., 2000).

Furthermore, the observed cells were not locomoting and hence movements were unlikely

to be due to displacement o f the whole cell as in Simon and Schmid-Schonbein (1990).

The cellular strain magnitudes elicited by mechanical stimulation were comparable to

those reported by Simon et al. (1990) in locomoting leukocytes. However, whereas the

engulfed marker technique (Caille et al., 1998; Simon and Schmid-Schonbein, 1990) only

gives the strain at a few points (1 to 5, Caille et al., 1998), digital strain estimation applied

to GFP-transfected cells can give the strain distribution throughout the whole cell. Two

parameters govern the estimation of strain in the technique demonstrated here: mesh cell

size and acceptable correlation probability. The mesh cell size has to be chosen such that

sufficient detail is present in each subarea to make it unique. Too high mesh refinements

(e.g. too small mesh sizes, ex: 10x10 pixel wide areas) will yield areas that can resemble

each other significantly. For example, a small area o f the fibre indicated by the arrowhead

in Fig 5-2A could easily be mistaken for another small area along that fibre if the mesh

resolution was small enough. Whereas the mesh cell size can be set knowing the average

size o f features in the image, the acceptable probability has to be set empirically by

observing the original and deformed images alongside the measured displacements.

Evident discrepancies mean that the probability threshold has to be increased. A further

complication of applying this technique to the measurement of strains in the tubulin

cytoskeleton is that microtubules spontaneously buckle during normal physiological or

under mechanical stimulation and hence make correlation less certain (Odde et al., 1999;

Wang et al., 2001). Improvements in the technique need to incorporate elements of

microtubular mechanics and the different harmonic modes o f microtubular buckling.

Finally, the application o f this technique to cells has assumed that little change occurred in

the cell thickness and that therefore cells could be treated as two-dimensional objects.

Clearly this is not the case (Fig 5-3B and C) and the technique will have to be adapted to

overcome this limitation.

The intracellular F-actin and tubulin strain distributions had some of the characteristics 

expected fi-om a tensegrity network, but contradicted that theory in other aspects. In 

agreement with the tensegrity theory, the intracellular strain distributions elicited in cells
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(Figs 5-2 to 5-4 and 5-6 and 5-7) by mechanical stimulation were very different from those

predicted for a homogenous medium (Fig 5-5). In particular, these showed the presence of

large displacements in areas remote from the location of indentation (Fig 5-2B and C) and

therefore large tensile and compressive strains were elicited far from the area o f

stimulation (Fig 5-2G, 5-3G-H, 5-4C-D, and 5-4G-H). In a homogenous material, the

strain magnitudes would decrease as the square of the inverse o f the distance to the area of

indentation 1/r  ̂ (Chapter 3). These observations clearly show that the cytoskeleton is

interconnected and are in agreement with reports from Wang et al. (2001).

In some cases, strain of magnitudes, much larger than expected from thermal fluctuations 

alone, were observed in neighbouring cells (Fig 5-3G-H, arrow) suggesting that 

neighbouring cells are mechanically coupled. Ragsdale et al. (1997) reported that tensile 

stresses exerted by the contraction of a cell could deform neighbouring cells. Ko et al. 

(2001a) showed that magnetic bead stimulation through cadherin cell-adhesion receptors 

could elicit intracellular calcium increases in the cells on either side o f the intercellular 

junction. These data taken together with ours indicate that cells can form a mechanically 

coherent ‘syncytium’.

In a number of instances, the nucleus was displaced away from the area of indentation, but 

not deformed (Fig 5-4, in agreement with Heidemann et al., 1999). The nuclear movement 

elicited complex strain distributions within the cell cytoskeleton but, in contrast to reports 

from Maniotis et al. (1997), little nuclear deformation was observed unless the stimulation 

was actually applied directly to the nucleus. The nucleus behaved as a rigid sphere and did 

not deform continuously with the cytoskeleton as would a tensegrity network (Ingber, 

1997).

Injury to the cell resulting in the sectioning of actin stress fibres with a micropipette did not 

lead to a global contraction of the cell due to loss of one of the tension elements (Fig 5-7), 

though local retraction on either side o f the cut was observed (in agreement with 

Heidemann et al., 1999). This suggests that the stress fibres are stretched between focal 

adhesion complexes and that these serve to stabilise the whole assembly in case of injury. 

Other cells reacted drastically to injury and depolymerised their tubulin cytoskeleton (Figs

5-9A and B). Though no such phenomenon could be observed in cells transfected with 

GFP-actin, global retraction of the cytoskeletal network was observed (Fig 5-9C). This 

retraction may be due to the disassembly o f the load-bearing microtubules and shows the
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presence of elements in the cell cytoskeleton that resist F-actin pre-stress (in agreement 

with the tensegrity theory; Ingber, 1997 and Wang et ah, 2002). Examination of the strain 

distribution resulting from this contraction reveals that the F-actin stress fibres may be 

extended by as much as 15% by the resistance of the load bearing elements (Figs 5-9E and 

F). However, further experiments using microtubule depolymerising drugs, such as 

nocodazole, need to be performed to ascertain the nature of these elements.

Close examination of images of the contact area between the AFM tip and the cellular 

material reveals that, if  no cytoskeletal detail is considered, the cellular material behaves as 

a continuum (Fig 5-3 C and Chapter 3). Indeed, as predicted by the Hertzian theory of 

contact pertaining to continua (Johnson, 1985), the cellular material conforms to the tip 

shape and stays in contact with the tip. This, taken together with the data from this study, 

suggest that cellular mechanics possess a dual nature. When, the cell is viewed from the 

exterior without regard to intracellular deformations, it can be considered as a continuum 

and the relevant theories can be applied with success to it. However, examination of the 

internal mechanics needed to give rise to this continuum-like behaviour reveals that 

cytoskeletal mechanics are more complex. As emphasised by the data in this study, 

Cytoskeletal mechanics need to be examined in a framework that borrows concepts from 

the tensegrity theory, even though the cytoskeleton does not strictly behave accordingly. 

An examination of the apparent continuum behaviour of cells could be effected by 

tethering collagen microbeads to the cell surface through either integrin (linked to the 

cytoskeleton) or CD44 (lipid raft associated) transmembrane receptors and examining the 

strain fields in the cell membrane resulting from indentation.

Digital strain estimation enabled the strain distributions and magnitudes needed to elicit an 

increase in intracellular calcium concentration to be analysed. The strain in the F-actin 

cytoskeleton of stimulated cells was significantly larger than that in unstimulated cells; the 

difference between unstimulated and stimulated intracellular strains was of 5 to 8% 

(p<0.02). Intriguingly, strains in the tubulin cytoskeleton were not significantly larger in 

stimulated versus unstimulated cells (2 to 3% difference, p>0.17). This may be due to the 

fact that F-actin is the main determinant of the cellular material properties (as shown in 

Chapter 4 and Rotsch et al., 1999) and may shield the microtubular network from some of 

the mechanical deformation (Ko and McCulloch, 2000). The magnitude of intracellular 

strains needed to elicit an intracellular calcium response compared favourably with that 

found using AFM in osteoblasts (Chapter 4, predicted strain of 2.5% versus 2 to 3%
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measured in tubulin networks and 5 to 8% strain measured in F-actin networks). Additional 

experiments with GFP-vimentin transfected cells would yield extra information regarding 

the role o f intermediate filaments in cell mechanics. Though our results are encouraging, 

micropipette poking is a crude method of mechanical stimulation and the possibility that 

the cell membrane is compromised still remains.

In summary, we present a method o f estimating intracellular strains relying on the imaging 

o f GFP-transfected cells during mechanical stimulation and the correlation o f small 

subareas o f the cell between images taken prior to and during mechanical stimulation. We 

give the intracellular strain distributions in cells during normal physiology and mechanical 

stimulation, We show that the mechanics of the cytoskeleton are in agreement with some 

of the predicted characteristics of tensegrity network theory but also contradict it 

(Heidemann et al., 2000). The strain magnitudes measured in cells submitted to mechanical 

stimulation and giving rise to intracellular calcium concentration increases were of the 

same order of magnitude as those predicted using AFM in conjunction with finite-clement 

modelling. Finally, we believe that this technique shows a great potential for investigating 

the complexities of cytomechanics.
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Chapter 6 - Estimating the Sensitivity of Mechanosensitive Ion 

Channels to Mechanical Strain

6.11ntroduction

Bone is a tissue that adapts to mechanical stimuli in a process driven by cells of the 

osteoblastic lineage, the bone-forming osteoblasts and the osteocytes. However, due to the 

complex micro-architecture of bone matrix, the exact strain magnitude to which osteoblasts 

and osteocytes are exposed in vivo is unknown. Knowledge of the sensitivity o f osteoblasts 

to mechanical strain is of great importance for the understanding of the detection and 

adaptation of bone to its mechanical environment. Recently, we used atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) to mechanically stimulate osteoblasts in combination with fluorescence 

microscopy (Chapter 4), we showed that the strain magnitude for which half of the cells 

reacted (s=2.5%) with an increase in intracellular calcium concentration was 

approximately ten-fold higher than strain magnitudes measured by strain gauges on the 

bone surface of mammals during a variety o f activities (£«0.3%; Rubin and Lanyon, 1984). 

Although the strain threshold determined experimentally by AFM micro-indentation is 

realistic, because the bone matrix may amplify the applied strains in the vicinity of 

osteocyte lacunae (Hollister et al., 1994), an order o f magnitude difference between these 

and whole bone strains warrants further verification using a different technique.

Cells can sense mechanical stimuli in many different ways such as through 

mechanosensitive ion channels, tyrosine kinases or integrins (Banes et al., 1995; Sachs and 

Morris, 1998). We reported that primary osteoblasts reacted with an increase in 

intracellular calcium concentration either directly after the cellular material was deformed 

by the AFM tip or later once the load was removed and the cell relaxed (Chapter 4). The 

two types of reactions seemed to proceed from different signalling pathways, with the 

response to initial membrane deformation involving stretch-activated cation channels as a 

first step and detecting surface tensile strains. Stretch-activated cation channels were 

originally discovered by Guharay and Sachs (1984). They have since then been reported in 

a variety o f cell types (for a review see: Sachs and Morris ,1998) and their crystal structure 

has been elucidated in prokaryotes (Chang et al., 1998; Sukharev et al., 2001). Recently, 

Kirber et al. (2000) showed that mechano-sensitive channel openings elicited by 

micropipette aspiration could give rise to whole cell intracellular calcium responses, 

thereby reinforcing the putative role of mechanosensitive channels in the transduction of
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physiological mechanical stimuli and hence initiation o f whole cell responses. Single 

channel electrophysiological evidence for the presence of stretch-activated cation channels 

has previously been reported in the osteoblastic cell lines UMR-106 (Duncan and Misler, 

1989) and G292 (Davidson et al., 1990). UMR-106 cells expressed a 20 pS Ca^^- 

permeable channel (Duncan and Misler, 1989) and G292 cells expressed non-selective 

cation channels with conductances of 20 and 60 pS and a 160 pS K^-selective channel 

(Davidson et al., 1990).

There are many ways of estimating the material properties of living cells. Amongst these, 

micropipette aspiration in conjunction with video-microscopy has widely been used (Evans 

et al., 1976; Jones et al., 1999; Theret et al., 1988). Once the pressure needed to aspirate a 

hemi-spherical bleb o f membrane into a micropipette of known radius has been measured, 

the cellular elasticity can be computed with the theoretical solution to this mechanical 

problem (Theret et al., 1988). Further increase in suction pressure results in the extension 

of a membrane tongue into the micropipette enabling a wide-range of conditions to be 

examined and modelled. Moreover, the technique can be combined with single channel 

patch-clamp electrophysiology. Using such a combination, Sukharev et al. (1999) related 

the membrane tension to the open probability o f the prokaryotic stretch-activated channel, 

MscL, reconstituted in artificial lipid bilayers. Furthermore, the aspiration o f cells into a 

micropipette can be simulated using finite element (FE) modelling (Discher et al., 1998; 

Drury and Dembo, 1999) and the resulting strain distribution compares favourably to 

experimental measurements (Lee et al., 1999).

In this study, we attempted to determine if primary osteoblasts, cells nearer to the 

phenotype in vivo, possessed stretch-activated cation channels and to establish the 

threshold mechanical strain necessary to activate these channels in order to provide a 

comparison with the estimate of osteoblast sensitivity found using AFM micro-indentation. 

Here, we have used a combination of experimental and modelling techniques to estimate 

the strain magnitude needed to open stretch-activated channels in primary osteoblasts. 

Simultaneous patch-clamp electrophysiology, video-microscopy and pressure recordings 

enabled us to acquire experimental curves relating membrane extension into the 

micropipette and the opening of stretch-activated channels in response to the aspiration 

pressure. We report the presence of non-selective stretch-activated cation channels with a 

conductance of 15 pS in primary osteoblasts. FE modelling was used to simulate the 

aspiration process. When linear stiffening and cellular pre-strain were incorporated into the
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model, this enabled us to estimate the strain magnitude needed to open stretch activated

cation channels. Maximal radial surface strains of 23% were needed for the

mechanosensitive channels present in the patch to be open 50% of the time. We examined

the influences o f relevant mechanical parameters on the strains elicited in the cell by

micropipette aspiration and show that the micropipette inner diameter and opening angle

have no effect on the strain magnitude elicited, whereas the cellular elasticity and Poisson

ratio do. The non-selectivity of the observed stretch-activated channels raised the

possibility of extracellular sodium playing a role in the transduction of mechanical stimuli.

Using AFM micro-indentation, which also activates mechanosensitive channels, combined

with fluorescence microscopy, we verify that both intracellular calcium and sodium

concentration increases could be elicited and showed that blocking sodium entry or

exchange of intracellular sodium for extracellular calcium abolished rises in intracellular

calcium concentrations. Finally, we discuss potential sources of discrepancies between the

strain needed to open stretch-activated channels and that needed to elicit increases in

intracellular calcium concentrations in AFM indentation experiments. We conclude that

our estimate of the strain sensitivity of stretch-activated channels may be compatible with

strain levels observed in normal bone physiology. However, further detailed examinations

of the cellular subplasmalemmal mechanics are needed to fully understand and model

cellular deformations and channel openings in response to aspiration. Furthermore, we

report a potential role for extracellular sodium in cellular responses to mechanical strain.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Cell Culture

Osteoblasts were cultured as described in 2.2.1.

6.2.2 Patch Clamp Recordings

For recording currents across the cell membrane, we used conventional cell-attached patch 

configurations. For most experiments, the electrode solution contained: 135 mM KCl, 20 

mM HEPES, 10 mM glucose, 1 mM MgCli, 1 mM CaCli, pH=7.4. Cells were superfused 

(1-2 ml.min'*) with a standard extracellular solution containing: 130 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 

20 mM HEPES, 10 mM glucose, 1 mM CaCli, 1 mM MgCl], pH=7.4. To test, whether the 

mechanosensitive channels conducted Cl", aspartate was substituted for Cl in the electrode 

solution. To test whether the channels were mechano-sensitive, the non-specific mechano

sensitive channel blocker Gd^^ (50 pM) was added to the electrode solution (Sachs and 

Morris, 1998). To serve as a positive control, an equal number of cells from the same
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culture were also analysed without in the electrode solution on the same day. To test 

whether the channels were non-selective for monovalent cations, the electrode and 

perfusion solutions were inverted in some experiments. Alternatively, the electrode was 

filled with solutions containing 70 mM KCl, 65 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES, 10 mM 

glucose, 1 mM MgCli, 1 mM CaCli, pH=7.4 or 102 mM KCl, 33 mM NaCl, 20 mM 

HEPES, 10 mM glucose, 1 mM MgCl%, 1 mM CaClz, pH=7.4 and the cells were 

superfused with the standard extracellular bathing solution.

Pipettes were made from borosilicate glass (ID 1.1 mm, OD 1.5 mm, Sutter, Novato, CA, 

USA) on a Flaming Brown Micropipette puller (Sutter), were fire polished and coated with 

bees wax to reduce noise. The pipette resistance varied between 4 and 8 MQ. Gigaohm 

seals were obtained by approaching the pipette towards the cell and applying a light 

suction onto the membrane and slowly increasing the holding potential from 0 to -40  mV. 

We sought to work only with “gentle” patches (Sachs and Morris, 1998) and, as a 

consequence, seals obtained with suction pressures larger than 10 mmHg were discarded, 

as were those displaying spontaneous channel activity. Once a gigaseal had formed, the 

pressure and the holding potential were returned to zero. All currents were recorded at 

room temperature (21-25°C) with an Axopatch ID (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA, 

USA), filtered at 500 Hz or 1 kHz, sampled at 5 kHz with a Digidata 1320A, and acquired 

using the pCLAMP 8 software (Axon Instruments). During gap-free recordings, no holding 

potential was applied onto the patch so that recording conditions were as close as possible 

to physiological conditions. Data for I-V curves was acquired by applying a holding 

potential to the patch of membrane when the channels were open and examining the 

changes on the membrane current intensity.

6.2.3 Mechanical Stimulus and Pressure Measurement

Step changes in suction pressure were applied onto the patch to stimulate channel opening. 

The pressure circuit consisted of the micropipette, a valve to isolate the pipette from the 

rest o f the circuit, the pressure transducer (model PIOOOB, Narco Biosystems, Austin, TX, 

USA) and three-way valve to link a syringe to the circuit (Fig 6-2C). To achieve quick 

changes in pressure, the pipette was isolated from the rest of the circuit by closing the 

valve and the pressure in the circuit was adjusted to the desired value by using the syringe. 

The change in pressure when the micropipette was reconnected to the rest of the circuit 

was minimal. Patch pressure was recorded simultaneously with the membrane currents 

using the pCLAMP software. Pressure was applied in 30s episodes. It was then released
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and 30s later another pressure increment was applied. This was continued until the 

membrane ruptured or the seal was lost. The pressure was increased in 20 mmHg 

increments. All pressures are given in Pa consistent with the SI units used in the FE 

simulations (1mm Hg=0.133 kPa).

6.2.4 Imaging and Video-Microscopy

The cells and patch pipette were imaged during pressure application on a Nikon inverted 

microscope using Hoffman modulation optics and a 40x objective (NA=0.5). VHS video 

recordings were obtained using a time lapse video recorder (Panasonic AG-6720, 

Panasonic, NJ, USA) connected to a video camera (Sony AVC-D5, Sony Corp., Japan) 

mounted on the side port of the microscope. They were subsequently examined and 

digitised using a frame grabber (Optimas 3.1, Bioscan Inc., WA, USA). Finally, the movies 

were post-processed using a custom-written application under Pv-Wave running on an SGI 

O2 workstation to yield time-averaged images of the pipette and the membrane bleb. The 

images were the time-average of ten video images and were taken 5s after the pressure had 

been changed to ensure that the bleb was stationary (Drury and Dembo, 2001). The images 

were calibrated using a graticule enabling pixel width to be calculated.

6.2.5 Bleb Height Measurement

An application running under Pv-Wave was written to measure the bleb extension within 

the micropipette. Digitised time-averaged videos were imported into the program. The 

videos had one image per pressure change. The first step was to position a cursor at the 

entry of the pipette. On each subsequent image, a second cursor was positioned at the 

centre part of the apex of the membrane extension. The program then calculated the 

distances between the two cursors (in pm) for each time point and output the results to a 

file which was then imported into Excel (Microsoft Corp, Redmont, WA, USA).

Twelve experiments giving the bleb height as a function o f pressure applied were grouped 

together by averaging to yield a ‘representative experiment’. This representative 

experiment was then simulated using finite element modelling.

6.2.6 Electrophysiology Data Analysis

Current records were analysed with pClamp (Axon instruments) to obtain channel 

amplitudes and open probabilities Popen- The open probabilities were obtained assuming 

that all of the stretch-activated channels present in the patch had been observed during the 

experiment (in line with Hase et al., 1995 and Sukharev et al., 1999). Graphs giving Popen
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as a function of the applied pressure were generated and a sigmoid curve was fitted to the

data (Sachs and Morris, 1998) using Kaleidagraph.

The average pressure at which the first mechanosensitive channel opening was detected 

was calculated from 38 experiments.

Pipette potentials were converted to membrane potentials assuming a resting membrane 

potential of -40  mV (Dixon et al., 1984). Weighted linear functions were fitted to the 

average data from each electrode solution using Kaleidagraph software.

Possible differences in mechano-sensitivity due to the age o f the culture (48h or 72h), the 

electrode solution or gadolinium treatment were examined using a chi-squared test. The 

results were deemed significant if  p<0.05.

6.2.7 Finite Element Modelling

An FE model of the membrane aspiration process was generated to simulate the 

‘representative experiment’. By computing the bleb height for the experimentally-derived 

pressures of activation of the mechanosensitive channels, we estimated the cellular strains 

needed to elicit mechanosensitive channel openings. As the cells were tethered to their 

substrate and had a well developed cytoskeleton, we decided to model the cell as a linear 

elastic solid (Zhu et al., 2000). All FE calculations were carried out with CAST3M.

In engineering terms, mechanical strains (s) are defined as a change in length (dl) per unit 

length (1): £=dl/l. Strain has no unit and is given either in percent or in microstrain (pe) 

with 10000 ps=l% . Tensile strains are represented by positive values of s and negative 

values of s indicate compressions.

We assumed that the aspiration process did not affect the cell far from the location of 

aspiration and only modelled the cellular region within a 10 pm radius of the axis of the 

pipette. In this region, the cell and the pipette were assumed to be perfectly symmetrical 

around the axis of the pipette and the cell was modelled in two-dimensions representing 

only one quarter plane. Axisymmetric coordinates were utilised. The quarter plane was 

meshed with three-noded triangular elements with higher densities in areas where large 

deformations were expected. The cell was not allowed to move on the underside (triangles 

in Fig 6-2F) and was allowed to move in the z-direction along the axis of symmetry
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(sliding contacts in Fig 6-2F). On the top side, the micropipette was represented by an L-

shaped line with rounded edges (to facilitate computational sliding) resting on the top

surface of the cell (in red, Fig 6-2F). A no-penetration contact boundary condition was

imposed between the cell quarter-plane and the pipette. We assumed that there was no

friction between the cell and the pipette surface (in line with Discher et al., 1998 and Drury

and Dembo, 2001). A hydrostatic pressure was applied at the mouth of the pipette

(represented by the letter P in Fig 6-2F).

To simulate the cellular deformation in response to large hydrostatic pressures, we adopted 

an iterative approach (similarly to Drury and Dembo, 1999). Briefly, a small increment of 

pressure was applied onto the undeformed cell. The resulting deformation was calculated 

using a step-by-step iterative approach, implemented in CAST3M, that is necessitated 

because o f the large displacements resulting from the aspiration. The deformed surface was 

then remeshed and another pressure increment applied. For each step, the mesh and 

displacement fields were stored. When the desired pressure was reached, knowing the 

displacement fields and the mesh at each step, and assuming that the principle of 

superposition could still be applied, it was possible to calculate the strain distribution 

resulting from the complete aspiration process.

Initially, the cell was modelled as a solid with linear elastic and isotropic material 

properties and the viscoelastic properties of the cell were ignored. To examine the effect of 

the mechanical parameters on the strain distribution and bleb ‘height’, the pipette radius R, 

the pipette opening angle a , the cellular elasticity E, the pressure p  and the cellular Poisson 

ratio v were varied in turn while keeping the other variables of the problem constant. The 

standard values were E=100 Pa,/>=500 Pa, v=0.3, i?=l .5 pm and a=10°.

However, when the cell was assumed to be purely linear elastic, the simulated curve for 

bleb ‘height’ followed an exponential law (as shown in Appendix I) and did not match the

experimentally measured curve which followed a power law. To better simulate the

experimental curve, pre-strain and linear stiffening were incorporated into the model, a

phenomenon that has been reported by others (Sokabe et al., 1991). To simulate the

experimental curve, a pre-strain So was applied onto the cell and the cellular elasticity E  

was linked to the maximal cellular radial strain Err,max (see Appendix I):
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With Co the original Young’s modulus, Ci the slope o f the linear stiffening of the cellular 

material with applied strain, Srr,max the maximal cellular radial strain, sy a strain scaling 

factor. The cellular pre-strain (or pre-stress) represents two separate phenomena. First, it 

derives from the pre-stress applied onto the microtubules through the intermediate 

filaments, the F-actin stress fibres and the acto-myosin motor proteins. This is believed to 

be a quintessential part of the cellular architecture and enables the cell to regain its shape 

after deformation (Ingber, 1993; Wang et al., 2001). Second, it represents the membrane 

folding or ruffling that is observed in all cells (Hamill and Martinac, 2001). For tensile 

strain to open stretch-activated ion channels, the original negative pre-strain resulting from 

compression originating from both sources has to be compensated. For simplicity, we 

assumed that the cell was in a homogenous state o f pre-strain so in the radial direction. The 

pre-strain Go, the original Young’s modulus eo, the slope of the cellular stiffening ei and the 

scaling strain sy were determined empirically by choosing values for which the simulation 

best fitted the experimental curve of the membrane extension into the pipette as a function 

of pressure. The unstrained cell (i.e. without any applied pre-strain) was chosen as the 

reference state and the strain distribution was calculated from this state.

6.2.8 Curve Fitting

All curve fitting was performed using Kaleidagraph.

The experimental curve, relating the bleb ‘height’ h to the pressure applied p, and the FE 

model simulated curves were fitted with the following function (weighted by the number 

of measures in the case of the experimental curve) that was derived from the theoretical 

model detailed in Appendix I:

h(p) = a.p.e^^.e + d .p ' . l - e
- p,

(2)

Where a, b, c, d, g, and /  are the parameters to be fitted. The first part of the curve 

combines the initial bleb formation with the theoretical exponential increase of height with 

pressure at low values o f p  when no strain stiffening is observed. The second part of the 

curve represents the power-law evolution of height with pressure when strain stiffening has 

started to occur at high values of p. The exponential functions serve to combine both 

curves into a continuous function.
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The value of gave an indication of the goodness of fit.

6.2.9 AFM Indentation and Analysis

We have previously shown that AFM micro-indentation can be used to elicit increases in 

intracellular calcium concentration in osteoblasts and that the reactions that immediately 

follow contact between the cell and the AFM tip are mediated by stretch-activated 

channels (Chapter 4). Electrophysiological data indicated the presence of stretch-activated 

non-selective cation channels. As sodium is the most abundant of the extracellular ions and 

has a gradient promoting entry into the cell, we examined whether AFM micro-indentation 

could give rise to increases in intracellular sodium concentration and investigated the role 

of intracellular sodium concentrations in the generation of intracellular calcium 

concentration rises.

6.2.9.1 Experimental procedure

The experimental procedure for AFM micro-indentation was carried out as described in 

2.11.2. Briefly, cells were incubated for Ih at 37 °C with either Fluo-3-AM, a cell- 

permeant fluorescent calcium indicator, or Sodium-green-AM, a cell permeant fluorescent 

sodium indicator. The cells were then transferred to the sample holder. Prior to 

experimentation, the cantilevers were calibrated and glass beads were glued onto them as 

described in 2.9.3 and 2.9.4 respectively. The fluorescence intensity of calcium or sodium 

in the stimulated cells was followed over time by acquiring either two-dimensional images 

at regular intervals (whole-cell time courses) or repetitively scanning the same line to 

obtain a high temporal resolution (line-scan time courses). In both cases, the experiment 

was then effected as described in 2.11.2. Post-hoc, the radial strain distribution on the cell 

surface was calculated as detailed in Chapter 3.

For whole-cell time-courses, the cells were imaged using a 20x Nikon Neoplan objective 

(NA=1.2) and the Bio-Rad time course software was used to capture images o f the cells at 

intervals o f Is. The time-course of the fluorescence intensity could be assessed at several 

locations, within and between cells.

For line-scan time-courses, the cells were imaged using a lOOx Nikon oil immersion 

objective (NA=1.3) and the Bio-Rad time course software imaged the same line at 2 ms 

intervals. The line-scan time courses were analysed with custom-written software running 

under Pv-wave. The program read in the images of the time course, averaged the data over
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ten time points (thereby reducing temporal resolution to 20 ms), smoothed them in x with a

low-pass filter three pixels wide, normalised the data to the average intensity during the

first 20 time points. Increases in intracellular calcium or sodium concentrations could be

detected by changes in the fluorescence intensity. The time-course of fluorescence

intensity could be output for user-defined regions of interest.

6.2.9 2 Importance of Intracellular Sodium Metabolism in the Generation of 
Intracellular Calcium Concentration Increases

To investigate the importance of extracellular sodium in the generation of intracellular 

calcium concentration increases, the cells were incubated with Fluo-3 and stimulated in a 

buffer where sodium was exchanged for N-methyl-D-glucamine (Sigma) (137 mM 

NMDG, 2 mM MgCl], 2 mM CaCli, 10 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES, 0.1% BSA adjusted 

to pH=7.4 with HCl).

The importance of sodium-calcium exchange was investigated by pre-incubating Fluo-3 

loaded cells for 30 min at 37°C with 2 pM KB-R7943 (Tocris), a specific blocker of the 

reverse mode of the sodium-calcium exchanger NCXl (forward mode, IC5o=17 pM; 

reverse mode, IC5o=0.3 pM, Egger and Niggli, 1999), which is present in osteoblasts 

(Lundquist et al., 2000).

The number of treated cells reacting immediately after contact was compared to the 

number of expected reactions without treatment. Previous experiments using the same 

stimulation and calcium imaging techniques yielded an experimental curve relating the 

proportion of cells reacting to the radial strain applied (Chapter 4). This was used as a 

probability curve giving the reaction probability for a given strain applied. By computing 

the applied strain for each experiment and using the probability curve, it is possible to 

compute a number o f expected reactions for a given series of experiments. A one-way 

ANOVA was used to compare the number of reactions in treated cells to the expected 

number o f increases in intracellular calcium concentrations. The results were deemed 

significant if  p<0.01.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Electrophysiology

Mechanosensitive ion channels were detected in primary osteoblasts (Fig 6-1 A). Channel 

activity correlated well with suction pressure application (Fig 6-IB). Indeed, when suction
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pressure was increased, channels were very active and several channels could open

simultaneously (e.g. for p=-12kPa in Fig 6-1A and Fig 6-IB). A total o f 99 cells were

examined and the presence of mechanosensitive channels was detected in 44 cells (44%).

Cells cultured for 48h or 72h showed a similar sensitivity to mechanical strain and the

proportion of cells in which stretch-activated channels were detected was not significantly

different when examined with a chi-square test (p=0.16). There was no difference in the

proportion of cells displaying mechanosensitive channels when measured with the

electrode containing K-ringer (reference solution, n=44), Na-ringer (n=24, p=0.53), K-Asp

(n=12, p=0.16) or 70 KCl-65 NaCl (n=14, p=0.08). In all cases, the reversal potential of

the ion channels was close to OmV (Fig 6-1C). These data are indicative of the presence of

a non-selective channel. For all solutions, this channel had a conductance o f 15 pS (Fig 6-

IC). Substituting aspartate for chloride had no effect on the proportion of cells displaying

mechano sensitivity showing that the channel does not conduct Cf.

The average pressure of first opening was 8.9±3.7 kPa and the lowest pressure of first 

opening was 2.7 kPa (Fig 6-ID). The open probability of the channels present in the patch 

(Popen ) was plotted as a function of applied pressure (obtained from 9 experiments. Fig 6- 

1E) and was fitted with a sigmoid curve. On average, the channels present in the patches 

were open 50% of the time for a pressure o f 16kPa.

With gadolinium chloride in the pipette, no channel openings were detected (0 out of 13 

cells examined). When gadolinium was omitted from the electrode solution, cells cultured 

on the same day displayed mechanosensitive channels with an equal frequency to other 

osteoblast cultures tested (6 out of 11 cells examined), thereby excluding the possibility of 

a non-responsive culture. When compared with a chi-square test, these data showed that 

gadolinium chloride significantly blocked suction elicited channel openings (p<0.001).

Taken together, these data are indicative o f the presence o f a non-selective stretch- 

activated cation channel in primary osteoblasts.
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Figure 6-1. Pressure application through micropipette aspiration elicits opening of 

mechanosensitive channels in primary osteoblasts.

A. Single channel currents in primary osteoblasts were activated by suction pressure application. Upon release o f  suction pressure, the 
channels returned to their closed state. The channels had small conductances (15pS) and were very active during pressure application. A 
downward arrow indicates the beginning o f pressure application and an upward arrow the release o f pressure. No holding potential was 
applied. The applied suction pressure is given in kPa (1 mmHg=O.I33 kPa).
B. Open probability ( P o p e n )  as a function o f time for the experiment shown in A assuming that all o f the channels present in the patch of  
membrane were observed. The phases o f  pressure application and their intensity are shown on the chart. Up to four channels were active 
simultaneously in the patch o f  membrane.
C. Current/voltage relationship for stretch-activated channels for different electrode solutions. Weighted linear functions were fitted to 
the data points except for the K-Asp solution for which only one data point was available. In all cases, the reversal potential was close to 
0 mV, indicative o f a non-selective channel. Replacement o f  Cl by aspartate did not affect the channel conductance.
D. Frequency o f  channel openings as a function o f pressure applied.
E. Open probability (Popen) as a function o f  pressure applied. The open probability was calculated assuming that all o f  the channels in the 
patch had been observed during suction pressure application. The data points pertain to nine different experiments. The spread o f  the 
data arises from patch heterogeneity. A sigmoid curve was fit to the data to yield an estimate o f  the pressure needed to open 50% o f the 
channels.
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6.3.2 Video Microscopy

The membrane extension could be seen in the micropipette (Fig 6-2A) and its ‘height’ 

could be measured (shown on Fig 6-2B). When an increment in suction pressure was 

applied, the membrane extended further into the pipette (Fig 6-2D). When the pressure was 

released, the length o f the membrane extension within the pipette diminished but the 

aspirated membrane did not completely retract as would be expected if the deformation 

was elastic (Fig 6-2D). Therefore, micropipette aspiration deforms the cell with a mixture 

o f elastic and plastic deformations or elastic and visco-elastic deformations with a very 

large time constant. By averaging the experimental results over 12 cells, a representative 

curve relating the membrane extension into the micropipette and the applied suction 

pressure was generated (Fig 6-2E). The curve first rose rapidly reaching a height of 18 pm 

for 1.2 kPa. The increase in height with increasing applied suction pressure then slowed 

and the curve could be well fitted with a power law (r^=0.73). This was suggestive of the 

presence of strain stiffening within the cell. The representative experimental curve (Fig 6- 

2E) could be well fitted with the exponential function prolonged with a power law derived 

from Appendix I (r^=0.90).

6.3.3 Finite Element Modelling

An FE model of the cell aspiration into the micropipette was generated and, because the 

modelled region of the cell-pipette system presented a cylindrical symmetry around the 

pipette axis, the cell was modelled as only one quarter-plane (Fig 6-2F). The FE model was 

used to examine the influence of mechanical parameters such as the pipette diameter, the 

pipette opening angle, and the cellular properties on the radial strains at the surface of the 

model. When no material stiffening was incorporated into the finite element simulations, 

the curve relating the bleb height to the applied pressure grew exponentially as predicted 

by the theoretical model (Fig 6-3, Appendix I). When strain-stiffening and pre-strain were 

included, the representative experimental curve o f the membrane aspiration could be 

simulated (Fig 6-2E, Fig 6-4).

6.3.3.1 Strain Distributions

The strain distributions resulting from membrane aspiration into the micropipette were 

calculated. Bleb formation only noticeably deformed the cellular material in the bleb 

region and where the pipette and the cell were in contact. The highest tensile radial strains 

(Err) were present on the surface of the bleb cap, whereas the highest compressive radial 

strains were present in the region of contact between the bleb and the pipette (Fig 6-3A). 

Tensile radial strains were also present at the inner diameter of the pipette. The von Mises
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stresses were highest in the bleb at the contact between the pipette and the bleb near the

inner diameter of the pipette (Fig 6-3B) indicating areas o f potential membrane rupture.

The graph of the radial strains (en-, Fig 6-3 C) at the surface of the FE model as a function 

of the distance r to the centre of the pipette for a suction pressure of 500 Pa presented 3 

distinct zones. At the centre of the pipette on the bleb apex, the cell surface is submitted to 

tensile strains (Fig 6-3A and Fig 6-3C for abscissa r=Opm). In the zone of the bleb where 

the membrane and the pipette are in contact, the membrane is exposed to compressive 

strains (Fig 6-3 A and Fig 6-3C for abscissa r= lpm ). At the inner rim o f the pipette, the cell 

membrane is under tension (Fig 6-3A and Fig 6-3C for abscissa r= 1.5pm). Finally, far 

from the pipette centre, the strains converge towards zero, thereby justifying the 

assumption that, far away from the aspirated region, the cell is unaffected (Fig 6-3C).

6.3 3.2 Influence of Mechanical Parameters on Linear Elastic Models

The influence of mechanical parameters was examined by plotting the radial strains at the 

surface o f the FE model (Srr) as a function of the distance r to the centre of the pipette.

The opening angle a  of the pipette had little influence on the magnitude of the radial 

strains found at the bleb apex (Fig 6-3C, for abscissa r=Opm). However, the compressive 

strains found at the mouth o f the pipette increased with increasing opening angle from -1 

for a=0° to -4  for a=20° (Fig 3C, for abscissa r=lpm ). The tensile strains present at the 

inner diameter were unaffected (Fig 6-3C, for abscissa r= 1.5pm).

The pipette radius R had no influence on the maximal radial strains (Fig 6-3D, for abscissa 

r=0 pm). The minimal radial strains decreased slightly with increasing pipette radius (from 

-2  for abscissa r=0.5pm to -3  for abscissa r=2pm) and the abscissa of the minimum also 

varied (from p=0.75pm for R=0.5pm to r=2.5pm for R=2pm) (Fig 6-3D). The abscissa of 

the tensile strains present at the pipette outer rim also changed but their magnitude was 

unaffected (Fig 6-3D).

The cellular Poisson ratio v had a drastic effect on the magnitude of strain elicited by 

aspiration (Fig 6-3E). The maximal radial strain varied from 2.3 for v=0.2 to 0.2 for 

v=0.49 (Fig 6-3E, for abscissa r=Opm). Increasing cellular Poisson ratio reduce the length 

o f the membrane extension into the pipette for a given applied pressure (modelling results 

not shown).
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Figure 6-2. Video-microscopy of membrane aspiration into the micropipette.

A. Hoffman optics image o f  a typical experiment. The bleb o f membrane from the examined cell (an osteoblast, outlined with the dotted 
line) can be resolved in the micropipette. Bar=10pm.
B. Expanded region from boxed region in A, where the arrow indicates the tip o f  the bleb. The estimated height is indicated. Bar=5 pm.
C. Diagram o f the mechanical arrangement o f the pressure application system.
D. Membrane height and applied pressure for different time points o f a representative experiment. The bleb extension decreased when 
pressure was released but did not totally relax.
E. Membrane height as a function o f applied pressure. Each data point was averaged over several experiments and the number o f  
experiments is indicated on the graph. The data was fitted with the weighted curve given in the methods section.
F. Finite element model o f  the pipette aspiration process. The cell was not allowed to move on the underside (arrowheads). The cell 
could freely slide along the axis o f symmetry o f  the model. The pipette is shown in red. The pressure P was applied only in the area 
delimited by the pipette. The mesh was finer in areas where large deformations were expected to occur, such as on the cell surface.
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Figure 6-3. Results of the finite element simulations for a linear elastic material.

A. Radial strain (e,r) distribution due to micropipette aspiration. Large tensile radial strains (shown in red) occur at the tip o f  the bleb and 
at the inner rim o f the pipette. Compressive radial strains (shown in blue) are elicited in the regions where the bleb and the pipette are in 
contact.
B. Von Mises stress distribution due to micropipette aspiration. Large von Mises stresses occur at the bleb surface in the vicinity o f the 
inner rim o f  the pipette, an area where pinching o ff o f  vesicles can occur.
C. Radial strain (etr) at the surface o f the cell as a function o f distance (r) to the pipette central axis for different pipette opening angles 
(a  in the text, a on the figure).
D. Radial strain (8n̂ ) at the surface o f  the cell as a function o f  distance (r) to the pipette central axis for different pipette radii (R).
E. Radial strain (e„) at the surface o f  the cell as a function o f distance (r) to the pipette central axis for different cellular Poisson ratios (v, 
nu on the figure).
F. Radial strain (en) at the surface o f the cell as a function o f  distance (r) to the pipette central axis for different cellular elasticities (E).
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The cellular elasticity E had a large effect on the magnitude of strains elicited. Increasing

values o f E reduced the magnitude of elicited radial strains (Fig 6-3F), as would be

expected from the theoretical derivations of the expression of bleb height as a function of

pressure and elasticity given in equation 8, Appendix I.

6.3.3 3 Cellular Strain Needed to Open Mechanosensitive Channels

The evolution o f the membrane extension into the micropipette as a function o f suction 

pressure simulated by the FE models incorporating cell stiffening fitted the representative 

experimental data curve well (Fig 6-4A). The experimental curve was best fitted when the 

FE simulation parameters were set to eo=150 Pa, so=5.0 (i.e. the original volume was five

fold larger than the pre-strained one), ei=160 kPa, and 8y= 0 .01  .

The curve that best fitted the experimental data could then be used to calculate the cellular 

strain magnitudes (Fig 6-4B) resulting from applied pressures corresponding to the 

experimentally-derived levels needed to open stretch-activated channels (Fig 6-ID) or for 

them to be active 50% of the time (Fig 6-IE)

The average pressure needed to obtain a first mechanosensitive channel opening was 8.9 

kPa (Fig 6-ID). In the FE simulation, this corresponded to a membrane extension of 23 pm 

into the micropipette (Fig 6-4A) and the maximal radial strain predicted at the bleb apex 

was £rr,max=20% (Fig 6-4B). The experimental electrophysiological data revealed that the 

pressure needed for the channels present in the patch o f membrane to be open 50% of the 

time was 14 kPa (Fig 6-IE). In the FE simulation, the membrane extension into the 

micropipette reached a height of 24 pm and the predicted maximal cellular radial strains on 

the bleb cap reached 8rr,max=23%.

6.3.3.4 Variation of Cellular Elasticity with Applied Strain

Once the cellular pre-strain had been countered by the strains applied by aspiration into the 

micropipette, the cellular elasticity varied linearly with the maximal radial strain (8rr,max) 

and attained a value of 27kPa for 8rr,max=0.2 (Fig 6-4C).
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Figure 6-4. Results of the finite element simulations for the models incorporating pre

strain and linear stiffening.

A. Experimental and simulated lengths o f membrane extension into the micropipette as a function o f the applied suction pressure. The 
data was fitted with the theoretical curve derived in Appendix 1. The experimental data was fitted with the theoretical curve derived in 
Appendix I weighted with the number o f  measurements averaged in each data point. The experimental curve (dotted black line) closely 
follows the simulated curve for the parameter values eo=l50 Pa, Eo=5.0, e,=160 kPa, and 8y=0.01 (dotted grey line). Simulated curves for 
two other values o f the cellular strain-stiffening parameter e, are also shown (continuous black and grey lines).
B. Maximal radial strain (Err) as a function o f applied pressure for the set o f parameters that best fit the experimental data (dotted grey
line in A). The simulated data points were fit with the same type o f  curve as in A.
C. This curve shows the evolution o f  the cellular elasticity as a function o f the maximal cellular strain elicited by the applied suction
pressure (curve shown in B).
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6.3.4 AFM Data

Electrophysiology data revealed that non-selective stretch-activated cation channels were 

present in primary osteoblasts. The most abundant cation in the extracellular medium is 

sodium and hence, we examined whether AFM micro-indentation could give rise to 

increases in intracellular sodium concentrations and if  extracellular sodium entry played a 

role in the transduction of mechanical stimuli.

AFM micro-indentation gave rise to both sodium and calcium concentration increases in 

primary osteoblasts. Line scans revealed that increases in calcium concentrations started 

immediately after indentation and spread away from the area o f indentation (Figs 6-5 A and

6-5B). In some cases, these could then give rise to a whole cell reaction (as shown in 

Chapter 4). In addition, AFM micro-indentation could also give rise to whole cell (Fig 6 - 

5E) or localised (Figs 6-5C and 6-5D) intracellular sodium rises.

Whole cell rises in intracellular concentration were observed in six out 25 cells stimulated. 

Based on the probability curve derived from previous experiments (Chapter 4), increases in 

intracellular calcium concentrations would be expected to occur in five o f the 25 

experiments for the strain levels applied. Hence, increases in intracellular sodium reactions 

appeared to be elicited by mechanical stimulation in a similar proportion of cells as rises in 

intracellular calcium concentrations. In contrast to observations on intracellular calcium 

(Chapter 4), no increases in intracellular sodium concentration were observed when the 

load was removed from the cell.

The effect of disrupting the sodium entry pathway on the number of cells reacting to AFM 

micro-indentation with an increase in intracellular calcium concentration was examined by 

calculating the expected number of rises from the applied radial strains and the probability 

curve derived in previous experiments (Chapter 4). When the cells were stimulated in 

sodium-free medium, one out of 44 stimulated cells reacted whereas eleven cells were 

expected to react (Fig 6-5F). When the reverse mode of the sodium-calcium exchanger was 

blocked with KB-R7943, none out o f 29 reacted whereas eleven were expected to (Fig 6 - 

5F). Hence, the absence of extracellular sodium or the blockade of the calcium entry 

through the sodium-calcium exchanger significantly reduced increases in intracellular 

calcium concentration elicited by mechanical stimulation (p<0 .001  in both cases).
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Figure 6-5. Experimental data from Atomic Force Microscopy micro-indentation.

A. High-speed line scan o f changes in fluorescence intensity in a cell loaded with the calcium indicator Fluo-3 during AFM indentation. 
Time lies along the vertical axis and spatial evolutions lie along the horizontal axis. The arrow indicates the time o f  contact. Increases in 
calcium fluorescence can clearly be seen in the vicinity o f  the contact area (shown by the blue double arrow). Each pixel is 20 ms in y 
and 0.24 pm in x.
B. Time course o f the fluorescence intensity o f  a cell loaded with the calcium indicator Fluo-3. The time o f contact is indicated by the 
downward arrow and the time o f  lift-off by the upward arrow. The blue curve shows the temporal evolution o f calcium intensity for the 
area o f  contact (shown by the blue double arrow in A) and the red curve shows the temporal evolution for the whole cell (shown by the 
red double arrow in A).
C. High-speed line scan o f  changes fluorescence intensity in a cell loaded with the sodium indicator sodium-green during AFM 
indentation. The arrow indicates the time o f  contact. An increase in sodium fluorescence intensity can clearly be seen in the vicinity o f  
the contact area (shown by the blue double arrow). Each pixel is 20 ms in y and 0.24 pm in x.
D. Evolution o f  the fluorescence intensity o f  a cell loaded with the sodium indicator sodium-green as a function o f  time. The time o f  
contact is indicated by the downward arrow and the time o f  lift-off by the upward arrow. The blue curve shows the temporal evolution o f 
calcium intensity for the area o f  contact (shown by the blue double arrow in C) and the red curve shows the temporal evolution for the 
whole cell (shown by the red double arrow in C).
E. Time course o f  intracellular sodium fluorescence in a whole cell. The time o f  contact is indicated by the downward arrow and the 
time o f  lift o ff by the upward arrow. Fluorescence intensity o f  the sodium indicator sodium-green increases after contact, reaches a 
maximum soon after and then returns to baseline levels.
F. Examination o f the role o f  extracellular sodium entry into the cell in the transduction o f  whole cell intracellular calcium concentration 
increases. The cells were loaded with Fluo-3AM and stimulated in sodium-free medium or in the presence o f  the blocker o f  the reverse 
mode o f  the sodium-calcium exchanger KB-R7943. Based on the radial strain magnitudes experimentally applied and previous 
experiments, we could compute the number o f  cells expected to react in the absence o f  treatment. Both treatments significantly reduced 
the number o f cells displaying an increase in intracellular calcium concentrations in response to mechanical stimulation (p<0.001 in both 
cases). This indicates that sodium entry through mechanosensitive channels and its subsequent exchange for extracellular calcium by the 
sodium-calcium exchanger play a role in the transduction o f  whole cell increases in intracellular calcium concentration.
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6.4 Discussion

In this study, we estimate, for the first time, the cellular strain level needed to elicit 

mechanosensitive channel openings in living cells. We demonstrate that primary 

osteoblasts possess non-selective stretch-activated cation channels and report the average 

suction pressures needed to elicit their opening and maintain them open 50% of the time. 

Experimentally measured membrane extensions into the micropipette in response to 

aspiration were averaged to create a representative experiment that was modelled using 

finite element modelling. Cellular pre-strain and stiffening of the cellular material with 

applied strain needed to be included into the model to simulate the experimental curve 

relating bleb extension into the pipette to applied pressure. From the simulated aspiration 

process, we found that maximal radial strains of 2 0 % were needed to open stretch- 

activated cation channels and strains o f 23% were needed to maintain the channels open 

50% of the time. Pipette diameter and opening angle had no effect on the magnitude of the 

strains elicited by micropipette aspiration, but the cellular elasticity and Poisson ratio did. 

We showed that AFM micro-indentation gave rise to local and global increases in 

intracellular calcium and sodium concentrations. Disrupting the sodium entry pathway can 

inhibit increases in intracellular calcium concentrations elicited by mechanical stimulation. 

We believe that these data work may help us understand bone adaptation to mechanical 

strain, as well as the cellular mechanisms o f strain detection through mechano-sensitive 

channel opening in general.

Cells of the osteoblastic lineage play a fundamental role in the detection and adaptation of 

bone to mechanical stimuli; however, the mechanisms through which they detect 

mechanical stimuli remain unknown. Mechano-sensitive channels have previously been 

reported in permanent osteoblastic cell lines but not in primary cells, which better reflect 

the in vivo characteristics of this cell type. We have shown the presence of a pressure- 

sensitive non-selective cation channel with a 15 pS conductance (Fig 6 -1C). Using similar 

techniques, Davidson et al. (1990) showed the presence of two non-selective cation 

channels with conductances of 20 and 50 pS in UMR-106 osteosarcoma cells. Duncan and 

Misler (1989) reported the presence of an 18 pS stretch-activated channel in osteoblastic 

G292 cells. In contrast with these experiments, and to ensure that the channels were 

functional in physiological conditions, we did not apply any holding potential during the 

experiments. The channels opened in response to pressure and were very active during the 

pressure application period before closing shortly after the pressure was released (Fig 6-1A 

for p=-14kPa). Some channel openings lasted well over a second (such as in Fig 6 -lA).
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Whilst uncommon, such long openings have also been observed in CHO cells transfected 

with the yeast stretch-activated cation channel MIDI (Kanzaki et ah, 1999). The pressure 

at which the first channel openings were observed was approximately 9 kPa (6 7  mmHg, 

Fig 6 - ID) and the pressure needed for the channels to be open 50%  of the time was 

approximately 14 kPa (1 0 5  mmHg, Fig 6 - IE). These pressures are high compared to those 

reported for cell lines (3 0 -4 0  mmHg for Popen=0.5, Davidson et ah, 199 0  and Duncan and 

Misler, 1 989), or bacteria (4 0  and 75 mmHg for Popen=0.5, Hase et ah, 1995 and Sukharev 

et ah, 1999  respectively) but similar or higher pressures were required in neurons (Wan et 

ah, 1 999). This may be due to the ‘gentle’ patch approach that we adopted in an attempt to 

preserve the cell cytoskeleton intact (Sachs and Morris, 1998).

With regards to downstream signalling, Na^ is likely to penetrate into the cell through open 

stretch-activated channels as it is both abundant in the extracellular milieu and has a 

favourable gradient (Fig 6 -6 ). In support of this, Kirber et ah (2000) showed that mechano

sensitive channel openings elicited by micropipette aspiration could give rise to whole cell 

intracellular calcium reactions in smooth muscle cells even in the absence o f calcium in the 

electrode solution. In a previous study, we showed that AFM indentation could give rise to 

intracellular calcium responses that were mediated by stretch-activated channels (Chapter 

4). Here, using the same experimental protocol, we show that AFM indentation gives rise 

to whole cell and localised sodium waves (Figs 6-5C,E) in a similar proportion of cells as 

calcium waves. Removing extracellular sodium from the medium abolished all 

intracellular calcium reactions (Fig 6-5F). Hence, the downstream signalling cascade, 

following the opening of stretch-activated channels in response to membrane strain, 

involves entry o f extracellular sodium. Blockade of the reverse sodium-calcium exchanger 

also abolished intracellular calcium reactions (Fig 6-5F). Therefore, after the initial sodium 

entry, the intracellular sodium concentration is locally enhanced in the vicinity of the 

stretch-activated channels and this can activate the exchange of intracellular sodium for 

extracellular sodium (Egger and Niggli, 1999). This would amplify the original 

depolarisation caused by sodium entry and may depolarise the cell sufficiently to open 

voltage-activated channels. Through the combined action of sodium-calcium exchangers 

and voltage-gated channels, the intracellular calcium levels may rise sufficiently to elicit 

calcium-induced calcium release or activate the inositol-1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3) pathway 

(Berridge et al., 2000; Chapter 4). From a physiological point of view, the small 

conductance of the stretch-activated channels observed in bone cells may modulate cell- 

sensitivity to mechanical strain in two different ways. Indeed, if the conductance of the
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Figure 6-6. Proposed model for the modulation of cell sensitivity to mechanical strain 

through stretch-activated channels.

Prior to mechanical stimulation, the cell is at its resting potential. A brief localised mechanical stimulation (A, grey arrowhead) leads to 
the opening o f  a small number o f stretch-activated channels that give rise to a large local concentration o f sodium. This can then activate 
the sodium calcium exchangers situated in the vicinity and amplify the depolarisation through the exchange o f  intracellular sodium for 
extracellular calcium. As only little sodium entered during the stimulation, the depolarisation created is too small to elicit voltage- 
activated channel opening or lead to a whole cell calcium reaction. A more prolonged localised mechanical stimulation (B, black 
arrowhead) lets more sodium into the cell and, through a similar mechanism gives rise to a larger depolarisation o f the cell membrane 
thereby opening voltage-activated calcium and sodium channels. Consequently, intracellular calcium concentration may rise enough to 
provoke calcium-induced calcium release or activate the 1P3 pathway (D). A global mechanical stimulation (C, arrows), brief or 
prolonged, opens many stretch-activated channels which in turn activate many sodium-calcium exchangers. Acting synergistically, the 
open stretch-activated channels and the sodium-calcium exchangers can depolarise the cell sufficiently to open voltage-activated 
channels and raise intracellular calcium levels enough to provoke activation o f the IP3 pathway or calcium-induced calcium release (D).

PLC: Phospholipase C, NCX: Sodium/calcium exchanger, SAC: Stretch-activated channel, VACC: Voltage activated calcium channel, 
VANC: Voltage activated sodium channel, IP3: Inositol-1,4,5-triphosphate, IP3R: IP3 receptor
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stretch-activated channels is small, either a long stimulation opening few channels or a 

brief stimulation opening many channels would be necessary to depolarise the cells 

sufficiently to give rise to a whole cell calcium transient transduced as hypothesised above 

(Fig 6-6). In contrast, brief localised stimulations may not give rise to large enough 

depolarisations to elicit whole cell calcium transients (Fig 6-6). In summary, extracellular 

sodium may enter the cells through stretch-activated channels as a first step of the 

transduction of mechanical stimuli with calcium playing the role of a second messenger 

triggering downstream responses such as gene transcription.

Finite element modelling enabled us to simulate bleb aspiration into the pipette and

calculate the strain distributions in the aspirated bleb of membrane. Radial tensile strains

are the most likely strain components to be detected by mechanosensitive channels as they

physically stretch the cellular material. The predicted radial tensile strains needed to open

stretch-activated cation channels in osteoblasts (20%) were larger than those needed to

elicit whole cell increases in intracellular calcium concentration in response to AFM

micro-indentation (2.5%), which are also mediated by mechanosensitive channels (Chapter

4). The difference in surface cellular strain needed to elicit mechanosensitive openings

may relate to the fact that the membrane-cytoskeleton relationship and pre-tension is

disrupted in cells examined with micropipette aspiration (Sachs and Morris, 1998; Sokabe

et al., 1991), whereas it is not in cells stimulated with AFM. Strains measured on the bone

surface of live animals during physical activity are on the order o f 0.3-0.4% (3000-4000

pe, Rubin and Lanyon, 1984). Strains in some parts o f the trabecular bone, predicted by FE

modelling of a whole canine femur, can be up to 3-fold larger than on the bone surface

(van Rietbergen et al., 1999). Additionally, the strain magnitude around osteocyte lacunae

can be up to 10-fold larger than the magnitude applied to a volume of trabecular bone

(Chapter 8; Hollister et al., 1994). Taking these amplifications into account, maximal

strains o f 9-12% could arise in osteocytes. This would be sufficient to activate some

stretch-activated channels in osteocytes within the trabecular bone. Fluid-shear resulting

from strain induced fluid flow within the bone has been proposed as an alternative stimulus

that bone cells may respond to. Using AFM determination of cellular elasticity distribution

and FE modelling o f fluid shear, we reported that physiological levels of fluid shear (3-5

Pa) only elicit cellular strains of 0.1% which would not be sufficient to activate

mechanosensitive channels (Chapter 8). The cellular strains observed at the bleb apex

reached 20% and this exceeds the lytic strains in an unsupported lipid bilayer (3-5%)

(Sachs and Morris, 1998). In this study, we did^explicitly model the cell membrane. Our
hot
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model is only accurate to the resolution o f light microscopy and the many ripples and folds 

present in the cell membrane cannot be included (in line with Drury and Dembo, 2 0 0 1 ). 

The subplasmalemmal cytoskeleton is a complex structure made up of a fine mesh of 

spectrin and actin, which may serve to regulate membrane folding. Indeed, the cell 

membrane possesses excess area that may reach 100 to 1000%  (Hamill and Martinac, 

2001) and is present on the cell surface in the form of folds or villi or alternatively in the 

cell cytoplasm in the form of membrane bound vacuoles (Dai et al., 1998; Raucher and 

Sheetz, 1 999). In our study, the volume of the aspirated bleb (calculated from equation 3, 

Appendix I and the representative experiment: V y= 352  pm^) is small compared to that of 

cultured cells (V c= 4 2 0 0  pm^ on average, in Chapter 4 )  and hence extra membrane could 

probably be easily recruited. Furthermore, the mechanisms of strain transmission between 

the cytoskeleton and the lipid bilayer are, as of yet, unknown (Ko and McCulloch, 2 0 0 0 ). 

The presence o f some cytoskeletal elements (e.g. spectrin, actin) has been reported in the 

bleb (Merkel et al., 20 0 0 ; Sokabe et al., 1991) and may keep the aspirated membrane in a 

partially folded state. Future models incorporating such detail will be necessary to refine 

the predictions of simulations and explain how the cellular material can be highly strained 

without rupture o f the membrane. However, this will necessitate in-depth examination of 

the subplasmalemmal cytoskeletal mechanics in eukaryotic cells by means such as AFM 

(Farmer et al., 1997) in order to better understand stress transmission between the 

cytoskeleton and the lipid bilayer. The pre-strain measure that we have used should be 

interpreted phenomenologically as a compound measure o f cellular pre-strain exerted by 

the acto-myosin motors (Ingber, 1993) and excess membrane area (Hamill and Martinac, 

2 0 0 1 ) . The reference strain state in our calculations is that of the cell with most of its 

excess membrane deployed and the value that best fit the experimental data predicts a five

fold increase in cellular area. Second, we assumed that the cell adapted its elasticity to 

applied strain. Such processes have been observed in living cells and result from passive 

processes due to the linear stiffening properties o f the cellular tensegrity network at large 

strains (Ingber, 1 9 9 3 ) or from active cytoprotective processes (Choquet et al., 1997; 

Glogauer et al., 1 9 9 8 ). Indeed, when osteoblasts are submitted to prolonged pulling by a 

magnetic microbead, they form large actin patches under the area of stimulation (Glogauer 

et al., 1998). Similarly, cells challenged by microbead pulling strengthen their 

cytoskeleton/integrin linkage to better resist pull (Choquet et al., 1997). In the case o f bleb 

aspiration, it is likely that, during the initial patch formation or the first pressure challenge, 

the cytoskeleton is disrupted at the mouth o f the pipette (see the area of high von Mises 

stress in Fig 6 -3 B , in agreement with Merkel et al., 2 0 0 0  and Sachs and Morris, 1998) and
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attempts to reform in the aspirated bleb by targeting large quantities of F-actin and myosin

II to that area (Merkel et al., 2000; Sokabe et al., 1991). The values predicted in our

simulation for the cellular elasticity after adaptation remain well within the physiological

range (Fig 6-4C) (Lehenkari et al., 1999).

Modelling the bleb aspiration process into the micropipette enabled us to estimate strain 

distributions within the cell. When no pre-strain or linear stiffening were implemented (Fig 

6-3), the calculated bleb strains (>150%) were in good agreement with experimentally 

observed and predicted strains in aspirated blebs from red blood cells (Lee et al., 1999). 

The cellular Poisson ratio and the cellular elasticity both greatly influenced the strain 

distributions elicited by micropipette aspiration (Figs 6-3E and 6-3F). However, both are 

likely to evolve during the aspiration process. Indeed, aspiration disrupts the cytoskeleton 

(Merkel et al., 2000) and hence modifies both the material properties and the Poisson ratio 

(Maniotis et al., 1997). In addition, as discussed previously, the cell will attempt to reform 

its cytoskeleton after disruption and adapt to the local strain environment. A certain 

number of issues still remain, beyond the limitations already discussed. First, for 

simplicity, the cell was modelled as a linear elastic material rather than a visco-elastic or 

visco-plastic material (as underlined in Fig 6-2D, and Thoumine et al. (1999)), and the cell 

was assumed to be a homogenous continuum rather than a tensegrity structure formed by 

discrete cytoskeletal elements. These are clearly over-simplifications. However, strain is a 

measure of local deformation between an initial state and a final state and is independent of 

the path followed to reach the final state. Hence, our model, though relating to a 

homogenous material, gives the correct macroscopic continuum strains. In the aspirated 

bleb of membrane, the cytoskeleton, though present, is largely disorganised and sometimes 

separated fi-om the cell membrane (Merkel et al., 2000; Oghalai et al., 1998), and 

interconnections between cytoskeletal elements giving the cell its tensegrity properties may 

be lost. As a consequence, the bleb of membrane may actually be closer to a homogenous 

material than not. Second, our modelling results show (Fig 6-3C,D) that radius and 

opening angle of the micropipette have only little influence on the tensile radial strains at 

the bleb apex. Third, we have ignored all adhesion between the micropipette and the cell 

membrane because this is an ill-understood phenomenon (Sokabe et al., 1991; Sachs and 

Morris, 1998) and its inclusion would have further complicated the modelling; its role 

warrants a separate study in itself. Fourth, we have assumed that the elasticity of the whole 

cell changed in response to mechanical strain rather than just in the highly strained areas. 

This, while simplifying the modelling, may lead to an under-estimation of the final
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elasticity. Implementing local stiffening in highly strained areas would enable patterns of 

actin polymerisation to be predicted and compared to the experimentally determined 

distribution of GFP-tagged myosin II at the leading edge o f aspirated blebs (Merkel et al., 

2000).

In summary, we have simulated the process of micropipette aspiration to provide an 

estimate o f the radial tensile strain needed to open stretch activated channels in an 

aspirated bleb. We show that strains in excess of 20% were needed to open stretch- 

activated channels and that these may be compatible with physiological adaptation in bone. 

This strain magnitude was larger than the levels needed to elicit whole cell increases in 

intracellular calcium concentrations through mechano-sensitive openings by AFM micro

indentation. However, this could be explained by several factors and underlines the need to 

gain a better understanding of the stress transmission between the cell cytoskeleton and the 

cell membrane. We examined the importance of various mechanical parameters on the 

radial strain distribution in the bleb. Finally, consistent with the non-selectivity of the 

stretch-activated cation channels, we show a role for changes in intracellular sodium 

concentration in the transduction of mechanical stimuli into whole cell increases in 

intracellular calcium as a downstream signalling process.

Appendix I: Theoretical Model

The equations relating the initial creation o f a spherical bleb of membrane within the 

pipette have been solved by Theret et al. (1988). However, we wanted to link the bleb 

‘height’ to the pressure applied for further stages of micropipette aspiration.

In all our derivations, we assumed that the cellular material was linear elastic and isotropic.

We hypothesised that the micropipette had the shape o f a cut cone with an opening angle 

2a  (Fig AI-1). The mouth of the pipette was at the height hi from the cone apex. The bleb 

o f membrane was composed of two parts, one cut cone going from the mouth o f the pipette 

at height hj to the height where the bleb separated from the pipette wall at height A, and 

one hemi-spherical part with radius r=h.tan(a) (Fig AI-1, in agreement with Sakmann and 

Neher, 1995). The total volume of the bleb is:

y , = K + K  - h ^ y ^ n . t m \ a ) . e  (3)

Hence, for a small variation of height dh, the variation in volume dV  is:
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= 7r^ tan ^ (a) + tan^(a))^\(i/z (4)

The hemi-spherical part of the bleb is the only part exposed to hydrostatic pressure and 

hence the problem is equivalent to that of a hemi-sphere exposed to hydrostatic pressure. 

Any radial displacement Ur caused by a small increment in pressure <ip will translate into 

an increase in bleb height dh. The expression o f Ur as a function of the pressure increment 

dp is (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970):

u = ——^ ^ .r .d p  (5)
E

With V the cellular Poisson ratio, E  the Young’s modulus and r the radius of the sphere. 

Therefore, the variation in volume of the hemi-sphere, excluding second order terms, is :

dV = 2n .r^.u^ = 2n —— .dp (6)
E

Assuming that the volume variation of the hemi-spherical part of bleb is the main factor 

driving bleb ascension into the micropipette, we can write, knowing that r=htan(a)\ 

dV = dV,

27t.tan^(a)A \^̂  '^P = 7 r^ tan^ (a) + tan^(a))^^ûf/î (7)

2. tan(a ).(1 -2 v )  _ d h  
£ ( l + 2tan(a)) ^  h

By integrating the expression, we find:

2 .tan (a ).(l-2 v ) (8)
ii/(a ,v ) = -------------------- -

(l + 2tan(a))

with c an integration constant that can be determined with the data fi*om Theret et al. 

(1988). Indeed, the pressure p  needed to create a hemispherical bleb cap (with the height: 

h=h]tan(a) ) within the micropipette is (Theret et al., 1988):

n —  (10)
a

With E  the Young’s modulus of the cell, O the wall function of the pipette, r\ the wall 

parameter, b the outer diameter o f the pipette and a the inner diameter.

The experimental data curve relating bleb ‘height’ to applied pressure can be well fitted 

with a power law (r^>0.95) at pressures superior to 2000 Pa. This implies that the material
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properties of the cell are a function of the applied pressure p  and consequently of the 

applied strain e : E=f(p)=g(e). The function relating /z to/? is of the form:

/z(/?) = 6/?" = (11)

If we take the natural logarithm of this expression and differentiate it, we get:

dh dp
—  = a —  
h p

and similarly, from equation,^' we get: 

dh f X dp

by equating 12 and 13, we can write:

E(p)  = ^ p  
a

And hence E  is a linear function of p.

( 12)

(13)

(14)

Pressure
Hemispherical 
portion of the blebPipette

h Conical portion 
of the bleb

Figure AI-1. Diagram of the aspiration of a bleb of membrane into a micropipette.
The micmpipette was modelled as a cut cone. The cone apex is at O, hi is the height at which the pipette starts, and 2a is the cone 

opening angle. The bleb o f  membrane was modelled as being composed o f a conical and a hemi-spherical region. The conical region 

extended between height A, and h. The hemi spherical region was centred in Q and had a radius r=h.tan(a). The hydrostatic pressure 

was applied onto the hemi spherical region.
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Chapter 7 - Sodium Waves Precede Calcium Waves in Cell 
Signalling

7.1 1ntroduction
Bone cells detect mechanical stimuli and adapt bone structure to best resist the applied 

mechanical forces. The process through which osteocytes detect the applied stimulus is 

presently unknown. Several mechanisms have been proposed involving the direct detection 

of applied strain onto the bone matrix (Lanyon, 1984); strain-induced fluid flow through 

osteocyte lacunae and canaliculi (Weinbaum et al., 1994); or osteocyte injury through the 

formation of micro-cracks around the lacunae (Martin, 2002). The evidence for the 

involvement of one or other o f the pathways in live animals is circumstantial. Fluid flow 

has been observed within bone in response to mechanical deformation (Knothe Tate et al., 

2000), the magnitude of the induced fluid shear has been calculated (Weinbaum et al., 

1994), and its effect on bone cells tested (Jacobs et al., 1998; Klein-Nulend et al., 1995; 

Reich et al., 1997). Furthermore, blockade o f G-proteins, which are believed to mediate 

fluid-flow responses (Gudi et al., 1996), inhibits the production of prostaglandin (PG) E2, a 

regulator of bone formation, in bone organ cultures subjected to mechanical strain 

(Rawlinson et al., 2000). The strain levels needed to elicit an intracellular calcium reaction 

have been determined (Chapter 4) and are compatible with the predicted strain levels 

around osteocyte lacunae (Hollister et al., 1994) resulting from deformation of the bone 

matrix upon load bearing activities (Rubin and Lanyon, 1984b). Stretch-activated channels 

have been reported in primary osteoblasts and osteoblastic cells (Chapter 6 and Davidson 

et al., 1990, and Duncan and Misler, 1989) and are involved in the transduction of 

mechanical stimuli (Chapter 4). Blockade of stretch-activated channels by gadolinium has 

been shown to down-regulate the production of PGI2 and PGE2 in organ cultures subjected 

to mechanical strain (Rawlinson et al., 1996). Micro-cracks have recently been proposed as 

a remodelling stimulus in bone, based on their spatial proximity to apoptotic osteocytes or 

bone remodelling units (Reilly, 2000; Verborgt et al., 2000). Whichever stimulus bone 

cells detect, one of the earliest responses to mechanical stimulation elicited is a rise in 

intracellular calcium (Chapter 4 and Glogauer et al., 1997, Jorgensen et al., 1997, Reich et 

al., 1997, and You et al., 2000a).

Although the physiological importance of intracellular calcium transients in gene 

transcription, cell death or differentiation is well established (Berridge et al., 1998), there is 

mounting evidence that sodium plays an equally important role, particularly in the
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transduction of mechanical stimuli. Changes in intracellular sodium levels have been 

implicated in many cellular phenomena such as the regulation of ERKl/2 synthesis (Traub 

et al., 1999), eNOS activation (Teubl et al., 1999), JNK activation (Kuroki et al., 1997), or 

mitochondrial calcium regulation (Sedova and Blatter, 2000). Cellular sodium levels 

fluctuate during the cell cycle and peak during the M and S phases (Warley et al., 1983) 

and sodium may play a role in the folding of DNA (Strick et al., 2001). In response to 

mechanical stimulation, the rise in intraeellular calcium may be accompanied or preceded 

by a rise in intracellular sodium whether the response be mediated by stretch-activated 

cation channels (Chapter 6  and Kirber et al., 2000), fluid shear stress (Satlin et al., 2001; 

Traub et al., 1999), or cell injury (Paemeleire and Leybaert, 2000). Recently, Kirber et al. 

(2 0 0 0 ) showed that mechano-sensitive channel openings elicited by micropipette aspiration 

in the absence of extracellular calcium could give rise to whole cell intracellular ealcium 

responses, thereby stressing the importance of extracellular sodium in the transduction of 

mechanical stimuli. Sodium channels homologous to ENaC have also been implicated in 

the transduction of mechanosensory responses in C. elegans (Tavemarakis and Driscoll, 

1997).

Calcium and sodium may interact either directly or indirectly in many different ways in 

cell physiology. Indeed, they can interact directly through the NaVCa^^ exchanger in the 

cell (Egger and Niggli, 1999) or mitochondrial membrane (Gunter et al., 2000; Sedova and 

Blatter, 2000), or by direct modulation of the activity o f sodium channels by calcium (Tan 

et al., 2002). Indireet interaction can be mediated by Na^ or Ca^^ voltage-activated 

channels influenced by shifts in the membrane potential due to the influx or efflux of ions. 

A large variety of sodium and calcium channels or exchangers have been identified in 

osteoblastic cells (Review: Lundquist et al., 2000 and Ypey et al., 1992) and therefore the 

interplay between both ions in response to mechanical stimulation is likely to play an 

important role in the detection of, and adaptation to, mechanical usage in bone.

Intercellular communication enables a homogenous tissue adaptational response to 

mechanical stimulation (Donahue, 2000) and, in bone, this can be mediated either by the 

passage of inositol-1,4,5 triphosphate (IP3) through gap junctions (Boitano et al., 1992) or 

the release of ATP and subsequent stimulation of purinergic receptors (Bumstoek, 1997). 

Intercellular calcium waves are a well-known phenomenon that has been extensively 

studied in bone (Jorgensen et al., 1997; Xia and Perrier, 1992) and a whole range of other 

cell types. Recently, it has been shown that mechanical perturbation can elicit intercellular
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sodium waves in astrocytes (Paemeleire and Leybaert, 2000) and that sodium waves

diffuse through gap-junctions in cardiomyocytes to give rise to contraction in adjacent cells

(Ruiz-Meana et ah, 1999). In view of the growing realisation that intracellular sodium

levels may play a role in cellular physiology, the elucidation of the mechanisms of sodium

wave propagation is o f importance.

In this study, we report for the first time the existence of sodium waves propagated 

between osteoblastic cells. We compared the timing of the rise in intracellular sodium 

concentration and that of intracellular calcium concentrations in the stimulated and 

adjacent cells using a two-dye fluorescence assay. Intracellular sodium concentrations 

increased significantly earlier than intracellular calcium concentrations in both stimulated 

and adjacent cells. We examined the dependence of signal propagation on the presence of 

functional gap-junctions. We investigated the crosstalk of sodium and calcium signalling 

pathways by specifically inhibiting different components of the putative calcium and 

sodium pathways. We report the effect of these on increases in intracellular sodium and 

calcium concentrations, the extent of the signal propagation for either ion, and the timing 

of signals. We propose a model for the interplay of sodium and calcium signals in 

stimulated and adjacent cells. Finally, we believe that our technique will be of general use 

in assessing the interplay of sodium and calcium in cellular physiology and disease.

7.2 Methods

7.2.1 Cell Culture

Osteoblast culture was effected as described in 2.2.1.

7.2.2 Experimental Protocol

7.2.2.1 Incubation and imaging

To determine changes in intracellular ionic concentrations, the cells were incubated for Ih 

at 37°C with either 5 pM Fluo-3, a green-fluorescent calcium indicator, 5 pM Sodium- 

green, a green-fluorescent sodium indicator or 5 pM Fura-red, a red-fluorescent calcium 

indicator whose fluorescence intensity decreases with increasing calcium concentration. 

For double labelling experiments, the cells were incubated with 5 pM Sodium-green or 

Fluo-3 and 5 pM Fura-red for Ih at 37°C. These ionic indicators were chosen because of 

their similar excitation wavelength (488 nm) but well separated emission wave length (540
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nm for Fluo-3, 550 nm for Sodium-green and 670 nm for Fura-red) (Lipp and Niggli,

1993; Thomas et al., 2000).

The cells were then transferred to the microscope sample holder and examined in imaging 

buffer (see 2.1). For experiments with Gd^^, the same buffer but without phosphate or 

carbonate was used to prevent precipitation (Sachs and Morris, 1998). Intracellular 

fluorescence levels o f calcium, sodium or both simultaneously were assessed via a Bio- 

Rad confocal scanning laser microscope fitted onto a Nikon TE300 inverted microscope. A 

20x Nikon Neoplan objective (N.A.=1.2) was used for the whole cell time-courses and a 

lOOx oil immersion Nikon objective (N.A.=1.3) for the line-scan time-courses. In 

experiments using both fluorophores, the probes were excited with a blue laser (488 nm) 

and emitted light was decoupled with a 560nm dichroic. The green channel was imaged 

with a 530/560 nm bandpass filter and the red channel with a 600/650 nm bandpass filter.

To check for increased bleed-through between channels with increasing intensity of the 

fluorescent indicators, the cells were loaded with either dye and we added 1 mM CaCh or 

5 pM gramicidin (Molecular Probes), a sodium ionophore, to the imaging medium to 

increase, respectively, intracellular calcium or sodium concentrations. Both the channels 

were acquired and we examined changes in the channel in which the indicator did not 

fluoresce maximally (i.e. green for Fura-red and red for Sodium-green). The filter sets 

were initially optimised with this system and these experiments were used to correct for 

bleedthrough. Only increases in intracellular sodium significantly increased bleed-through 

from sodium green into the red channel. However, the bleed-through seemed to depend 

linearly on the sodium fluorescence intensity and we experimentally derived a correction 

factor (0.45) that was used in the data analysis to compensate for possible artefacts due to 

bleed-through from the green channel into the red channel. Bleed-through from Fura-red 

was not increased in any situation and decreases were negligible. Pinhole diameter was 

chosen such that the thickness of the optical slice did not exceed cell height. The laser 

intensity was kept to 20% of maximum to avoid photobleaching.

For whole cell time-courses, the Bio-Rad time course software was used to capture images 

of the cells at intervals of Is for as long as desired. The temporal evolution of the 

fluorescence intensity could be assessed in the stimulated cell and its closest neighbours. 

For line-scan time-courses, the Bio-Rad time course software repeatedly imaged the same 

line at 2 ms intervals. A custom-written program running under Pv-Wave on a SGI O2 was
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used to analyse the line-scan time-courses and output the temporal evolution of

fluorescence intensity for user defined regions o f interest.

7.2.2.2 Pipette Poking

Mechanical stimulation was effected using pipette poking as described in 2.11.1. After 

each experiment, the cells were examined by phase contrast microscopy and checked for 

major changes. Cells that were deemed damaged by phase contrast examination were 

excluded.

7.2.2.2 Assessment of Cellular Integrity

Cellular integrity after micropipette poking was assessed in several ways to gain a better 

understanding of possible effects to the cell plasma membrane.

The permeability o f the cell membrane of stimulated cells was assessed by incubating the 

cells with 0.2% trypan blue for 10 minutes after mechanical stimulation and checking for 

blue coloration.

To check for possible transient ‘micro-punctures’ in the cell membrane, cells were 

incubated with 5 pM Fluo-3AM and stimulated in imaging medium containing 4 pM 

ethidium homodimer (Calbiochem), a membrane impermeant DNA intercalator that 

increases its fluorescence upon binding to DNA. Fluo-3 and ethidium homodimer were 

excited at 488 nm and 523 nm respectively and emitted light was decoupled with a 560nm 

dichroic. The green channel was imaged with a 515/530 nm bandpass filter and the red 

channel was imaged with a 600/650 nm bandpass filter. No sign of bleedthrough was 

detected.

To check for cell functionality after a first stimulation, we loaded cells with 5 pM fluo-3 

and mechanically stimulated them, waited 5 minutes and restimulated them a second time.

7.2.3 Data Analysis

7.2.3.1 Whole Cell Time Course and Image Generation

The whole cell time courses were processed either with the Bio-Rad time course software 

or with a custom-written program running under Pv-wave. The Bio-Rad time course 

software was used to output the temporal evolution of fluorescence intensities and the 

positions o f the regions of interest. The custom-written program read the images of the 

time course, smoothed them in xy with a 3x3 low-pass filter, normalised the data using the
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average intensity during the 20 first time points. For display purposes, the normalised 

calcium intensities were rescaled to show increases in intracellular calcium concentrations 

using the formula: ^  = 1 0 0 -  .

7.2.S.2 Line-Scan Time Course and Image Generation

The line-scan time courses were analysed with custom-written software running under Pv- 

wave. The program read the images of the time course, averaged the data over ten time 

points (thereby reducing temporal resolution to 20 ms), smoothed them in x with a low- 

pass filter 3 pixels wide, normalised and thresholded the data using the average “intensity 

during the 20 first time points. For display purposes, the calcium intensities were rescaled 

as for the whole cell images. Regions of interest could be chosen and the program output a 

file with the temporal evolution o f fluorescence intensity for both fluorophores in each 

region.

7.2.3 3 Curve Analysis

A custom-written program running under Pv-wave was used to post-process and analyse 

the time course curves. Background fluorescence was subtracted and the sodium and 

calcium fluorescence intensities were normalised by dividing them by the pre-stimulation 

baseline levels. Baseline levels were determined by taking the average intensity over the 20 

first time point in the time-course curve. Bleedthrough from the green channel to the red 

channel was compensated using the following formula: -  0.45/^^ .̂ The

experimental curves were smoothed with a cross-validation method to reduce noise 

(Craven and Wahba, 1979) implemented in Pv-wave. The cells were deemed to have 

reacted if  the drop in intensity for calcium was superior to 30% or if  the increase in sodium 

intensity was superior to 10%. The temporal derivatives of the ionic concentrations were 

calculated and the time of maximum or minimum derivatives, respectively, for sodium and 

calcium were found. From the time point of the derivative extremum, the program 

searched for an earlier time point when the derivative value was 10% of the value of the 

extremum. This time point was chosen as the starting time of the rise in concentration.

For whole cell time courses, the program output for each region of interest, for both 

sodium and calcium, the start of the rise, the time of derivative extremum, the distance to 

the stimulated cell, the minimum calcium intensity, the maximum sodium intensity, and 

the standard deviations of the calcium and sodium signals. In addition for the stimulated 

cells, the extent of signal propagation was output. The speed of transmission was 

calculated by dividing the time lag between the time of maximum derivative in the
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stimulated and neighbouring cell by the distance between their respective centroids.

Propagation speeds were calculated only for cells showing both an increase in intracellular

calcium and sodium concentrations.

7.2.5.4 Controls for Timing Experiments

To check for potential computational artefacts in the timing of ionic rises in stimulated and 

adjacent cells, cells were loaded with two calcium fluorophores simultaneously, 5 pM 

Fura-red and 5 pM Fluo-3, for Ih at 37°C and the calcium response evoked was measured 

as previously described. This control was utilised both for whole cell and line-scan time- 

courses.

Positive controls were effected by loading the cells with 5 pM sodium-green and 5pM 

fura-red and adding 20 pM veratridine, a sodium channel agonist, to the imaging medium.

7.2.4 Inhibitor Studies

For each inhibitor, the experiments were conducted in the same way as the controls. Single 

inhibitor concentrations were selected based upon accepted maximally effective values 

from the literature. Based on phase contrast observation of the treated cells, there was no 

evidence of cellular toxicity.
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To investigate the sodium entry pathway, the cells were incubated with inhibitors of the 

key elements of the putative entry pathways. The need for extracellular sodium entry was 

investigated by stimulating the cells in medium where N-methyl-D-glucamine (NMDG) 

had been substituted for Na^ (137 mM NMDG, 2 mM MgCb, 2 mM CaCb, 10 mM 

glucose, 10 mM HEPES, 0.1% BSA adjusted to pH=7.4 with HCl). The importance of 

sodium-calcium exchange was investigated by incubating the cells with 2 pM KB-R7943, 

a specific blocker of the reverse mode of the sodium-calcium exchanger (Egger and Niggli, 

1999). Voltage-activated sodium channels were blocked with 1 pM tetrodotoxin. A 

possible role for Na^/H^ exchange or ENaC-like channels was investigated by incubating 

the cells with 100 pM amiloride.

The possible role of voltage activated sodium or calcium channels was investigated by 

hyperpolarising the cells by stimulating them in K^-ffee medium.

Gap-junctional communication between cells was investigated by disrupting gap-junctions 

by pre-incubating the cells with 3.5 mM heptanol for 10 minutes or with 150 pM 

carbenoxolone for 30 minutes.

All compounds (except heptanol, 10 minutes prior) were added to the culture medium 30 

minutes prior to stimulation and were present in the imaging medium throughout the 

experiment. All of the compounds/solutions were used in double labelling experiments.

7.2.5 Statistics

To test for differences in the timing of the sodium and calcium concentration rises, in both 

the whole cell and line scan time-courses. Student’s t-test for two populations was used. A 

similar test was used to assess significance in timing differences between changes in 

fluorescence intensity Fluo-3 and Fura-red. Results were deemed significant if  p<0.05.

For the inhibitor studies, the maximal sodium and minimal calcium intensities in 

stimulated and adjacent cells, and the number of cells to which the signal was transmitted 

were compared to the values in control experiments with a Student t-test on two 

populations. Only cells in which a reaction had been detected were included. Results were 

deemed significant if  p<0.05.
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The difference in timing between the calcium rise and the sodium rise in treated and 

untreated samples were compared using a Student t-test on two populations. Results were 

deemed significant if  p<0.01.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Response to Mechanical Stimulation

7.3.1.1 Stimulated cells

Mechanical stimulation elicited both a rise in intracellular calcium and sodium in the 

stimulated cell (Fig 7-1A and B). In the line-scan time-courses, the intracellular sodium 

concentration rose significantly earlier than the intracellular calcium concentration at the 

area of stimulation (on average tca-tNa^49.4 ms, p=0.021, n=19) and for the whole cell (on 

average tca-tNa=45.2 ms, p=0.038, n=19). In control experiments, no difference in timing 

was noted between Fura-red and Fluo-3 either in the area of stimulation (on average tpiuos- 

tpura-red=0 ms, p= l, n=20) or for the whole cell (on average tFiuo3-tFura-red= 0  ms, p= l, n=20). 

Sodium rose significantly earlier than calcium when the cells were stimulated with 

veratridine (on average tca-tNa= 14.5s, p^O.Ol, n=5). Fluorescence intensity for intracellular 

sodium increased by 21% on average and intracellular calcium concentrations increased by 

79% on average after mechanical stimulation (n=48). The average number of neighbouring 

cells to which the stimulated cell transmitted the intracellular sodium and calcium signals 

was 2.06 and 1.95 respectively and these were not significantly different from one another 

(p=0.74). The number of cells to which a sodium signal was transmitted appeared to 

depend on the intracellular sodium concentration in the stimulated cell (r^=0.88. Fig 7-IE). 

This was less marked in the case of calcium (r^=0.53).

7.3.1.2 Non-stimulated cells

The increase in intracellular sodium and calcium in the stimulated cell could be transmitted 

to adjacent cells (Fig 7-1C and 7-ID). In the whole cell time series, the intracellular 

sodium concentration rose significantly before the intracellular calcium concentration in 

the neighbouring cells (on average tca-tNa=6.36 s, p<0.001, n=63. Fig 7-1C and 7-ID). In 

control experiments, no difference in timing was noted between Fura-red and Fluo-3 either 

in the area of stimulation (on average tFiuo3-tFura-red=-330 ms, p=0.3, n=53). The stimulated 

cells (n=48) transmitted a signal to 122 cells of which 58% (n=71) showed an increase in 

both sodium and calcium, 23% (n=28) showed an increase in sodium only and 19% (n=23) 

showed an increase in calcium only.
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Figure 7-1. Propagation of intracellular and intercellular sodium and calcium waves.
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A, High speed line scan o f  the intracellular sodium and calcium concentrations during micropipette poking. Temporal evolutions lie 

along the vertical axis and spatial evolutions lie along the horizontal axis. The images were rescaled to highlight increases in intracellular 

concentrations. The white arrow indicates the time o f contact. The increases in sodium and calcium clearly spread away from the area o f  

stimulation (shown by the blue double arrow, 1). The temporal resolution is 20 ms per pixel and the spatial resolution is 0.22 pm.

B, Temporal evolution o f  the intracellular sodium and calcium fluorescence intensities. The curves were rescaled to show percentage 

changes. The time o f contact is indicated by an arrow. Rises in intracellular sodium concentrations gave rise to increases in sodium 

fluorescence intensity; rises in intracellular calcium concentrations translated to decreases in calcium fluorescence. The blue curve 

shows the temporal evolution o f calcium intensity for the area o f  contact (shown by the blue double arrow, 1, in A) and the red curve 

shows the temporal evolution for the whole cell (shown by the red double arrow, 2, in A).

C, Temporal evolution o f  the intracellular sodium and calcium fluorescence intensities in the stimulated cell (blue curve) and adjacent 

cells (red and black curves). The time o f  contact is indicated by an arrow and the time o f  lift o ff by an arrowhead. Rises in intracellular 

sodium concentrations gave rise to increases in sodium fluorescence intensity; rises in intracellular calcium concentrations translated to 

decreases in calcium fluorescence. In adjacent cells, the rise in sodium clearly preceded the rise in calcium. The time course images o f  

these curves are shown in D.

D, Propagation o f intercellular sodium and calcium in response to micropipette poking. The images were rescaled to show changes in 

intracellular concentrations compared to the concentrations prior to stimulation. The timing o f  each image is indicated in the bottom left 

comer. The regions o f interest from the curves in C are circled in dotted lines and their number given. The sodium and calcium signal 

propagate from the stimulated cell (1, marked by an asterisk) to the suirounding cells (2 and 3). Scale bar = 10pm.

E, Timing o f  the sodium and calcium rises in non-stimulated cells as a function o f their distance to the centre o f the stimulated cell. The 

cells were grouped in 10 pm ranges. The experimental data points were fitted with weighted linear functions. The sodium signal (in 

blue) travelled 1 pm.s ' faster than the calcium signal (in red).

F, Relationship between the number o f cells to which a signal is propagated and the increase in intracellular concentration in the 

stimulated cell for both sodium (in red) and calcium (in blue). The data points were fitted with weighted linear functions. The number o f  

cells to which a sodium signal was transmitted correlated well with the increase in intracellular sodium concentration in the stimulated 

cell. The increase in intracellular calcium concentration in the stimulated cell did not affect the number o f  cells to which a signal was 

transmitted.
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Fluorescence intensity for intracellular sodium increased by 17% on average and 

intracellular calcium concentrations increased by 49% on average after mechanical 

stimulation of a neighbouring cell. The increases in intracellular calcium concentration 

observed in cells to which the signal had propagated were significantly lower than in cells 

that had been stimulated (p<0.001, data not shown). This was not the case for sodium 

(p=0.17, data not shown).

The average speed of the calcium wave (3.50 pm.s'% n=54) was lower than the speed of 

the sodium wave (6.07 pm.s"\ n=56) and the difference in time of travel o f sodium and 

calcium from the stimulated cell to the adjacent cells were significantly different (p=0.01, 

Fig 7-lF).

7.3.2 Inhibitor Studies

7.3.2.1 Effect of Inhibitors on Increases in Sodium

Fig 7-2 shows the effect o f a series of inhibitors and modulators of the sodium pathway, 

calcium pathway and gap junctional activity on the intracellular sodium increases observed 

in the stimulated and neighbouring cells in response to mechanical stimulation. All o f the 

graphs showjsç'the percentage change in fluorescence intensity normalised to the pre

stimulation levels on the vertical axis, and the inhibitor or modulator on the horizontal axis.

7.3.2.1.1 Stimulated Cells

K^-free and Na^-free media significantly reduced the increase o f intracellular sodium 

intensity (p<0.001 and p<0.001 respectively. Fig 7-2A). Ca^^-free medium, and 

xestospongin treatment significantly reduced the increase in intracellular sodium (p=0.013 

and p<0.001 respectively. Fig 7-2B). Thapsigargin treatment significantly increased 

intracellular sodium concentration (p=0.027. Fig 7-2B). Carbenoxolone significantly 

reduced the increase in intracellular sodium (p<0.001. Fig 7-2C). All other agents had no 

significant stimulatory or inhibitory effect upon mechanically induced cellular sodium 

fluxes.

7.3.2.1.2 Adjacent Cells

Tetrodotoxin and amiloride significantly increased rises intracellular sodium intensity 

(p<0.001 in both cases. Fig 7-2D). Gadolinium significantly increased rises in intracellular 

sodium intensity (p<0.001. Fig 7-2E). The remaining agents had no significant effects.

7.5.2.2 Effect of Inhibitors on Increases in Calcium Concentration

Fig 7-3 shows the effect of a series of inhibitors and modulators o f the sodium pathway, 

calcium pathway and gap junctional activity on the intracellular calcium increases
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observed in the stimulated and neighbouring cells in response to mechanical stimulation. 

For simplicity, the changes in Fura-red fluorescence intensity were converted to reflect 

changes in intracellular calcium concentration. All o f the graphs show the percentage 

change in intracellular calcium concentration normalised to the pre-stimulation levels on 

the vertical axis, and the inhibitor or modulator on the horizontal axis. Cells incubated in 

Ca^^-ffee medium could still respond to bradikynin indicating that their intracellular stores 

were not depleted (n=21, data not shown).

7.3.2.2.1 Stimulated Cells

Increases in intracellular calcium were significantly reduced by Na^-ffee and K'^-ffee 

medium (Fig 7-3A, p<0.001 in both cases). Ca^^-ffee medium (p<0.001), verapamil 

(p<0.001), gadolinium (p=0.01), U73122 (p<0.001), and xestospongin (p<0.001) 

significantly decreased increases in intracellular calcium concentration (Fig 7-3B). 

Carbenoxolone significantly reduced rises in intracellular calcium (Fig 7-3C, p=0.011). All 

other agents had no significant stimulatory or inhibitory effect upon mechanically induced 

cellular calcium fluxes.

13.2.2.1 Adjacent Cells

Tetrodotoxin and amiloride significantly reduced increases in intracellular calcium 

concentration (p=0.001 in both cases. Fig 7-3D). Increases in intracellular calcium 

concentrations were abolished in Ca^^-free medium (p<0.001), and reduced by treatment 

with verapamil (p<0.001), U73122 (p<0.001), thapsigargin (p<0.001) or xestospongin 

(p<0.001) (Fig 7-3E). The remaining agents had no significant effects.
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Figure 7-2. Effect of inhibitors of the sodium and calcium pathways and gap- 

junctional communication on the increases in intracellular sodium concentrations in 

the stimulated and adjacent cells.

The effects o f  various inhibitors upon increases in intracellular sodium concentrations in the stimulated (A-C) or adjacent (D-F) cells are 

shown as bar charts representing the mean percentage increase in fluorescence intensity and standard error o f  the mean. The inhibitors 

are grouped by their major pathway effects: (A) inhibitors o f the sodium pathway, (B) inhibitors o f  the calcium pathway, and (C) 

inhibitors o f  gap-junctional communication.

A, Effect o f  inhibitors o f  the sodium pathway on increases in intracellular sodium in the stimulated cells.

B, Effect o f  inhibitors o f  the calcium pathway on increases in intracellular sodium in the stimulated cells.

C, Effect o f  inhibitors o f gap-junctions on increases in intracellular sodium in the stimulated cells.

D, Effect o f  inhibitors o f  the sodium pathway on increases in intracellular sodium in the adjacent cells.

E, Effect o f  inhibitors o f the calcium pathway on increases in intracellular sodium in the adjacent cells.

F, Effect o f  inhibitors o f  gap-j unctions on increases in intracellular sodium in the adjacent cells.

Significant differences (p<0.05) are indicated by an asterisk.
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Figure 7-3. Effect of inhibitors of the sodium and calcium pathways and gap- 

junctional communication on the increases in intracellular calcium concentrations in 

the stimulated and adjacent cells.

The effects o f  various inhibitors upon increases in intracellular calcium concentrations in the stimulated (A-C) or adjacent (D-F) cells are 

shown as bar charts representing the mean percentage increase in calcium concentrations and standard error o f  the mean. The inhibitors 

are grouped by their major pathway effects: (A) inhibitors o f  the sodium pathway, (B) inhibitors o f  the calcium pathway, and (C) 

inhibitors o f  gap-junctional communication. For simplicity, the changes in Fura-red fluorescence intensity were converted to reflect 

changes in intracellular calcium concentration.

A, Effect o f  inhibitors o f  the sodium pathway on increases in intracellular calcium in the stimulated cells.

B, Effect o f inhibitors o f  the calcium pathway on increases in intracellular calcium in the stimulated cells.

C, Effect o f inhibitors o f  gap-j unctions on increases in intracellular calcium in the stimulated cells.

D, Effect o f inhibitors o f  the sodium pathway on increases in intracellular calcium in the adjacent cells.

E, Effect o f inhibitors o f  the calcium pathway on increases in intracellular calcium in the adjacent cells.

F, Effect o f inhibitors o f gap-j unctions on increases in intracellular calcium in the adjacent cells.

Significant differences (p<0.05) are indicated by an asterisk.
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7.3 2.3 Effect of Inhibitors on Signal Propagation

Figs 7-4A, 7-4B and 7-4C show the effect of a series o f inhibitors and modulators of the 

sodium pathway, calcium pathway and gap-junctional activity on the propagation of 

sodium and calcium signals from the mechanically stimulated cell to adjacent cells. The 

graphs show the number of cells to which the signal is transmitted on the vertical axis, and 

the inhibitor or modulator on the horizontal axis. The black bars represent the number of 

cells to which sodium signals were propagated, and the grey bars the number of cells to 

which a calcium signal was relayed.

The gap-junctional inhibitors heptanol and carbenoxolone significantly reduced both 

sodium and calcium signal propagation from the stimulated cells to the adjacent cells 

(P<0.001 in all cases. Fig 7-4C).

7.3.2.3.1 Sodium Signal Propagation

The propagation o f intracellular sodium signals (black bars on Figs 7-4A,B and C) was 

modulated both by inhibitors o f the sodium and calcium pathways. Na^-free (p<0.001) and 

K^-free (p=0.002) medium significantly reduced the extent of signal propagation (Fig 4A). 

Inhibitors of the calcium pathway (Fig 7-4B) had no effect, except thapsigargin (p=0.048) 

and xestospongin (p=0.001) which significantly reduced the extent of sodium signal 

propagation.

7.3.2.3.2 Calcium Signal Propagation

The propagation of intracellular sodium signals (grey bars on Figs 7-4A,B and C) was 

modulated both by inhibitors of the sodium and calcium pathways. Na^-free medium 

(p<0.001), KB-R7943 (p<0.001), and tetrodotoxin (p=0.04) all significantly reduced the 

number of cells to which the calcium signal was transmitted (Fig 7-4A). Signal 

propagation was abolished in Ca^^-free medium and significantly reduced when cells had 

been treated with thapsigargin (p<0.001) (Fig 7-4B).
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Figure 7-4. Effect of inhibitors of the sodium and calcium pathways and gap- 

junctional communication on the propagation and time difference (tca-tNa) between 

increases in intracellular calcium and sodium.
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The effects o f  various inhibitors upon the extent o f  signal propagation to adjacent cells (A-C) is shown as bar charts representing the 

mean number o f cells (and standard error o f  the mean) to which calcium signals (white bars) and sodium signals (black bars) are 

transmitted. The inhibitors are grouped by their major pathway effects: (A) inhibitors o f  the sodium pathway, (B) inhibitors o f  the 

calcium pathway, and (C) inhibitors o f  gap-junctional communication.

A, Effect o f  inhibitors o f  the sodium pathway on the extent o f  signal propagation.

B, Effect o f  inhibitors o f  the calcium pathway on the extent o f signal propagation.

C, Effect o f  inhibitors o f  gap-junctions on the extent o f  signal propagation.

Significant differences (p<0.05) are indicated by an asterisk.

The effects o f  various inhibitors upon the time difference (tca-tNa) between calcium and sodium responses in stimulated (white bars) and 

adjacent (black bars) cells is shown as bar charts representing the mean time difference (and standard error o f  the mean) between both 

signals. The inhibitors are grouped by their major pathway effects: (A) inhibitors o f  the sodium pathway, (B) inhibitors o f  the calcium 

pathway, and (C) inhibitors o f  gap-junctional communication.

D, Effect o f  inhibitors o f  the sodium pathway on the difference in timing between rises in intracellular sodium and calcium.

E, Effect o f  inhibitors o f  the calcium pathway on the difference in timing between rises in intracellular sodium and calcium.

F, Effect o f  inhibitors o f  gap-junctions on the difference in timing between rises in intracellular sodium and calcium.

Significant differences (p<O.OI ) are indicated by an asterisk.
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Figure 7-5. Examination of potential cellular injury during micropipette poking.

A, The cells were loaded with the calcium indicator fluo-3 and ethidium homodimer was present in the extracellular medium. The upper 

two images were taken prior to stimulation and the lower set after stimulation. The stimulated cell is marked by an asterisk. The timing 

o f  the two sets o f  images are indicated in the bottom left comer. Mechanical stimulation caused an increase in intracellular calcium 

concentration (left hand side) and uptake o f  ethidium homodimer in the nuclei o f  the stimulated cells (arrowhead, right hand side).

B, Time-course o f  calcium and ethidium homodimer fluorescence intensity in the stimulated cell and in the background. The time o f  

stimulation is indicated by an arrow. Calcium is shown in blue within the cell (continuous line) and in the background (dotted line). 

Ethidium homodimer is shown in red within the cell (continuous line) and the background (dotted line). Both calcium and ethidium 

homodimer fluorescence increased in the cell after stimulation.

C, Time-course o f  the calcium fluorescence intensity in a stimulated cell (continuous black line). The cell was restimulated 5 minutes 

later. The times o f  stimulation are indicated by arrows. Background fluorescence is also displayed (continuous grey line).
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7.3.2.4 Effect of Inhibitors on the Timing of Responses

Figs 7-4D, 7-4E and 7-4F show the effect o f a series o f inhibitors and modulators of the 

sodium pathway, calcium pathway and gap-junctional activity on the time difference (tca- 

tNa) between of the intracellular responses in calcium and sodium signals in the 

mechanically stimulated cell and adjacent cells. The graphs show the difference in timing 

o f the rise in intracellular calcium and sodium concentrations (tca-tNa) on the vertical axis, 

and the inhibitor or modulator on the horizontal axis. The white bars represent the 

difference in timing for stimulated cells, and the black bars the difference in timing for the 

adjacent cells.

7.3.2.4.1 Stimulated Cells

Incubation in Ca^^-free medium increased the time lag between sodium and calcium rises 

(p<0.001, n=15). Inhibitors o f the IP3 pathway, thapsigargin and xestospongin, increased 

the time lag between sodium and calcium rises (p<0.01 in both cases) (Fig 7-4E). 

Carbenoxolone also significantly increased the time lag (p=0.01, n=6 . Fig 7-4F).

7.3.2.4.2 Adjacent cells

Treatment with thapsigargin reversed the time lag between sodium and calcium rise in 

adjacent cells (p<0.001, n=l 1) (Fig 7-4E).

7.3.3 Cell Integrity after Mechanical Stimulation

No trypan blue staining of the stimulated cells was observed consequent to mechanical 

stimulation (n=10). When the cells were stimulated in a medium containing 4 pM ethidium 

homodimer, nuclear staining was observed shortly after poking in the stimulated cell, but 

not in the adjacent cells (n=18) (Fig 7-5A and 7-5B) indicating dye uptake. Previously 

stimulated cells could be restimulated 5 minutes later (7 out o f 9 experiments, Fig 7-5C) 

and displayed intracellular calcium responses, indicating maintenance of functional 

integrity of the cell.

7.4 Discussion

In this study, we have examined the propagation and interplay of sodium and calcium 

waves in response to mechanical stimulation using a two fluorescent dye system. 

Intracellular sodium rises occurred significantly earlier than calcium rises in both 

stimulated and adjacent cells. The intercellular signals were transmitted by gap-junctional 

communication. The propagation of intercellular calcium waves depended on the diffusion 

of IP3; however, these waves were modulated by the sodium pathway. Conversely, the 

calcium pathway also modulated sodium reactions. Increases in intracellular calcium and
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sodium concentrations seemed to be mediated by different pathways in stimulated or 

adjacent cells. In summary, both pathways could influence one another in a complex 

manner, and we propose a model for their interaction in the creation of sodium and calcium 

waves (Fig 7-6).

7.4.1 Cellular Integrity after Mechanical Stimulation

Micropipette poking has widely been used as the method of choice for mechanically 

stimulating cells and studying the ensuing responses (Boitano et al., 1992; Guilak et al., 

1999; Jorgensen et al., 1997; Paemeleire and Leybaert, 2000); however, its innocuity has 

not been studied in depth. The most common criterion is a lack of cell leakage and the 

possibility of restimulating the cell after a few minutes interval (Guilak et al., 1999). In our 

studies, no dye leakage of either fura-red, sodium-green or Fluo-3 was seen and cells could 

be restimulated 5 minutes after the first stimulation (Fig 7-5C). Furthermore, trypan blue 

did not stain the stimulated cells indicating that the cell membrane was not leaky. 

However, recent studies by Terasaki et al. (1997) have shown that cells can repair their 

membrane extremely rapidly (« 10s) through calcium dependent vesicular fusion events 

and this could explain the maintenance o f membrane integrity as measured by trypan blue 

uptake. Even small deformations of the cell membrane (0.5-1 pm indentation) with a 

micropipette induce very large strains in the cellular material (Chapter 8) that could lead to 

cell puncture. In our experiments, the membrane-impermeable DNA intercalator, ethidium 

homodimer, penetrates the cell membrane shortly after stimulation (Figs 7-5A and 7-5B). 

Thus, either ethidium homodimer entered the cell through the opening of large 

conductance channels or a transient hole appeared in the cell membrane in response to 

pipette poking and was promptly repaired when the stimulation stopped. Intriguingly, the 

intracellular sodium concentration rose significantly before that of calcium, which would 

seem more indicative o f an ion channel with selectivity for Na^ over Ca^^ than a membrane 

rupture, which would not show such selectivity. Recently, it has been shown that P2X7 

channels, which have an open pore size o f approximately 1 nm, are permeable to the 

propidium analogue YOPRO-1 (MW 630) which is o f similar size to ethidium homodimer 

(MW 716) (Virginio et al., 1999). Crystallographic studies of prokaryotic 

mechanosensitive channels reveal pore sizes of up to 5 nm (Sukharev et al., 2001b). Thus, 

it is possible that the ethidium homodimer penetrates the cell through mechanosensitive 

channels or that sodium entry through the stretch-activated channels then leads to the 

opening o f channels large enough to allow ethidium homodimer uptake. Further studies 

using simultaneous poking and whole-cell electrophysiological measurements are needed
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to give conclusive evidence of whether or not the cell membrane is compromised in 

response to micropipette poking.

7.4.2 Propagation of Sodium and Calcium Waves

Intracellular sodium concentration rose significantly earlier than the intracellular calcium 

concentration in both stimulated and unstimulated cells (Fig 7-1 A,B,C,and D). On average, 

sodium concentrations rose 45 ms earlier than calcium in stimulated cells and 6.5 s earlier 

in adjacent cells. If  cells were loaded with Fluo-3 AM and Fura-red, no timing difference 

was observed and this excluded the possibility of a numerical artefact. The long time lag 

between sodium and calcium rises in the stimulated cells excludes the possibility that this 

may be due to different dye kinetics as this would only be relevant for time lags shorter 

than 10 ms (Canepari and Mammano, 1999; Kao and Tsien, 1988). The earlier increase in 

intracellular sodium could be due to a higher selectivity of the channels for sodium over 

calcium, or to the higher abundance of extracellular sodium. Sodium entry would then 

cause a subsequent rise of cytoplasmic calcium, for example through voltage-gated 

calcium channels or intracellular stores. Both sodium and calcium waves propagated from 

the stimulated cell with sodium waves travelling faster than calcium waves (Fig 7-IF). 

This finding is in contrast to a report by Paemeleire and Leybaert (2000) in which they 

examine the transmission of sodium transients between astrocytes in response to injury. 

However, the diffusion speeds that they report (25 pm.s’’) are four-fold faster than those 

that we observed (6  pm.s’’). Hence, the process that they observe may be due to purinergic 

signalling which propagates signals at faster speeds (Jorgensen et al., 1997). In addition, 

they did not measure sodium and calcium changes simultaneously and hence this makes 

the interpretation of their timing data difficult. The increase in calcium concentration in the 

stimulated cell was weakly correlated with the extent o f calcium signal propagation, which 

was indicative of an intracellular amplification of the signal (Fig 7-IE). In contrast, the 

increase in intracellular sodium concentration in the stimulated cell did correlate with the 

number o f cells to which the signal was transmitted suggesting that sodium signals may be 

propagated through a purely diffusive process (Fig 7-IE). The difference in propagation 

speed of sodium and calcium waves may be due to a tighter buffering o f the intracellular 

calcium/IP] concentrations than the intracellular sodium concentrations. Furthermore, one 

of the potential intracellular calcium buffers, the mitochondrion, would also increase 

cytoplasmic sodium concentrations through mitochondrial sodium/calcium exchangers 

(Gunter et al., 2000).
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7.4.3 Ionic Increases in the Stimulated Cells

Increases in intracellular calcium and sodium concentrations in the stimulated cells seemed 

to stem from multiple sources (summarised on Fig 7-6). Extracellular sodium entered the 

cell in response to mechanical stimulation and gave rise to a local depolarisation o f the cell 

membrane thereby opening voltage-gated calcium and sodium channels (in agreement with 

Chapter 4 and Kirber et al., 2000). These could cause the release of calcium from the 

intracellular stores, either via a calcium-induced calcium release or indirectly via the 

synthesis o f IP3 by calcium-sensitive phospholipase Cs (Berridge et al., 2000). The 

presence o f both extracellular sodium and calcium was needed (Fig 7-2A,B and 3A,B). 

The replacement o f extracellular sodium with NMDG completely abolished sodium 

increases in the stimulated cell, but still gave rise to an intracellular calcium increase, albeit 

o f reduced magnitude. Absence o f extracellular calcium drastically reduced the calcium 

transient, but still gave rise to sodium transients of reduced amplitude. The finding that the 

absence o f either ion does not completely abolish increases in intracellular concentration of 

the other underlines the relative independence of both ions in reaching their equilibrium in 

the stimulated cells. Increases in both sodium and calcium seemed to be dependent on 

extracellular ion entry through voltage-activated channels. Hyperpolarising the cells by 

removing extracellular potassium led to a reduction in sodium and calcium increases (Fig

7-2A and 7-3A). Calcium increases were reduced by incubation with verapamil (Fig 7-3B, 

in agreement with Xia and Ferrier, 1992), a blocker o f L-type calcium channels, or 

gadolinium (Fig 7-3B), a blocker of mechanosensitive channels also known to block L- 

type calcium channels (Sachs and Morris, 1998). Increases in sodium through voltage- 

gated sodium channels did not involve tetrodotoxin-sensitive channels (Fig 7-2A). The IP3 

pathway was involved in intracellular calcium rises and could also modulate sodium 

increases. Indeed, both the PLC-blocker, U73122, and the IP3 antagonist, xestospongin C, 

significantly reduced intracellular calcium increases (Fig 7-3B). Depletion of intracellular 

stores with thapsigargin, though it had no effect on intracellular calcium concentration 

rises (Fig 7-3B), increased intracellular sodium concentrations (Fig 7-2B). Both o f these 

effects may result from increased opening of store-operated channels. Xestospongin 

reduced increases in intracellular sodium concentrations (Fig 7-2B). Carbenoxolone is 

known to increase intracellular sodium concentrations (Bens et al., 1999). In cells treated 

with carbenoxolone, sodium would have a reduced driving gradient between the cell 

interior and exterior, and sodium increases would be significantly reduced increases in 

response to mechanical stimulation (Fig 7-2C). This, in turn, may contribute to reducing 

intracellular calcium transients because o f a lower cellular depolarisation (Fig 7-3C).
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Figure 7-6. Proposed model of the intracellular sodium and calcium signalling pathways in stimulated and adjacent cells.

For simplicity, the sodium fluxes and interactions are shown in orange, the calcium fluxes are shown in blue and the IP3 fluxes shown in green.

In response to mechanical stimulation, either stretch-activated channels are opened or a transient membrane puncture occurs. Stretch-activated channels let sodium enter the cell, whereas compromise to the cell membrane 

indiscriminately lets sodium and calcium enter the cell. In either case, this leads to a local depolarisation o f the cell membrane and the opening o f voltage-gated calcium and sodium channels. Further entry o f calcium can cause 

calcium-induced calcium release from the intracellular stores or activate the synthesis of IP3 by calcium-sensitive PLCs. Upon emptying o f the intracellular calcium stores, store operated channels open and cause entry o f  both 

sodium and calcium into the cell. Mitochondria may also modulate the concentration o f either ion through calcium intake or sodium-calcium exchange.

The intracellular signal is then transmitted to adjacent cells via the diffusion o f  IP3 and sodium through gap-junctions.

Sodium penetrating the cells through gap-junctions can then be exchanged for extracellular calcium via the sodium-calcium exchangers working in reverse mode or cause depolarisation o f the cell membrane and the opening o f  

voltage-gated sodium and calcium channels. IP3, in conjunction with calcium entering the cell in response to an increase in intracellular sodium levels, can then cause the release o f calcium from the intracellular calcium stores. 

Intracellular calcium concentrations can then potentiate this release by extra production o f IP3.

SAC: Stretch-activated channel, VAC: Voltage activated channel, NCX: Sodium-calcium exchanger, mNCX: mitochondrial sodium-calcium exchanger, SOC: Store operated channel, IP3-R: IP3 receptor, GJ: Gap junction 

SERCA pump: Sarcoplasmic and endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATP-ase pump, PIP2: Phosphatidyl Inositol-4,5-bisphosphate, DAG: Diacyl Glycerol, IP3: Inositol-1,4,5-triphosphate, PLC: Phospholipase C
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7.4.4 Signal Propagation

The propagation of the intracellular sodium and calcium signals occurred via gap- 

junctional communication. Signal propagation was significantly inhibited by incubation 

with heptanol or carbenoxolone (Fig 7-6, Fig 7-4C). The speed of propagation for calcium 

signals (3  pm.s'^) was similar to previously reported values for gap-junctional 

communication in osteoblastic cells (Jorgensen et al., 1997). There have been many reports 

o f the propagation of calcium signals through gap junctions (Boitano et al., 1992; 

Jorgensen et al., 1997) and, similarly sodium has also been reported to diffuse through gap- 

junctions in cardiomyocytes (Ruiz-Meana et al., 1999).

7.4.5 Adjacent Cells

In agreement with previous work (Boitano et al., 1992; Hansen et al., 1995), the 

propagation of calcium signals to adjacent cells was dependent on the IP3 pathway; 

however, it was also modulated by inhibitors of the sodium pathway (Fig 7-6). Indeed, the 

absence o f extracellular sodium inhibited both the propagation o f sodium and calcium 

waves (Fig 7-4A), whereas the absence of extracellular calcium only blocked the 

propagation of calcium waves (Fig 7-4B). Extracellular calcium entry into the stimulated 

cell may be vital to stimulate production of a sufficient amount of IP3 by calcium-sensitive 

phospholipases for propagation of the signal to occur. Furthermore, the entry of 

extracellular calcium into the stimulated cell occurs after that of sodium. Together these 

data point towards a crucial role for extracellular sodium entry in the initiation of 

intercellular calcium waves. Voltage-activated conductances played a role in the 

propagation of both signals. Hyperpolarisation of the cells in K^-ffee medium resulted in a 

decrease in the propagation of sodium signals (Fig 7-4A). Indeed, the extent o f propagation 

of sodium signals seemed to be correlate with the magnitude of concentration increase in 

the stimulated cell (Fig 7-IE); thus, reduction in the sodium concentration increase in the 

stimulated cell would reduce diffusion of sodium to neighbouring cells. Verapamil reduced 

calcium increases in adjacent cells indicating a contribution of calcium voltage-activated 

conductances in the regulation of intracellular calcium levels in adjacent cells (Fig 7-3E, in 

agreement with Boitano et al., 1994). Tetrodotoxin significantly reduced the propagation of 

calcium signals (Fig 7-4A) but increased the intracellular sodium levels in adjacent cells 

(Fig 7-2D). This effect may be due to a smaller depolarisation of the cell membrane 

through the block o f Na"̂  channels that might force the sodium-calcium exchanger into 

forward mode, thereby increasing intracellular sodium concentration while decreasing 

intracellular calcium concentration. In addition, the presence of tetrodotoxin-resistant
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sodium channels have been reported in rat osteoblasts (Richter and Ferrier, 1991). The 

specific blocker of the reverse mode of the sodium-calcium exchanger, KB-R7943, 

significantly reduced the propagation of calcium signals (Fig 7-4A), further underlining the 

necessity of a sodium increase in adjacent cells for the transmission of calcium signals. 

Consistent with this, gadolinium, which has been shown to block the sodium-calcium 

exchanger (Zhang and Hancox, 2000), increased sodium levels in adjacent cells (Fig 7-2E). 

Amiloride had no effect on the extent of signal propagation (Fig 7-4A). However, it did 

increase the levels of sodium in adjacent cells, possibly through its non-specific action on 

Na^-K^-ATPase (Soltoff and Mandel, 1983) (Fig 7-2D). As expected, thapsigargin 

significantly reduced the extent of calcium wave propagation confirming the pivotal role of 

I?3 in the transmission of calcium signals (Fig 7-4B, in agreement with Boitano et ah,

1992). However, it also affected the extent of sodium wave propagation underlining the 

interdependence o f both ionic pathways in the generation of ionic increases in the adjacent 

cells (Fig 7-4B). Xestospongin reduced the extent of sodium wave propagation (Fig 7-4B). 

This may be a consequence of the reduced influx of sodium into stimulated cells when they 

are treated with xestospongin (Fig 7-2B) and to the diffusive nature of the sodium signal 

(Fig 7-IE). U73122, thapsigargin and xestospongin all had a significant effect on the 

increase of calcium in adjacent cells (Fig 7-4B, in agreement with Hansen et ah, 1995). 

Inhibition by U73122 treatment indicated that some IP3 regeneration may take place in 

adjacent cells.

7.4.6 Timings of the ionic increases

Only inhibitors o f the calcium pathway had an effect on the time lag between intracellular 

sodium and calcium increases (Figs 7-4D,E,F). Ca^^-ffee medium increased the lag 

between sodium and calcium reactions to 13s in stimulated cells. Interestingly, this is close 

to the time lag observed in experiments where veratridine was used to stimulate 

intracellular sodium entry. This may indicate a mechanism whereby intracellular sodium 

causes the release of calcium fi*om mitochondria via the mitochondrial sodium-calcium 

exchangers (Sedova and Blatter, 2000), which could then lead to calcium-induced calcium 

release. Thapsigargin and xestospongin both increased the time lag between sodium and 

calcium reactions in stimulated cells though not as drastically. Intriguingly, when 

intracellular calcium stores were depleted by thapsigargin treatment, calcium waves 

travelled faster than sodium waves (Fig 7-4E).
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7.4.7 Conclusion

In summary, we show that sodium waves can be propagated between osteoblasts via gap- 

junctions, that these waves travel at a faster speed than calcium waves, and that 

intracellular sodium concentrations may modulate changes in intracellular calcium 

concentrations (Fig 7-6). We investigated the interplay of the sodium and calcium 

pathways in the modulation of responses to mechanical stimulation. We report that the 

intracellular sodium concentration plays an important role in the propagation of calcium 

signals. Extracellular sodium entry and calcium entry through the sodium-calcium 

exchanger had a significant effect on the propagation of calcium signals. We confirm that 

intracellular calcium waves are propagated by the IP3 pathway and in addition report its 

effect on sodium waves. Thus, intracellular sodium and calcium can interact and affect 

concentration of one another in intricate ways. In addition to the pathways of interaction 

examined, other more complex ones may exist such as mediated through mitochondria or 

via an indirect activation of Na^-K^-ATPases by calcium via the activation of Kca 

channels. We believe that a full and in depth understanding of our experiments will likely 

necessitate detailed computer modelling of the evolution of intracellular concentrations of 

Ca^^, Na^, K^, H^, CF ions (Jafri and Keizer, 1994; Kupferman et al., 1997). Finally, our 

studies underline the importance of intracellular sodium metabolism alongside that of 

intracellular calcium (Berridge et al., 2000).
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Chapter 8 - Determination of Celiuiar Strains by Combined Atomic 

Force Microscopy and Finite Eiement Modeiiing

8 .11ntroduction

Many organs adapt to their mechanical environment: new bone is synthesised in response 

to high exercise regimen (Rubin and Lanyon, 1984a); cardiac and vascular smooth muscle 

adapt to pump pressure (Xu, 2000); and skeletal muscle adapts to exercise levels (Russell 

et ah, 2000). The detection and adaptation to mechanical strain are performed by the cells 

constituting these organs.

Many experiments in vitro have highlighted cellular detection and adaptation to 

mechanical stimuli using a variety of devices to apply mechanical stimulation: endothelial 

cells submitted to fluid flow for 24h align with the direction of flow (Girard and Nerem,

1993), and steady and oscillating fluid shear stress can elicit calcium transients in a variety 

of cell types (Hung et ah, 1996b); cells submitted to substrate stretch realign perpendicular 

to the direction of strain (Hayakawa et ah, 2001); chondrocytes submitted to intermittent 

hydrostatic pressure increase proteoglycan synthesis (Jortikka et ah, 2000); osteoblasts 

increase their intracellular calcium concentration when subjected to micropipette poking or 

pulling via magnetic microbeads (Glogauer et ah, 1995; Xia and Ferrier, 1992), and 

endothelial cells increase gene expression of endothelin- 1 when subjected to microbead 

twisting (Chen et ah, 2001). Methods of applying mechanical stimulation can be broadly 

divided into two categories: those that apply stimulation over the whole cell (substrate 

stretch, fluid shear, intermittent hydrostatic pressure), and those that stimulate only a small 

part o f the cell body (microbead pulling, microbead twisting, micropipette poking). Results 

obtained with one straining system are difficult to compare to those obtained with another. 

Indeed, cells are most likely to detect deformations applied onto their structure or, in 

engineering terms, strain (deformation per unit length). Knowing the strain distributions on 

cell surfaces would enable results from different straining techniques to be compared to 

one another, and their physiological consequences to be analysed.

Common engineering techniques such as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) or Finite 

Element Modelling (FEM) can be used to compute the shear stresses resulting from fluid 

flow or the strain distributions due to mechanical stimulation. CFD enables velocity and 

pressure distributions generated by a fluid flowing over a surface to be determined and.
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therefore, shear stress distribution can be determined. CFD has been utilised with success 

to investigate the flow of blood through arteries and their bifurcations (Long et al., 2001). 

Barbee et al. (1995) calculated the shear stresses due to fluid flow over an endothelial cell 

monolayer whose topography had been acquired using atomic force microscopy. Used in 

conjunction with FEM, this can yield the cellular strains elicited by fluid shear stress. 

Indeed, FEM allows the strain distribution due to a given set of loading and boundary 

conditions applied onto a structure whose material properties are known to be determined. 

FEM has been applied with success to modelling and determining the strain distributions 

within whole organs such as bone (van Rietbergen et al., 1999), cartilage (Gu et al., 1997), 

or the arterial wall (for a review: Simon et al., 1993), but has seldom been applied to 

individual cells due to lack o f precise data on cellular material properties or shape. Riemer- 

McReady and Hollister (1997) modelled an osteocyte embedded within its lacuna to find 

the strains applied onto the cell by a uniform compression of the matrix in which it was 

embedded. Guilak and Van Mow (2000) and Wu and Herzog (2000) modelled a 

chondrocyte embedded within a cartilaginous matrix. In all three cases, the cells were 

modelled as spheres with homogenous properties, hence ignoring potential 

inhomogeneities in material properties or topology. Other finite element models have 

concentrated on predicting cellular material properties from the cytoskeletal structure 

(Hansen et al., 1996), predicting the rearrangement of the cytoskeleton (Picart et al., 2000), 

or the evolution of the cell shape in response to micropipette aspiration (Drury and Dembo, 

1999).

Although many methods exist to measure the bulk cellular material properties, only atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) enables both the three-dimensional profile of cell surfaces to be 

acquired at high resolution together with their material property distribution (for a review, 

Radmacher, 1997).

In this study, we combined AFM with FEM and CFD to calculate the strain distributions 

resulting from common whole cell mechanical stimulation techniques. Experimentally 

acquired cell profiles and material property maps acquired by AFM were converted into 

three-dimensional finite element models. Different sets o f boundary and loading conditions 

were applied to the cell models to simulate straining experiments (substrate stretch, fluid 

shear and intermittent hydrostatic pressure). Common micromanipulation experiments 

(microbead pulling and twisting, micropipette poking) were modelled on a small 

subcellular volume and strain distributions were calculated to provide a comparison to the
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whole cell straining experiments. Cellular adaptation to mechanical stresses was simulated

by increasing the elastic modulus of the cells and examining its effect on the strain

distributions. The different parameters pertaining to the stimulation method were varied

and their effect on the strain distributions was examined. In addition, we used these models

to calculate the strain magnitudes resulting from experiments by other groups and

compared the strain levels needed to trigger the reported detection mechanisms and

downstream cellular responses.

In conclusion, we report for the first time the application of AFM in conjunction with FEM 

and CFD to calculate the strain distributions in cells resulting from common methods of 

mechanical stimulation. The knowledge of these strain distributions will enable different 

straining experiments to be compared to each other. Moreover, these data should aid our 

understanding of whether strains induced by commonly used straining techniques are 

detected via different intracellular signalling pathways.

8.2 Methods

8.2.1 Experimental data

8.2.1.1 Cell Culture

Osteoblasts were isolated and cultured as detailed in 2.2.1.

8.2.1.2 Immuno-staining and Confocal Microscopy

Immunostaining was performed as described in 2.7 and the cells were fixed in 

formaldehyde fixation buffer. The cells were then incubated with monoclonal anti-paxillin, 

a focal contact protein, FITC-labelled goat anti-mouse Ig antibody and Rhodamine- 

Phalloidin. All eoverslips were imaged with a lOOx oil-immersion objective. Fluorescent 

images were sequentially collected in 0.4 pm steps with emission wavelengths of 488 and 

568 nm for the FITC and TRITC fiuorophores respectively.

8.2.1.3 Atomic Force Microscopy

A Thermomicroscopes Explorer interfaced onto an inverted microscope was used to 

acquire the material properties of the cells (Lehenkari et al., 2000). The measurements 

were carried out using soft V-shaped cantilevers with pyramidal tips (k=0.032 N.m'% 

model #1520) and these were calibrated in air prior to experimentation as described in 

2.9.3.
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Osteoblastic cells cultured on glass eoverslips were transferred to the AFM sample holder 

and examined in imaging buffer. For each cell, force-distances curves were collected at 

points on a 50x50 or 100x100 grid. The approach speed used for the force-distance curves 

was 5 pm.s"^ in order to minimise contributions of cellular viscoelasticity to the estimated 

cellular elasticity (A-Hassan et al., 1998).

8.2.1.4 Material Property Measurement

Cellular material properties were evaluated as described in 2.9.7 for a conical indentor. The 

cellular Poisson ratio was assumed to be 0.3 in line with experimental measurements in 

live cells (0.25+0.05, Maniotis et ah, 1997)=

The spatial resolution o f the material property maps could be estimated by calculating the 

diameter o f the tip-cell contact area. Using Eq. (1), one can find ô and, assuming that the 

indentation is cone shaped, the diameter of contact is d=25tan(a). For a=30°, E=lkPa, 

F=lnN, v=0.3, we find d=1.04 pm. Hence, 100x100 grids, which sample material 

properties every pm, are the highest resolution that can be attained without excessive 

spatial overlap in measurements.

8.2.2 Numerical Modelling for Whole Cell Mechanical Models

The AFM scans of ten osteoblasts were converted into three-dimensional finite element 

models incorporating the experimentally measured elasticities and topographies using a 

custom-written program running under Pv-Wave.

S.2.2.1 Generation of Whole Cell Models

The cells were “virtually” extracted from their experimental substrate and plated onto a flat 

substrate with a Young’s modulus o f 4 GPa. The models (Fig 8-lF) had 50x50 elements in 

the X -  and y-directions, a resolution of 2 pm and approximately 7000 elements. The 

resolution in the z-direction was chosen to be the same as in the x- and y- directions. An 

additional zone 20 pm wide was added around the model to reduce boundary effects. The 

substrate was 2 elements thick. The number of elements at a given location in the cell was 

equal to its height divided by the z-resolution rounded up to the next integer. Most cells 

had between 1 and 2 elements in their height. Cell and substrate were presumed to be 

uniformly bound along their contact area rather than in a discrete number of points 

representing the cellular focal adhesion complexes (Fig 8-1 A). The cells and the substrate 

were modelled with eight-noded parametric volumic elements. Because of the large
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number of different elastic moduli within a cell, the cellular distributions were grouped 

into ten material property collectors with the following elasticities:

E, = .(i + h i  = 0,...,9 (2)

With Emax and Emin the maximum and minimum elasticities o f the cell modelled.

8.2.2 2 Physical Model

As we were interested only in the static solutions for whole cell strains, all materials were 

assumed to be linear elastic and isotropic (Zhu et al., 2000). Cell and substrate had a 

Poisson ratio of 0.3 (Maniotis, 1997).

Appropriate boundary conditions and forces were applied onto the models to simulate 

substrate stretch or intermittent hydrostatic pressure.

The linear elastic continuum mechanics equations (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970) were 

then solved to find the strain distributions exerted on the cells. In its simplest expression, 

engineering strain s can be defined as the length variation dl per unit length I (s=<i///). 

Engineering strain is usually expressed in percent variation of length or microstrain (pe) 

with 1% strain=0.01 s= 10000 pe. All o f the finite element calculations were carried out 

with CAST3M.

8.2 2.3 Boundary conditions

8.2.2.3.1 Substrate stretch

For the substrate stretch simulations, a displacement equivalent to 0.1% stretch in the x- 

direction was applied onto one end of the substrate and the other side was constrained in 

the x-direction. The sides running parallel to the x-direction were constrained in the y- 

direction. The underside of the substrate was constrained in the z-direction (all boundary 

conditions are represented on Fig 8-2A).

To assess the effect of the cellular Poisson ratio on the strain magnitude, v was varied, for 

the whole mesh, between 0.2 and 0.5 while applying a stretch of 0.1% along the x-axis. To 

assess the effect of stretch direction, the simulated direction of stretch was varied and had 

angles o f 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° with the x-axis, whilst keeping stretch magnitude and 

Poisson ratio constant. These analyses were carried out on one osteoblast model only as the
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strain distributions for the other cells would vary similarly due to the linear elastic nature 

of the mechanical model.

S.2.2.3.2 Intermittent hydrostatic pressure

For the intermittent hydrostatic pressure experiments, the underside of the substrate was 

fully constrained and a hydrostatic pressure o f 5 Pa was applied onto the top surface (All 

boundary conditions are represented on Fig 8-3A).

To assess the effect of the Poisson ratio on cellular strain distributions, it was varied, for 

the whole mesh, between 0.2 and 0.5 while keeping the pressure constant. This analysis 

was carried out on one cell model only.

S.2.2.4 Generation of Osteocyte Models

The material properties of osteocytes were assumed to be the same as those of osteoblasts. 

As osteocytes and their cavities are ellipsoidal (Marotti et al., 1992), we modelled only half 

of the cell-cavity complex, thereby assuming that the other half of the cell was perfectly 

identical. To simulate that osteocytes were embedded into the bone matrix, the cell models 

were covered by a layer of matrix elements forming a brick with a “mould” of the cell on 

the underside. The cell and the matrix were assumed to be uniformly bound along their 

surface of contact. The underside of this model was constrained in the z-direction. A 

displacement equivalent to 0.1% compression in the x-direction was applied onto one end 

of the block of matrix and the other side was constrained in the x-direction. The sides 

running parallel to the x-direction were constrained in the y-direction. The bone matrix was 

assumed to have an elasticity o f 4 GPa in agreement with experimentally measured values 

(Mente and Lewis, 1989).

8.2.3 Numerical Modelling for Fluid Shear Simulations

To examine the strain distributions resulting from fluid flow on cells, the calculations had 

to be performed in two distinct steps. First, a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model 

had to be generated to calculate the flow lines and shear stresses resulting from flow over 

the cellular profile. Second, a FE model of the cell was generated and the shear stresses 

from the CFD simulation were applied onto the mechanical model. The strain distribution 

resulting from these could be calculated. As the cellular deformations were small (<0.1 %), 

we assumed that the cellular deformations did not significantly affect the flow lines around 

the cell profile and hence we did not need to iterate the process.
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8.2.3.1 Generation of the Models

For the fluid flow simulations, the material property distributions and topographies were 

reduced to a 25x25 grid to reduce calculation time and were converted into a three- 

dimensional finite element model. An entrance and an exit, 10 pm wide, were added to 

reduce transitory effects.

First, a CFD model of the cell and substrate surface was created with 8-noded linear 

volumic fluid flow elements (Fig 8-4A). The CFD model had a height of 16 pm which was 

over four-fold greater than the average height perturbation introduced by the cell profile.

As a second step, a FEM model of the cell was created with the material properties and the 

topographies obtained from experimental measurements (Fig 8-4B). The substrate was 2 

elements thick and the cellular material was 1 element thick.

82.3.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics: Physical Model and Boundary 

Conditions

The cell surface was subjected to a laminar flow of an incompressible viscous fluid with a 

parabolic profile (Fig 8-4A). We assumed that the flow on the top surface of the model was 

not significantly perturbed by the cell profile and therefore imposed a constant velocity 

Umax’ We assumed that the cell did not significantly perturb the flow in the transverse 

horizontal direction and imposed a condition of no transverse flow on the side surfaces. 

The velocity on the cell-substrate surface was imposed to be 0 (All boundary conditions 

are represented on Fig 8-4A). The CFD code (CAST3M) solved the Navier-Stokes 

equations (Currie, 1993) using a finite-element approach and output the velocities and 

pressures for each element of the CFD model:

P ^  = -V p  + nV^v (3)

V.v = 0 (4)

The shear stresses tensor and shear stresses were then calculated as follows (Currie, 1993):

'̂ ij -  -P ^ij +
^ ÔV. dvj  ̂
— --k — - (5)

(6)
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With ôÿ the Kronecker delta, p the density o f the fluid, v/ the velocity of the fluid flow in 

the i direction, x̂y the element of the shear tensor x in position ij, x . the resulting shear

stress vector in the i direction, e, the directing vector i o f the orthonormal base o f vectors

and \x the cinematic viscosity of the fluid, p and p were assumed to be the same as for 

water (respectively 1000 kg.m'^ and 10"̂  N.s.m'^). Umax was adjusted to give rise to a shear 

stress of 5 Pa (50 dyn.cm'^) on a flat substrate and was 0.046 m.s"\

8 2.3.3 Finite Eiement Modelling: Physical Model and Boundary Conditions

All materials were assumed to be linear elastic and isotropic. The Poisson ratio was 

assumed to be 0.3.

The model was fully constrained on the bottom surface and the shear stresses derived from 

the CFD calculation were multiplied by the surface normals and imposed onto the surface 

nodes (Fig 8-4B).

8 2.3.4 Variation of the Physical Parameters

To assess the effect of the cinematic viscosity p on the cellular strains, its value was varied 

between 5.10""̂  and 4. 10"̂  N.s.m'^ while keeping all other parameters constant. The effect 

of cell height on cellular strain was assessed by varying it between 50 and 200% of the 

original height all other parameters being constant. Finally, the influence o f the cellular 

Poisson ratio was evaluated by varying it, for the whole mesh, between 0.2 and 0.5 whilst 

keeping the other variables constant. These analyses were only performed for one cell 

model as the other cell models would show identical trends.

8.2.4 Numerical Modelling for Micromanipulation Models

Micromanipulation techniques apply mechanical stimuli only to small areas of the cell 

inducing large local strains. Therefore, finer meshes are needed to calculate the strain 

distributions with reasonable accuracy. Modelling the whole cell with a suitable mesh 

refinement would be unpractical as the memory space and calculation time needed become 

inordinate.

Based on our experience in modelling cellular indentation by a spherical AFM tip (Chapter 

3), we decided to model only a small volume o f the cell and assume that the material was 

isotropic and linear elastic. The Young’s modulus was chosen to be 1 kPa, the lower value 

for cellular material properties, hence giving an upper bound of the cellular strains. The 

Poisson ratio was chosen to be 0.3 (Maniotis et al., 1997).
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8.2.4.1 Magnetic Microbead Pulling

In magnetic microbead pulling experiments, ferromagnetic beads coated with collagen are 

sprinkled over a cell layer and left to settle for 30 minutes. The collagen coated beads bind 

to the cells via integrin cell adhesion receptors and the cells are washed several times to 

remove unbound beads. During the experiment, a magnetic field is applied to the cells and 

the microbeads are displaced vertically, pulling the cell with a force of 4pN over the area 

o f contact (Glogauer and Ferrier, 1998).

To determine the area of contact o f the magnetic microbeads with the cell surface, we 

assumed that when the microbeads contact the cells, they indent the cellular material with a 

force Fw equal to their weight minus the buoyancy force thus creating an indentation of 

radius a (Johnson, 1985).

= ( PFe,o, -  9 H ^ o ) ' ^ - S  (7)

4 E
a = (8)

With R  the bead radius, v the Poisson ratio, E  the elastic modulus, g  the universal 

gravitational constant (9.81 kg.m.s'^), ç>Fe304 the volumic mass of magnetite (4897 kg.m'^) 

and ç>h2o the volumic mass of water (10^ kg.m"^). The radius of the beads was chosen to be 

2 pm (Glogauer and Ferrier, 1998) yielding a radius o f contact of 0.12 pm.

Taking the symmetries of the problem into account, only one quarter of the space was 

modelled (Fig 8-5A). A box of 2 pm in length in the x- and y- directions and with a 

thickness of 3 pm was meshed with 20-noded parametric volumic elements with a higher 

density in the area of contact (shown in green in Fig 8-5A) and particularly at the boundary 

between the tethered and untethered region. The model was constrained in displacement in 

the z-direction at its base and in the x- and y-directions respectively on the y- and jc-sides in 

which the pulling was applied (Fig 8-5A). The other sides were left free. To simulate 

magnetic pulling, a uniform force was applied onto the top surface nodes in the area of 

contact. The area o f contact was constrained in the x- and y-directions to simulate integrin 

linkages between the cell surface and the bead. The experimentally controllable parameters 

are the force applied (through the magnetic field), and the radius of the microbeads.
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The importance o f the Poisson ratio was investigated by varying it, for the whole mesh, 

between 0.2 and 0.5, recalculating the radius of indentation accordingly and solving for the 

strain distribution with the new Poisson ratio with E=\ kPa and F=A pN. The total force 

applied to the bead was varied between 2 and 20 pN and the cellular strains resulting were 

calculated with E=\ kPa and v=0.3.

8 2.4.2 Microbead Twisting

During microbead twisting experiments, the ferromagnetic beads are tethered to the cells 

following a similar protocol as for microbead pulling but are coated with an Arg-Gly-Asp 

(RGD) peptide, an integrin receptor agonist (Wang and Ingber, 1994). The beads are then 

magnetised using a large magnetic pulse and a much smaller magnetic field is used to 

make them rotate and apply a torque onto the cell cytoskeleton via integrin receptors 

(Wang and Ingber, 1994).

The area o f contact of the beads with the cell surface was calculated as for magnetic bead 

pulling. The problem only has one plane o f symmetry and accordingly, we modelled one 

half-space (Fig 8-6A). A box of 4 pm by 2pm in the x- and y- directions and with a 

thickness o f 3 pm was meshed with 20-noded parametric volumic elements with a higher 

density in the area o f contact (shown in green in Fig 8-6A) and particularly at the boundary 

between the region in contact and the free region. The model was constrained in 

displacement in the z-direction at its base, in the y direction on the plane of symmetry and 

in the x- and y-directions respectively on the y- and x-sides on the other vertical surfaces 

(Fig 8-6A). To simulate the magnetic twisting, the nodes on the surface of contact were 

rotated by an angle a  around the y-axis of the contact disk. The force and pressure applied 

could be calculated by extracting the resultant of this imposed displacement. The area of 

contact was constrained in the x- and y-directions to simulate integrin linkages between the 

cell surface and the bead. The read-out variable for these experiments is the angle of 

rotation and the control is effected via the pressure applied. Wang and Ingber (1994) report 

a maximal pressure of 4 Pa applied on the area of contact.

The importance of the Poisson ratio was investigated by varying it, for the whole mesh, 

between 0.2 and 0.5, recalculating the radius of indentation accordingly and solving for the 

strain distribution with the new Poisson ratio with E=\ kPa and /?=4 Pa. The rotation 

applied to the bead was varied between 5° and 40° and the cellular strains resulting were
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calculated with E=l kPa and v=0.3. The effect of the radius of contact was assessed by 

varying it between 0.1 and 0.6 pm w ithp=4 Pa, E ^ lkPa and v=0.3.

8 2.4.3 Micropipette Poking

Micropipette poking consists in lightly indenting the cell surface with a blunt micropipette. 

We assumed that this was similar to indenting the cell surface with a rigid indentor with a 

radius of 1.5 to 3 pm.

This experiment was modelled similarly to cellular indentation by a glass sphere using 

AFM (Chapter 3). Taking the symmetries o f the problem into account, only one quarter of 

the space was modelled. A box 15 pm in length in the x- and y-directions and with a 

thickness of 4 pm was meshed with 20-noded parametric volumic elements, with a higher 

density o f elements in the area of indentation and particularly at the boundary between the 

indented (shown in green on Fig 8-7 A) and the free regions. The model was constrained in 

displacement in the z-direction at its base and in the x- and y-directions respectively on the 

y- and x-sides in which the indentation was performed (Fig 8-7A). The other sides were left 

free. The cellular material was assumed to be linear elastic and isotropic. As the main 

control in this system is the depth of indentation 5, we used this as an input parameter in 

our calculations rather than applied force.

The importance of the Poisson ratio was investigated by varying it, for the whole mesh, 

between 0.2 and 0.5, recalculating the radius of indentation accordingly and solving for the 

strain distribution with the new Poisson ratio with E=\ kPa, 6=1 pm and R=3 pm. The 

depth of indentation was varied between 0.5 and 1.5 pm and the cellular strains resulting 

calculated with E ^\ kPa, v=0.3 and R=3 pm. The radius of the pipette was varied between 

1 and 3 pm with E=\ kPa, v=0.3 and 6=0.5 pm.

8.2.5 Sensitivity of Mechano-Detection Mechanisms

To investigate the sensitivity of the different mechano-detection mechanisms, we predicted 

the cellular strains used in mechanical stimulation studies by our and other groups, in 

which the detection mechanism was examined (Table 8-V). The strains were calculated as 

previously described assuming that all cell types have similar elasticities (reviewed in 

Lehenkari et al., 1999) and using E=1 kPa for the micromanipulation studies.
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8.2.6 Adaptation to Mechanical Strain

To examine the efficiency o f increasing cellular elasticity to adapt to sustained mechanical 

strain, we changed the cellular material properties and examined the effect on cellular 

strain distributions. For whole cells, the material properties were increased by a given 

percentage. For the micromanipulation models o f microbead pulling and twisting, the 

elasticity was varied between 0.5 and 10 kPa. The effects of cellular elasticity on strain 

distributions due to micropipette poking were not assessed, as this technique offers no 

control over the force applied. However, a comparable study has been performed for AFM- 

indentation with spherical tips in Chapter 3.

8.2.7 Cellular Strain Resulting from Stray Fluid Flow

Based on results from studies by Schaffer et al. (1994) giving the substrate strains in a 

variety of stretching systems and Brown et al. (1998) giving the stresses resulting from 

stray fluid flow in those systems, we compared the cellular strains due to the intended 

stimulation (stretch) and those due to the unintended stimulation (fluid flow) using our 

FEM and CFD results. The fluid shear stresses induced by the three systems studied were 2 

orders of magnitude lower than those commonly used to mechanically stimulate cells (2-5 

Pa) and hence we ignored them. However, the fluid normal stresses reached significant 

magnitudes (up to 75 Pa). As cells are very close to being a flat surface, we approximated 

the normal stresses due to fluid flow by a hydrostatic pressure of similar magnitude.

8.2.8 Statistics and Curve-Fitting

Average, maximal and median strains were compared with a Student’s t-test and the results 

were deemed significant for p<0.05.

All curve-fitting was performed using Kaleidagraph.

8.3 Results

8.3.1 Experimentally Measured Material Properties of Osteoblasts

Topography and material properties (Fig 8-IB and 8-ID) were acquired using atomic force 

microscopy. The cell was clearly identifiable as a softer area on a hard substrate (Fig 8- 

ID). The cellular elasticities varied between IkPa in the nuclear area and 100 kPa in the 

cytoplasmic skirt and did not correlate with cell height (Fig 8-lB and 8-lD).
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Figure 8-1. Characterisation and primary data acquisition from osteoblasts.

Fig IA shows a typical osteoblast stained for F-actin (red) and focal contact protein paxillin (green). Bar= 10 pm. Fig IB shows the 

height map o f a primary osteoblast collected on a 100x100 grid. The cell reached a maximum height o f 2.1 pm. Fig 1C shows a pseudo 

three-dimensional image o f  the same cell. Fig ID gives the decimal logarithm o f  the material property distribution o f the cell. The 

material properties varied between 1 and 100 kPa (or 3-5 in log(Pa), Fig ID and IE). Fig IE shows the cumulated material property 

distribution o f 10 osteoblasts. A Gaussian curve was fitted to the experimental distribution. Fig IF shows the same cell (in red) 

converted into a three-dimensional finite element model and plated onto a perfectly flat substrate (in black).
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Stress fibres could clearly be seen as “stiffer lines” spanning the cell from side to side (Fig

8-ID); these correlate with features in the AFM phase image (Fig 8-1C) and show a

distribution similar to actin stress bundles identified with rhodamine-phalloidin staining

(Fig 8-1 A). The cellular elasticity frequency distribution for the ten cells used fitted a

Gaussian curve centred on 14 kPa (Fig 8-IE). Finite element models of the cells were

created (for example in Fig 8-IF from data in Fig 8-IB and 8-ID).

8.3.2 Strain Distributions and Magnitudes

8.3.2.1 Whole Cell Models

Table 8-1. Strain magnitudes resulting from whole cell mechanical stimulation

All values were averaged over the 10 cell models. Average, median and maximum absolute strains are given for the diagonal elements o f  

the strain tensor.

Stimulation Average(abs(8 xd) Average(abs(eyy)) Average(abs(Gzz))

(in pe) (in pe) (in pe)

Stretch (0.1%) 1030+1.1 300+1.1 308+0.95

Hydrostatic pressure (5 Pa) 2.20+0.69 2.14+0.84 187+45

Fluid flow (5 Pa) 2.19+0.9 1.59+0.6 199+78

Median(abs(£xx)) Median(abs(eyy)> Median(abs(Ezz))

Stretch (0.1%) 1030+23 307+7.5 309+9.2

Hydrostatic pressure (5 Pa) 0 .0 0 2 +0 . 0 0 1 0 .0 0 2 +0 . 0 0 1 164+63

Fluid flow (5 Pa) 0 .0 0 1 + 0 . 0 0 1 0.001+0.0006 92+38.2

Max(abs(exx)) Max(abs(Syy)) Max(abs(Gzz))

Stretch (0.1%) 1270+26 366+19 373+16

Hydrostatic pressure (5 Pa) 44.3+15 39.2+20 699+140

Fluid flow (5 Pa) 48.9+23.4 35.7+19.4 1080+48

Substrate stretch produced maximal strains along the axis of stretch. The strain 

distributions were very homogenous along the x-axis with average and median absolute 

strains o f 1030 pe, and maximal absolute strains of 1270 pe (Table 8-1). Strains in the y- 

and z- directions were significantly lower than in the x-direction. Most o f the cellular 

strains were close to the imposed stretch and higher strains were situated in the vicinity of 

stress fibres (Fig 8-2A). The evolution of maximum, median and average absolute strains 

(averaged over ten cells) could be predicted for commonly used values of substrate stretch 

(Fig 8-2B).
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Intermittent hydrostatic pressure produced compressive strains that were maximal in the 

vertical direction (Table 8-1). The strain distribution was heterogeneous, with maximal 

strains six-fold higher than average or median strains (Fig 8-3A and Table 8-1). The 

maximally strained areas coincided with areas of lower elastic modulus (Fig 8 -IB and Fig 

8-3A) such as the nuclear region or areas of the cytoplasm devoid of stress fibres. The 

evolution o f maximum, median and average absolute strains (averaged over ten cells) 

could be predicted for physiologically relevant pressures (Fig 8-3B). Values for higher 

hydrostatic pressures used in some setups can be extrapolated from the graph (Fig 8-3B). A 

pressure of 1 kPa would apply maximal vertical strains (Szz) o f up to 14 % and average 

vertical strains of 3.7%.

Fluid shear produced maximal strains in the vertical direction (Table 8-1). Maximal strains 

were ten-fold higher than average or median strains pointing to a heterogeneous strain 

distribution (Table 8-1 and Fig 8-4B). The vertical fluid shear stresses (%%, Fig 8-4A) were 

lower upstream, where pressure build-up counters the traction force due to shear stresses, 

and larger downstream, where shear stresses and pressure have additive effects. The 

vertical cellular strains (Fig 8-4B) were tensile and maximal downstream from the cell 

apex, in areas with a low elastic modulus that coincided with the location of the nucleus. 

Maximal, average and median strains (averaged over ten cells) could be calculated for 

commonly used values of shear stress (Fig 8-4C).

The maximal strains exerted by the three modes of stimulation were close to one another 

with a 0.1% stretch producing maximal absolute strains o f 1270 pe, a 5 Pa hydrostatic 

pressure producing maximal absolute strains of 700 pe, and a 5 Pa shear stress producing 

maximal absolute strains of 1080 pe (Table 8-1). Fluid flow and hydrostatic pressure 

exerted significantly different maximum and median vertical strains (p=0.04 and p=0.01) 

but not average vertical strains (p=0.70). Maximal absolute vertical strains due to fluid 

flow were significantly lower than the maximal absolute horizontal strains produced by 

substrate stretch (p<0.001).
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Figure 8-2. The effect of substrate stretch.

Fig 2A shows the distribution o f G%x on the cell and substrate surface for a 0.1% stretch. The red arrows indicate the directions o f  stretch 

and the balls indicate a sliding boundary condition. One grid division is 2pm in length. Fig 2B gives the evolution o f  the maximum, 

median and average cellular strains for commonly used substrate stretches. These evolutions are averaged over ten cells.

Fig 2C shows the effect o f  the direction o f stretch on the cellular strains (e,,) in one cell. The direction is expressed by its angle with the 

x-axis. Fig 2D shows the effect o f  increasing elasticities on cellular strains (E^) for a fixed stretch o f 0.1% in one cell. Fig 2E shows the 

evolution o f  cellular strains (Exx) with cellular Poisson ratio for a stretch o f  0.1 % in one cell.
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Figure 8-3. The effect of hydrostatic pressure.

Fig 3A shows the distribution o f 8 ^ on the cell and substrate for a 5 Pa hydrostatic pressure. Black triangles indicate where the substrate 

was fully constrained. Cellular strains are maximal in the nuclear area. One grid division is 2pm in length. Fig 3 8  gives the evolution of 

maximum, average and median vertical strains as a function o f pressure. These evolutions are averaged over ten cells.

Fig 3C gives the evolution o f cellular strains (e^) with increasing Young’s modulus for a pressure o f  5 Pa in one cell. Fig 3D shows the 

effect o f  the Poisson ratio on cellular strains (8 =) for a pressure o f  5 Pa in one cell.
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Figure 8-4. The effect of fluid shear.

Fig 4A gives the shear stress resultant in the z-direction in Pa for a nominal 5 Pa shear stress on a flat substrate. The shear stresses 

are tensile and lower upstream and higher downstream. The imposed parabolic flow profile is shown at the entry and the boundary 

conditions are indicated on the graph. Fig 4B shows the vertical strain distribution (E=) for a cell submitted to fluid shear stresses. Black 

triangles indicate where the substrate was fully constrained. The cellular strains are maximal downstream from the cell apex and in the 

cellular region. In Figs 4A and 4B, the arrow indicates the direction o f flow. Fig 4C gives the maximal, average and median vertical 

cellular strains elicited by commonly used values o f  shear stress averaged over ten cells.

Fig 4D gives the evolution o f  cellular strain (e=) with Young’s modulus for a shear stress o f 5 Pa in one cell. The experimental data was 

fitted with a power-law (r^>0.99). Fig 4E gives the evolution o f cellular strain (e=) with the cinematic viscosity p for a fixed flow 

velocity in one cell. Fig 4F shows the effect o f cell height on cellular strains (e^) for a shear stress o f  5 Pa in one cell.
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8.3.2 2 Micromanipulation Models

Table 8-II. Strain magnitudes resulting from micromanipulation

The parameters pertaining to each study are given in the table. and £n are given for micropipette poking and microbead pulling; 

whereas £„  and £yy are given for the microbead twisting.

Stimulation Method £rr/Sxx C|-|./ Sji Ett/Syy 8 tt/Syy Gzz £zz

min max min max min max

(in %) (in %) (in %) (in %) (in %) (in %)

Micropipette poking, R=2 pm, 8=0.5 pm -7.5 8.7 -8 . 8 5.0 -24 0.94

Bead pulling, £'=1 kPa, F=4 pN - 1 . 0 2 . 1 -0.74 0 . 6 -0.19 5.7

Bead twisting, E=l kpa,/?=4 Pa -1.5 1.4 -0.54 0.58 -7.3 7.3

For commonly used values of the stimuli and an elasticity of 1 kPa, the micromanipulation 

techniques applied strains in excess of 5%, which was on average one order of magnitude 

higher than those applied by whole cell techniques (Tables 8-1 and 8-II).

The radial strain distribution (8^) for microbead pulling (Fig 8-5B) showed the presence of 

high tensile and short-range surface strains at the border between the region tethered to the 

bead and the free region (Fig 8-5A). The cellular strains increased linearly with applied 

force (Fig 8-5E). The maximal vertical strains were the largest strain component, followed 

by the maximal radial strains (Fig 8-5E).

The horizontal strain distribution (Sxx) for microbead twisting (Fig 8-6B) showed the 

presence o f high tensile strains on the surface on either side of the border between the 

region where the bead is bound to the cell and the free region (Fig 8-6A). The cellular 

strains increased quasi-linearly with increasing angular motion (Fig 8-6C). Maximal and 

minimal values for each strain component were o f similar magnitude (Fig 8-6C). The bead 

radius and hence the radius o f indentation only had a marginal effect on cellular strains 

(data not shown).

The radial strain distribution (e^) (Fig 8-7B) for micropipette poking showed a large tensile 

component on the surface at the border between the indented and free region (Fig 8-7A). 

The vertical strain distribution (Szz) (Fig 8-7C) showed a large compressive component 

under the indented region. The cellular strains varied linearly with indentation depth (Fig

8-7D).
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Figure 8-5. The effect of microbead pulling.

Fig 5A gives the cellular deformation amplified four-fold resulting from microbead pulling for a 4pN force. The microbead is tethered 

on the top surface in the region in green. The red arrow indicates the direction o f bead movement. Black triangles indicate where the 

substrate was fully constrained. The balls indicate a sliding boundary condition. Fig 58  shows the radial strain distribution (Sn̂ ) on the 

top surface resulting from microbead pulling. High tensile strains are present on the borders o f  the tethered region. Fig 5C shows the 

evolution o f  cellular strains as a function o f  cellular elasticity for a force o f  4 pN. The results were fit with a power-law (r^>0.95 except 

"Err min”).

Fig 5D shows the evolution o f  cellular strains with the Poisson ratio for a force o f  4 pN. Fig 5E gives the evolution o f  cellular strains 

with increasing force (in pN). Fig 5F shows the vertical displacement as a function o f  the cellular Young’s modulus for a force o f 4 pN. 

The experimental results were fit with a power-law (r^>0.99).
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Figure 8-6. The effect of microbead twisting.

Fig 6A gives the cellular deformation amplified two-fold resulting from microbead twisting for a 4 Pa pressure. The microbead is 

tethered on the top surface in the region in green. The red arrows indicate the movement o f the borders o f  the tethered region. Black 

triangles indicate where the substrate was fully constrained. The balls indicate a sliding boundary condition. Fig 6B shows the strain 

distributions (8xx) resulting from microbead twisting. High tensile strains are present on either side o f  the tethered region. Fig 6C shows 

the evolution o f  cellular strains with the angle o f twist.

Fig 6D shows the evolution o f  cellular strains with the Poisson ratio for a pressure o f  4 Pa. Fig 6E shows the angle o f  twist as a function 

o f the cellular Young’s modulus for a pressure o f 4 Pa. The experimental results were fit with a power-law (r^>0.99). Fig 6F shows the 

evolution o f cellular strains as a function o f cellular elasticity. The results were fit with a power-law (r^>0.95).
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Figure 8-7. The effect of micropipette poking.

Fig 7A gives the cellular deformation amplified two-fold resulting from micropipette poking for a 0.5 pm indentation. The micropipette 

is in contact with the top surface in the region in green. The red arrow indicates the direction o f force application. Black triangles 

indicate where the substrate was fully constrained. The balls indicate a sliding boundary condition. Fig 73  shows the radial strain 

distribution (Err) resulting from micropipette poking. High tensile strains are present on the border o f the indented region. Fig 7C shows 

the vertical strain distribution (Aa) resulting from micropipette poking. High compressive strains are present under the area o f  

indentation.

Fig 7D shows the evolution o f cellular strains as a function indentation depth for a pipette radius o f  3 pm. Fig 7E shows the evolution of 

cellular strains with the Poisson ratio for a pipette radius o f 3 pm. Fig 7F shows the evolution o f cellular strains with pipette radius.
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8.3.3 Effect of Material Property Changes

8.3.3.1 Whole Cell Models

When substrate stretch was applied, a 2-fold increase in the cellular elasticities had no 

influence on the strains exerted on the cell (change<0.1 %, Fig 8-2D). However, when the 

cellular elasticities were increased two-fold and hydrostatic pressure or fluid shear were 

applied, the cellular strains were reduced by 50 and 33% respectively (Fig 8-3C and 8-4D).

8.3 3.2 Micromanipulation Modeis

For microbead pulling and twisting, all components of cellular strain decreased 

dramatically with increasing elasticity (Figs 8-5C and 8-6F, respectively) for a fixed 

stimulus. These decreases fitted well with a power-law (r^>0.95 except “Szz min” for 

microbead pulling).

In microbead pulling experiments, the vertical displacement of the bead for a force of 4pN 

decreased from 21 nm for E=0.5 kPa to 2.8 nm for E=10 kPa. The vertical displacement as 

a function of elasticity fitted well with a power-law (r^=0.99. Fig 8-6F).

During microbead twisting, the angular rotation of the bead for a pressure of 4 Pa 

decreased from 12° for E=0.5 kPa to 1.5° for E=10 kPa. The angular motion as a function 

of elasticity fitted well with a power-law (r^=0.99. Fig 8-5E).

8.3.4 Effect of Poisson Ratio Changes

8.3.4.1 Whole Cell Models

When substrate stretch was applied, the Poisson ratio had little effect on average or median 

strains. 8%% was reduced by only 15% when v was changed from 0.2 to 0.5 (Fig 8-2E). 

However, in models o f hydrostatic pressure (Fig 8-3D) or fluid shear (similar evolution to 

Fig 8-3D, data not shown), the Poisson ratio was an important factor and it reduced the 

maximal, median and average maximal strains by 93% when it was varied from 0.2 to 0.5. 

This is due to the predominantly compressive nature of these mechanical stimulations.

8.3.4.2 Micromanipulation Models

The Poisson ratio had little influence on the order of magnitude in microbead pulling 

experiments (Fig 8-5D). The maximal radial and tangential strain decreased by 85% when 

v was varied between 0.2 and 0.5. The two largest strain components in absolute value “Szz 

max” and “Sn- min” varied by -56%  and +74% respectively when v was changed from 0.2 

to 0.5.
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The magnitude of strains elicited by micropipette poking was not very sensitive to changes 

in Poisson ratio (Fig 8-7E). The maximal radial strains (£„■) were reduced by a maximum of 

40% and the maximal tangential strains (stt) by 94% when v was varied from 0.2 to 0.5.

In microbead twisting experiments (Fig 8-6D), the Poisson ratio had a dramatic influence 

around v=0.4 where all components of strain were amplified to an order of magnitude 

above their value for other values o f v.

8.3.5 Effect of the Direction of Application of Stimulus

In substrate stretch models, the stretch direction had no effect on the maximal strain (en 

along the direction of stretch) introducing only a 7% variation in its magnitude (Fig 8-2C).

In fluid shear models, rotating the direction of flow by 90° increased the maximal vertical 

strain (Szz) by 12% and reduced the average and median vertical strains by 5 and 8% 

respectively (data not shown).

8.3.6 Effect of Fluid Flow Parameters

The cellular strains varied linearly with the value o f the cinematic viscosity p (Fig 8-4E).

Increasing cell height by 100% increased the maximal strains by only 7% (Fig 8-4F).

8.3.7 Osteocytes

Table 8-III. Strain magnitudes in an osteocyte embedded in the bone matrix

Osteocyte abs(8xx) 

(in pe)

abs(eyy) 

(in lie)

abs(ezz) 

(in pe)

Average 1100 300 2000
Median 1000 300 2000
Maximum 2400 800 10000

Osteocytes embedded in a block of matrix compressed by 0.1% (1000 pe) were submitted 

to maximal vertical strains (Szz) o f up to 1% (10000 pe). Hence, cellular strains were 

amplified ten-fold compared to matrix strains. Average and median vertical strains were 2- 

fold larger than cellular strains in the direction of stretch (exx).
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8.3.8 Cellular Strain Elicited by Stray Fluid Flow

Table 8 IV. Additional cellular strains induced by stray fluid flow in experimental 

substrate stretch systems

from Schaffer et al. (1994); from Brown et al. (1998).

The nominal strains result from substrate stretch. The additional strains result from stray fluid flow.

Loading Applied Fluid Shear Nominal Nominal Nominal Additional Additional Additional

system Stretch pressure stress e„ Gyy e„ Eyy Ez,

(in Pa) (in Pa) (in %) (in %) (in %) (in %) (in %) (in %)

Average Cellular Strain

Flexercell 2.1%" 75" 0.04" 2.16 0.63 0.65 0.003 0.003 0.28

Providence NA -3Sf 0.05'’ NA NA NA 0.001 0.002 0.14

system

M.I.T 3.0%" -40'’ 0.05” 3.09 0.90 0.92 0.001 0.002 0.15

system

Maximal Cellular Strain

Flexercell 2.1%" 75” ÔÔ? Z67 Ô/77 Ô78 0.066 0.059 LÔ5

Providence NA -38” 0.05” NA NA NA 0.034 0.030 0.53

system

M.I.T 3.0%" -40” 0.05” 3.81 1.10 1.12 0.035 0.031 0.56

system

The cellular strains elicited by stray fluid flow induced additional average cellular strains 

of up to 2810 |4E (0.28%) and maximal cellular strains of up to 10500 pe (1.05%), which 

represented respectively 13% and 39% of the strains induced by substrate stretch 

(Flexercell system, Table 8-IV). The MIT system induced average additional strains of 4% 

and maximal strains o f 14% of the value imposed by substrate stretch. The fluid flow 

induced strains reached 1420 ps (0.14%) on average and a maximum of 5310 pe (0.53%) 

in the Providence system.
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Table 8-V. Pathway for detection of mechanical strain and strain magnitudes applied

Readout gives the parameter on which the effects o f  inhibitors is tested.

Abbreviations: SAC: Stretch Activated Channels, TK: Tyrosine Kinases, PLC: Phospholipase C, IP3: Inositol-1,4,5-triphosphate, PKA: Protein Kinase A, VACC: Voltage Activated Calcium Channel, PGE2: Prostaglandin E2, 

NO: Nitric Oxide.

Stimulation Authors Cell Type Readout Reagents Used Intracellular Pathway Stimulus Subtype Max(exx/err) Max(eyy/ett) Max(ezz)

Atomic Force Chapter 4 Osteoblasts Ca"̂ Gd^\ Thapsigargin, Calcium-free SAC and IP3 F>IOnN 3% 3% 9%

Microscopy medium, Genistein, Verapamil, 

PLC-inhibitor

Microbead Glogauer et al.. Osteoblasts Ca"̂ Genistein, BAPTA, Gd̂ % EGTA, SAC and TK F=4 pN 2% 0.60% 5.00%

Pulling 1997 and 1995 Mn̂ ^

Niggel et al., 2000 Endothelial cells Ca^ Gd^\ Mn^+ SAC F=4 pN 2% 0.60% 5.00%

Niggel et al., 2000 Glioma cells Câ + EGTA, Thapsigargin, Calcium-ffee 

medium, Mn̂ ^

IP3, SAC 2% 0.60% 5.00%

M icrobead Chen et al., 2001 Endothelial cells Endothelin-I Gd̂ % EGTA, Genistein, Myosin SAC, TK and p=2 Pa 0.70% 0.25% 3.60%

Twisting mRNA inhibitor cytoskeletal tension

M icropipette Xia and Perrier, Osteoblasts Ca^ Calcium-free medium, cocktail: SAC and VACCs NA >8% >8% >24%

Poking 1992 Gd̂ -̂t-V erapamil+N ifedipine4-Co^^

Guilak et al., 1994 Chondrocytes Câ ^ Calcium-chelation, Gd’ ,̂ Amiloride, SAC 6=1-2 um 21% 12% 47%

Verapamil, Nifedipine

Hu and Sachs, Chick heart cells Electrophysiology Gd^ ,̂ Spider venom SAC 5=3.8 um Rounded cell >21% >12% >47%

1996

Diamond et al.. Endothelial cells Ca^ Amiloride, Nifedipine, PLC- PLC NA >8% >8% >24%

1994 inhibitor, TEA

Hydrostatic Lee et al., 2000 Chondrocytes Electrophysiology Gd^*, Antibodies to integrins. SAC and integrins p=l3 kPa Intermittent 11% 10% 182%

Pressure Genistein

Salter et al., 1997 Osteoblasts Electrophysiology Gd^ ,̂ Antibodies to integrins. SAC and integrins p=l3 kPa Intermittent 11% 10% 182%

Genistein
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Substrate Toma et al., 1997 Osteoblasts Osteopontin Genistein, Quercetin, Chelerythrine, TK, PKA, cytoskeleton Ex, =1.3% Uniform 1.30% 1.30% ?

Stretch mRNA Cyclohexamide, H89 biaxial,

flexercell

Rosales et al.. Endothelial cells Ca^ Gd^\ Calcium-free medium SAC and 1P3 Exx =10% Uniform 10% ? 7

1997 biaxial,

flexercell

Hayakawa et al.. Aorta and kidney Stress fibre Gd’^ SAC and cytoskeleton Exx = 2 0 % Uniaxial 20%

2001 cell lines realignment

Peake et al., 2000 Osteoblastic cell 

line, MC3T3

c-fos mRNA G d \  Nifedipine, EGTA, pi 

integrin antibody

SAC, VACCs and 

integrins

Exx =0.1% 4 Point 

bending

0.10%

Fluid Shear McAllister and Osteoblasts NO production Calcium chelation, G-protein G-protein and t=2.6 Pa Steady 25 pE 18 pE 520 pE

stress Frangos, 1999 inhibition extracellular Ca

Ryder et al., 2001 Osteoblasts Câ + Gd^\ Nifedepine SAC and VACCs t=2.5 Pa Steady 24 pE 17 pE 500 pE

Sakai et al., 1998 Osteoblast cell 

line SaOs-2

TGF-pl mRNA Gd̂ % Verapamil SAC and VACCs t=2 Pa Steady 19 pE 13 pE 400 pE

Malek and Izumo, Endothelial cells Cell shape change Gd^\ Genistein, Chelerythrine, TK, PLC 1=2 Pa Steady 19 pE 13 pE 400 pE

1996 and stress fibre 

induction

Calcium chelator, Herbymycin

Hung et al., 1995 Osteoblasts Ca^ Gd̂ "̂ , Verapamil, Neomycin, 

Calcium-free medium, TMB-8

SAC and PLC 1=3.5 Pa Steady 34 pE 24 pE 700 pE

Yellowley et al.. Chondrocytes Câ + Gd̂ "̂ , Thapsigargin, Neomycin PLC and G-protein t=2 Pa Oscillatory 19 PE 13 pE 400 pE

1999

You et al., 2001 Osteoblasts Câ ^ Gd^\ Thapsigargin, Nifedipine, 

U73122

1P3 and VACCs t=2 Pa Oscillatory 19 PE 13 pE 400 pE

Ajubi et al., 1999 Osteocytes FGE2 release Gd^\ EGTA, TEA, Calcium 

chelation, Thapsigargin, PLC- 

inhibitor

SAC, VACCs and PLC t=0.7±0.3 Pulsating 9.6 pE 6 .8  pE 200 pE

Reich et al., 1997 Osteoblasts Câ " Calcium chelation (EGTA, Quin2), 

G-protein inhibition

G-proteins, extracellular 

calcium

t=2.4 Pa Steady 23 pE 16 pE 480 pE
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report inhibition o f cellular reactions when exposed to stretch-activated channel 

blocking agents, Gd^^ (Sachs and Morris, 1998) or Grammostola spatulata venom 

(Suchyna et a l, 2000). However, the possibility that the high levels o f strain applied by 

these techniques over very small areas induce cell damage or membrane rupture should 

not be excluded, especially in the case o f micropipette prodding.

Detection of mechanical stimuli in cells subjected to intermittent hydrostatic pressure 

have been reported to involve stretch-activated channels and integrins (Lee et al., 2000). 

The magnitude of the in-plane strains resulting from hydrostatic pressure was similar to 

that resulting from micromanipulation techniques and hence the detection may be 

mediated by stretch-activated channels.

Reported detection mechanisms for substrate stretch are varied and are thought to 

involve stretch-activated channels, tyrosine kinases, integrins and the cytoskeleton 

(Table 8-V). FE models revealed that the cells were subjected to strains close to those 

imposed on the substrate (in agreement with experimental data by Caille et al., 1998) 

and, for the experiments reported in Table 8-V (except Peake et al., 2000), the strain 

magnitude was similar to that detected by sfretch-activated channels or tyrosine kinases 

in micromanipulation experiments. Furthermore, recent studies point towards the 

detection of substrate stretch through mechano-sensitive channels activated by 

intercellular tension applied through adherens-junctions (Ko et al., 2001b). In contrast, 

some experiments report effects of substrate stretch on osteoblasts for low strains, 

around 0.1% (Peake et al., 2000, Fermor et al., 1998, and Zaman et al., 1997).

However, one must be circumspect when interpreting substrate stretch data as many 

systems also induce stray fluid flow (Table 8-IV and Brown et al., 1998 and You et al., 

2000a). Indeed, the maximal cellular strains induced by stray fluid flow reached 40% of 

the value applied by substrate stretch (Table 8-V); hence, cellular reactions obtained in 

such systems may be mediated not only by substrate stretch but also by fluid flow. 

Owan et al. (1997) showed that the stray fluid flow resulting from a four-point bending 

system (such as that used by Peake et al., 2000) was sufficient to elicit cellular 

reactions. This underlines the necessity of designing new substrate stretch systems (e.g. 

You et al., 2000a) and may explain differences in results between systems that elicit 

large stray fluid flow and those that do not.
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In fluid shear stress experiments, an equal number of groups have reported mechanisms 

involving, or not involving, stretch-activated cation channels for similar values of fluid 

shear. The strain levels for fluid shear experiments, and in particular the in-plane strains, 

which may be detected by stretch-activated channels, are 2-3 orders of magnitude lower 

than those elicited by other stimulation techniques. Hence, either the stretch-activated 

cation channels are particularly sensitive to fluid shear or another mechanism is utilised. 

Recently, it has been shown that G-proteins reconstituted within phospholipid vesicles 

increased their GTP-ase activity in response to fluid shear (Gudi et al., 1998). GTP-ase 

activity also increased with increasing vesicle membrane fluidity. During fluid shear, 

cell membrane fluidity in living cells increased with the onset of fluid flow in the 

upstream cellular region (Butler et al., 2001). Taken together with the very low 

magnitudes of strain induced and the non-specificity o f Gd^^ (Sachs and Morris, 1998), 

these data may point towards a detection mechanism relying on an increase in 

membrane fluidity detected by G-proteins with Gd^^ having an effect on mechanisms 

downstream from these.

In summary, whereas, for commonly used values of the parameters, most stimulation 

methods elicited strains of comparable magnitude, fluid shear experiments generated far 

lower cellular strains and may trigger an entirely different detection mechanism. 

Moreover, several mechanisms may co-exist on each cell type and be sensitive to 

different components of the strain distribution. Chen et al. (2001) and Glogauer et al. 

(1997) report that stretch-activated channels and tyrosine kinases act cooperatively to 

mediate responses to micro-bead twisting and pulling. Hayakawa et al. (2001) report 

that, whereas stretch-activated channels govern whole cell reorientation in response to 

substrate stretch, they do not seem to be involved in the reorientation of actin stress 

fibres within the cell. Such co-existence of detection mechanisms may be beneficial to 

the cell in fine tuning cellular responses, such as the transcription of different genes to 

various ranges of cellular strain.

8.4.2 Importance of the Cellular Poisson Ratio

The cellular Poisson ratio remains unknown, though experiments by Maniotis et al. 

(1997) report a Poisson ratio of 0.25±0.05. The Poisson ratio had little influence on the 

magnitude of strains exerted in microbead pulling, micropipette poking or substrate 

stretch experiments (Fig 8-5D, 8-7E, 8-2E). However, it was of crucial importance in 

hydrostatic compression or fluid shear experiments (Fig 8-3D and data not shown).
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which apply predominantly compressive stresses. When the cell tended to 

incompressibility, the magnitude of cellular strains was greatly reduced. Interestingly, 

for microbead twisting experiments, the Poisson ratio appeared to have a dramatic effect 

around v=0.4 where the strains elicited were increased by one order of magnitude. 

These results are of particular interest as cells may be able to modulate their Poisson 

ratio by altering their intracellular architecture. In support of this, Maniotis et al. (1997) 

showed that specific disruption of the cytoskeletal fibres increased the cellular Poisson 

ratio to approximately 0.5, bringing the cell closer to an incompressible gel.

8.4.3 Cellular Adaptation to Mechanical Perturbation

Cellular adaptation to mechanical stimuli has been reported in many instances and our 

study may explain how those adaptations help the cell withstand sustained mechanical 

stimulation. When exposed to fluid shear stress, cells and their F-actin stress fibres 

realign with the direction o f flow (Girard and Nerem, 1993). Furthermore, cells 

submitted to sustained flow have a higher elasticities than unstrained cells (Sato et al., 

2000). Realignment of the cell body with the direction o f flow serves to reduce the shear 

stresses (-5%) acting on the cell (Barbee et al., 1995) and increasing the cellular 

material properties reduces the strains to which the cell is subjected (-50%, Fig 8-4D). 

In cells subjected to a long period of microbead pulling, Glogauer et al. (1997) reported 

the formation of actin plaques, with higher elasticities under the microbeads. Our study 

shows that increasing cellular elasticity in response to microbead stimulation is a very 

efficient method for reducing cellular strains (Fig 8-5C). Furthermore, addition of actin 

need only be restricted to a small area because the radial strains decay very rapidly (Fig 

8-5B). Similarly, our models predict that cells exposed to long periods of increased 

intermittent hydrostatic pressure could counter the increased strains by increasing their 

elasticity. In agreement with this, cardiomyocytes from animals with cardiac pressure 

overload had elasticities 2-fold higher than those from control animals (Tagawa et al., 

1997). However, several groups report a complete disassembly of the cytoskeleton in 

response to intermittent hydrostatic pressure (Raskin et al., 1993; Parkkinen et al., 

1995), though this may be due to the excessive magnitude of the pressure applied (>4 

MPa). Indeed, to reduce the in-plane strains to values below 1% for a 4 MPa pressure, 

the cell would need to increase its elasticity by several orders of magnitude. Hence, a 

different mechanism of adaptation may be necessary and disassembly of the 

cytoskeleton could be the first step. There is evidence that cytoskeletal tensegrity 

enables cells to accommodate changes in volume (Guilak, 1994) giving them a
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continuum scale Poisson ratio that is not 0.5 (Maniotis et al., 1997 report a value of 

0.25±0.05). Disassembly of the cytoskeleton would change the cell into a fluid 

surrounded by a lipid bilayer; this would make it quasi-incompressible, thereby 

drastically reducing the magnitude of strains to which it would be subjected (Maniotis et 

al., 1997; Fig 8-3D). In substrate stretch experiments, cellular elasticity had little 

influence on cellular strains (Fig 8-2D). This is due to the fact that the cells are tethered 

to the substrate (Fig 8-1 A) and hence any displacement imposed on the substrate is 

imposed on the cells. In this case, it is important to consider the discrete, rather than 

continuum, nature of the cell cytoskeleton. Indeed, the cell is only anchored to its 

substrate at a number of discrete points (focal adhesion complexes, shown in green. Fig 

8-1 A) that often coincide with the extremities of the cellular actin stress fibres (shown 

in red. Fig 8-1 A). If the fibres run along the direction of stretch, the distance between 

the two extremities will be increased and the fibres will exert a vertical compression 

onto the underlying structures. In contrast, if  the fibres reorganise such that they run 

perpendicular to the direction of stretch, the distance between the two extremities stays 

unchanged and no compression is applied (Hayakawa et al., 2001). Thus, cellular 

adaptation can be explained in terms of cytoprotective responses geared at shielding the 

cell from unusual strain magnitudes (Ko and McCulloch, 2000).

8.4.4 Strain Detection in Osteocytes

The strains to which osteocytes were subjected reached 1% and were an order of 

magnitude larger than the strain imposed onto the matrix, confirming earlier results by 

Riemer-McReady and Hollister (1997). Based on micro-manipulation studies and our 

estimates of the cellular strains resulting from these, this magnitude of strain would be 

sufficient to activate stretch-activated cation channels (Table 8-V). However, there is 

still much debate as to the nature of the stimulus to which osteocytes respond. Predicted 

loading-induced shear stresses in the osteocyte lacunae (0.8-3 Pa, Weinbaum et al., 

1994) have been found to have excitatory effects on osteocytes in vitro (Ajubi et al., 

1999; You et al., 2000a). However, in cyclically loaded bone explants, Gd^^ abolished 

loading-related increases in nitric oxide and prostaglandin PGH (Rawlinson et al., 1996) 

which would point to a mechanism mediated by stretch-activated channels. However, 

the same group (Rawlinson et al., 2000) also showed that pertussis toxin, a blocker of 

G-proteins, inhibits loading-related increases in prostaglandins PGE2 and PGI2, thus 

pointing to a detection of the fluid flow within the bone. Hence, both signalling
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mechanisms could realistically be involved and may co-exist in osteocytes to mediate 

the detection of, and responses to, bone deformation.

8.4.5 Limitations of the Integrated Measurement and Modelling Process

Combining AFM measurements with modelling techniques has enabled us to compare 

the strains elicited by different straining techniques for the first time. However, there are 

a number of limitations to this approach. Firstly, we have modelled the cellular material 

as being linear elastic. This is an acceptable starting point as we were interested only in 

the static solutions to mechanical stimulation (Chapter 3 and Zhu et al., 2000). 

However, cells are viscoelastic (Wu et al., 1998) and the viscoelastic components of 

their response to mechanical strain may be important in the detection, or transduction, 

of mechanical stimuli. Furthermore, the tensegrity-architecture of the cytoskeleton of 

living cells exhibits strain hardening (Chen et al., 2001; Ingber, 1993). Ignoring this 

factor may lead to an over-estimation of the strains applied. This may be particularly 

important in the case of stimulation through integrins or transmembrane proteins that 

are tethered to the cytoskeleton, as occurs in microbead pulling or twisting. Thus, we 

consider that a new finite element formulation, based on the behaviour o f a basic 

tensegrity unit subjected to mechanical forces (Stamenovic et al., 1996), will need to be 

created for the realistic modelling of cells. Secondly, we assumed that the cells were 

uniformly attached to the cell surface. This is clearly not the case (Fig 8-1 A) and cells 

exposed to substrate stretch have been shown to upregulate focal adhesion complex 

sizes in response to loading (Wozniak et al., 2000). Discrete attachment points onto the 

substrate may give rise to more complex cellular deformations and strain distributions 

on the underside of cells when exposed to substrate stretch, fluid shear or hydrostatic 

pressure. Thirdly, in our models, we used the elasticities of subconfluent cells which 

may have different material property distributions than confluent cells. Fourthly, in our 

studies, we have assumed, based on studies by Maniotis et al. (1997), that cells had 

Poisson ratios between 0.2 and 0.5. Recently, materials with Poisson ratios that are 

negative or larger than 0.5 have been discovered. Taken together, these limitations to 

the modelling process performed in this paper indicate that future studies will require 

new and more complex, and hence more computing time-intensive, techniques to model 

realistic situations.
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8.4.6 Conclusion

In summary, we have used AFM in conjunction with FEM and CFD to predict the 

cellular strain distributions resulting from common whole cell mechanical stimulation 

techniques. Furthermore, we also predict the strain distributions resulting from 

micromanipulation techniques. These data will enable direct comparison of downstream 

events resulting from different stimulation techniques and help understand whether 

different mechanical stimulations exerting similar strain levels are detected through 

distinct pathways. Cellular adaptation responses to mechanical strain were simulated 

and explained in terms of cell mechanics and cytoprotection. We believe that the 

application and future developments of in silico cell modelling will help understand the 

interplay between mechanical forces, strain detection, gene expression and cellular 

adaptation in physiology. Diseases commonly occur in organs/tissues exposed to 

mechanical stresses, such as osteoporosis in bone and atherosclerosis in blood vessels. 

A greater understanding of the interplay o f modifications in the mechanical forces with 

other aetiological factors may help further our understanding of the pathogenesis of a 

range o f common diseases.
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Chapter 9 - General conclusions

This thesis has examined various aspects of the detection and transduction of 

mechanical stimuli by cells o f the osteoblastic lineage. In addition, cell mechanics have 

been examined using several experimental techniques and modelling approaches. Two 

main themes have been developed: mechanotransduction by bone cells and 

cytomechanics.

9.1 Summary

9.1.1 Mechanical Stimulation of Osteoblastic Cells by AFM and Cellular Strain 

Distributions

- AFM-mediated indentation can elicit intracellular calcium increases in osteoblastic 

cells.

- Cellular strain distnbutions can be calculated using Finite Element Modelling and 

contact mechanics theory. These reveal a large tensile radial strain component on the 

cell surface and a large compressive component in the vertical strains under the area of 

indentation.

- The predicted diameters of indentation were compared to the experimentally measured 

ones and used to give an estimate of the error on the strain magnitude. Errors on the 

radial strain were on the order o f 30%.

9.1.2 Sensitivity of Osteoblastic Cells to Mechanical Strain and Its Modulation

- Osteoblasts reacted to mechanical strain either after being contacted by the AFM 

cantilever tip or upon stress relaxation when the load was removed. 50% of stimulated 

cells reacted for strains lower than or equal to 2.5%.

- The calcium entry pathway of reactions consequent upon contact depended on stretch- 

activated ion channels for the first step. The reactions subsequent to stress relaxation 

depended on an intact microtubule cytoskeleton and intracellular calcium stores.

- Cell sensitivity to mechanical strain could be modulated by disrupting specific 

elements of the cytoskeleton. Microtubules, intermediate filaments, spectrin and the 

fluidity of the cell membrane were important factors in the modulation of cell 

sensitivity.
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9.1.3 Experimental Determination of Cellular Strain Distributions and Sensitivity 

to Mechanical Strain

- A new method was created to estimate intracellular strain distributions elicited by 

mechanical perturbation in melanoma cells transfected with GFP-tagged actin or 

tubulin.

- Intracellular strains elicited by micropipette poking and giving rise to an intracellular 

calcium response were on the same order of magnitude than those predicted using AFM 

and FEM.

- Intracellular strain distributions resulting from mechanical stimulation differed 

significantly from those expected in a homogenous continuum thereby showing the 

interconnected nature of the cellular cytoskeleton.

9.1.4 Sensitivity of Stretch-Activated Channels to Membrane Strain in 

Osteoblasts

- Non-selective cation stretch-activated channels were identified in primary osteoblasts.

- Using experimentally acquired video-microscopy, pressure and electrophysiology 

data, the process o f membrane aspiration was simulated using FEM. Membrane strains 

of approximately 20% were needed for mechanosensitive channels to be open 50% of 

the time.

- The most likely carrier of charge through the stretch-activated ion channels was Na^. 

Whole cell and local Na^ increases could be elicited by AFM.

9.1.5 Intracellular and Intercellular Sodium and Calcium Waves

- Mechanical stimulation by micropipette poking could elicit both intracellular and 

intercellular Na^ and Ca^^ waves and these were visualised simultaneously by confocal 

microscopy.

- Intercellular Na^ waves travelled faster than Ca^^ waves and propagated through gap- 

junctions.

- Both ionic pathways interacted in complex manners. In particular, the absence of 

extracellular Na^ or inhibition of reverse sodium-calcium exchange inhibited the 

propagation of Ca^^ waves.
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9.1.6 Estimation of the Cellular Strains Elicited by whole Cell and

Micromanipulation Techniques

- AFM material property measurements used in conjunction with FEM and CFD could 

be used to estimate the cellular strains elicited by common whole cell and 

micromanipulation mechanical stimulation techniques.

- Fluid shear elicited significantly lower strains than any other whole cell mechanical 

stimulation technique, thereby raising the possibility that cells are particularly sensitive 

to fluid shear.

- Cellular adaptation to prolonged mechanical strain exposure could be explained in 

terms of protection from high cellular strains.

- Micromanipulation techniques elicited higher strains than whole cell techniques.

- Stray fluid flow added a significant contribution to strains elicited by substrate stretch 

in some experimental devices.

9.2 Mechanotransduction by Bone Cells

Many in vivo experiments have highlighted the fact that bone adapts to its mechanical 

environment (Chow et al., 1998a; Guldberg et al., 1997; Rubin and Lanyon, 1984a). 

The cells of the osteoblastic lineage are both the sensors and the effectors of this process 

(Cowin et al., 1991; Huiskes, 2000; Lanyon, 1993). However, what mechanical stimulus 

they detect, what detection mechanism is used and what magnitude of strain is needed 

to elicit a cellular reaction still remain controversial.

Chapters 3 and 4 have shown that osteoblasts can detect directly applied mechanical 

strain and that 50% of stimulated cells reacted to strains of 2.5% or lower. Mechanical 

strain was used to quantify cellular sensitivity rather than applied force because the 

cellular material properties can differ widely (as shown in Chapter 8) and hence the 

induced deformations would also vary widely. Furthermore, the surface area to which 

the force is applied is important. Indeed, magnetic microbead pulling only applies a 

force of 4 pN but over such a small area that it induces strain magnitudes comparable to 

AFM indentation (Chapter 8). Two separate detection mechanisms were present in 

osteoblasts and detected different components of the strain field (Chapter 4). Cellular 

reactions subsequent to contact between the indentor and the cell relied on detection 

through mechanosensitive ion channels and were sensitive to radial strain in the plane of 

the cell surface. Involvement of stretch-activated channels will only be unambiguous 

once the specific blocker derived from Grammostola Spatulosa venom becomes widely
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available (Suchyna et al., 2000). Indeed, gadolinium, the blocker used in these studies,

has also been shown to affect L-type calcium channels and the sodium/calcium

exchanger (Sachs and Morris, 1998; Zhang and Hancox, 2000). In support of our

finding, Kirber et al. (2000) showed that mechanosensitive channel openings in a

restricted area o f the cell could lead to whole cell calcium responses. Cells also reacted

upon stress-relaxation, a process dependent upon an intact micmtubule network and

probably sensitive to the relaxation of the ven al strain component (Chapter 4). Stress-

relaxation reactions were also observed (though not reported) by Hung et al. (1996b).

As the strain levels needed to elicit cellular responses were higher than those generally

accepted to lead to whole bone adaptation (2.5% versus 0.3%), two additional estimates

of cell sensitivity to mechanical strain were computed. Chapter 6 confirms the presence

of stretch-activated cation channels in primary osteoblasts and predicts that strains of

approximately 20% are needed to elicit stretch-activated channel openings. This may

point to the presence of a large pre-tension in the cell membrane in its normal state.

Micropipette aspiration would disrupt this pre-tension and hence larger applied strains

would be necessitated. Chapter 5 shows that intracellular strains elicited by micropipette

poking and giving rise to an increase in intracellular calcium were in excess of 3% (also

shown in Chapter 8). However, these experiments were performed on melanoma cells

and therefore confirmation of this must be obtained in osteoblastic cells. This raises the

question of whether all cell types are sensitive . j  the same level of mechanical strain. In

summary. Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 suggest that cellular strains on the order o f 2% or

higher are needed for osteoblastic cells to react to a mechanical force applied directly to

the cell surface.

Are the strain levels needed to elicit intracellular calcium responses compatible with the 

physiological levels present in bone? Several groups have measured the strains at the 

bone surface in live animals (ranging fi*om horses to cockerels or rabbits (Gilliam et al., 

1975)) during a variety of physical activities (Biewener et al., 1996; Burr et al., 1996; 

Fritton et al., 2000; Lanyon and Smith, 1969; Rubin and Lanyon, 1984a). These have 

demonstrated that strains on the bone surface in vivo range from 2000 to 3500 pe (or 

0.2% to 0.35%) and that only few daily strain events are of a magnitude superior to 

1000 pe (or 0.1%) (Fritton et al., 2000). Bone is a layerec composite material 

containing multiple cavities (osteocyte lacunae ^.id canaliculi, Volkmann’s canals, 

Haversian canals) with a complex architecture (trabecular bone). Therefore, strains 

within the bone matrix on a micrometric scale would not be expected to be the same as
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strains measured on the bone surface on a millimetric scale (Cowin et al., 1991).

Kikuchi et al. (1994) showed that the strains around osteocyte lacunae were up to ten

fold larger than the strains applied to the cube of trabecular bone that they were 

modelling. When an osteocyte was modelled inside the lacunae, cellular strains were up 

to two-fold higher than lacunar strains (Riemer-McReady and Hollister, 1997). In 

addition, using experimental digital strain evaluation. Bay (1995) bowed that the strain 

distribution within vertebral bone slices were Heterogeneous and that strains up to five

fold the applied strain were present in the trabecular material. In conclusion, whereas 

bone surface strain is on the order of 0.1%, strains within the cell matrix and in 

particular around osteocyte lacunae may be much larger and compatible with those to 

which osteoblastic cells have been found to react in our experiments.

Alternatively osteoblastic cells may respond to strain-induced fluid shear in normal 

physiology. The presence of strain-induced fluid shear has been demonstrated in bone 

(Knothe Tate et al., 2000) and the magnitude of fluid shear in the osteocyte canaliculi 

and around the osteocytes has been estimated by theoretical considerations («4-6 Pa) 

(Weinbaum et al., 1994). A recent study by You et al. (2000a) has shown that a larger 

proportion of osteocytes reacted to fluid shear stresses of 2 Pa than to substrate stretches 

o f 10%. This suggests that osteocytes may be more sensitive î / fluid shear than to 

matrix deformation. Chapter 8 shows that the str^iii distributions elicited by 5 Pa fluid 

shear are significantly lower than those elicited by substrate stretches of 1000 ps 

(0.1%). Does this reflect a higher sensitivity o f osteocytes to fluid shear or is fluid shear 

detected via a different mechanism? In addition, there is still much controversy about 

whether fluid shear is detected by cells via mechanosensitive ion channels or by G- 

proteins (see Table 8-V).

Further insight may be gained by using the method described in Chapter 5 in 

conjunction with osteoblastic cells transfected with GFP-tagged actin, tubulin or 

vimentin and loaded with a fluorescent calcium indicator. This would enable the 

intracellular strains derived from whole cell stimulation methods to be derived. Using 

engulfed fluorescent markers. Caille et al. (1998) showed that the cytoplasmic strains 

induced by substrate stretch were close to "le imposed strains. Helmke et al. (2000) 

showed that vimentin fibres of endothelial cells ‘ransfected with GFP-vimentin were 

displaced by as much as one micrometer in response to 4 Pa fluid shear. In depth
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examination of the intracellular strains elicited by different stimulation methods would

probably help our understanding of how each type of stimulus is transduced.

Whichever pathway is involved in the physiological detection o f mechanical stimuli in 

bone, it gives rise to an increase in intracellular calcium concentration. As the process of 

bone adaptation is costly in energy and time (lasting approximately 6 weeks), the tissue 

has to adapt in a coordinated fashion. Therefor**, the stimulated cell propagates the 

information to surrounding cells. Signal propagation can be mediated either through the 

release of ATP into the extracellular environment and the subsequent stimulation of 

purinergic receptors on neighbouring cells (Bumstock, 1997), or through the 

intercellular gap-junctions. Chapter 4 demonstrated the presence of gap-junctional 

proteins and functional gap-junctions in osteoblastic cells. Chapter 7 demonstrated that 

disruption o f gap-junctions by two different compounds blocked the propagation of 

signals between cells. Both transmission systems may be used for different situations in 

bone biology. Gap-junctional communication, which is slower and extends to less cells, 

may be used in normal physiology. On the other hand, purinergic signalling may be 

used in cases of disaster such as microcraking and to signal osteoclasts directly. Indeed, 

the presence of purinergic receptors in osteoclasts has been shown by several groups 

(Hoebertz et al., 2000; Naemsch et al., 19G9) and ATP has a stimulatory effect on 

osteoclastic resorption (Hoebertz et al., 2001). Anereas propagation of intercellular 

calcium signals has been reported in many cell types and studied extensively (Boitano et 

al., 1992; Jorgensen et al., 1997; Sanderson et al., 1994; Xia and Perrier, 1992), 

intercellular sodium waves have only been reported in two instances (Paemeleire and 

Leybaert, 2000; Ruiz-Meana et al., 1999). Sodium could enter the stimulated cell 

through non-selective cation stretch-activated channels (as shown in Chapter 6) or 

through compromised cellular membranes (as may happen during microcracking). 

Whether cells augment their intracellular sodium concentrations upon stimulation with 

fluid shear remains to be investigated. Chapter 7 underlined the complexity o f the ion 

concentration regulation within cells and showed significant interactions between both 

the sodium and calcium pathways.

Changes in intracellular ionic concentration; have major effects on cellular physiology 

and this is exemplified in the case of calcium i :gulate gene expression through the 

activation of nuclear factors by calcium sensitive enzymes such as calcineurin 

(Berridge, 1997b). Furthermore, the frequency of calcium transients can regulate which
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genes are transcribed. Indeed, genes activated by nuclear factors with long residency

times in the nucleus will be efficiently transcribed even if  the frequency o f calcium

transients is low. If  the frequency of calcium transients increases, genes with nuclear

factors with shorter residency times will additionally be transcribed.

These results, taken together with the seminal experiment of Rubin and Lanyon (1984a), 

lead us to propose the following model for the regulation of bone mass through a cell 

dependent process. In normal physiology, few daily events reach a magnitude superior 

to 1000 p£ (Fritton et al., 2000). These would give rise to calcium transients in 

osteocytes that can then relay the signal to neighbouring osteocytes and bone lining 

cells on the cell surface. Since only four daily strain events are needed to maintain bone 

mass, we can hypothesise that the genes necessitated for bone mass upkeep are 

transcribed by nuclear factors with a very long res iency in the nucleus. Several authors 

have suggested that in normal physiology bone lining cells would secrete a factor that 

would inhibit osteoclast formation or recruitment (Huiskes, 2000; Martin, 2000). 

Osteoprotegerin (Takahashi et al., 2001) is a tantalising candidate. Indeed, a high 

constitutive secretion of osteoprotegerin would inhibit osteoclast formation. When high 

strain events become more frequent, osteoclasts are recruited to the area and 

remodelling can start. This may be effected through an increase in growth factor 

expression, such as RANKL, on the bone lining cell surface relative to osteoprotegerin 

secretion. Hence, the transcription of RANKL may be effected by a nuclear factor with 

a short residency time in the nucleus. For example, NFkB remains in the nucleus for 

approximately 30 minutes (Dolmetsch et al., 1998). Therefore, for activity o f NFkB to 

remain at high levels throughout the day, tens o f strain events, o f a magnitude large 

enough to give rise to calcium transients in steocytes, would need to be applied to 

bone. In keeping with this, Rubin and Lanyon (1984a) reported that bone formation was 

enhanced if  36 loading cycles a day were applied. In the case of microcracks, purinergic 

signalling may serve to recruit osteoclasts to the area with more efficiency. This course 

of events would initiate adaptation at a local level from mechanically elicited increase in 

intracellular calcium concentrations. Several experiments would be needed to confirm 

or refute this hypothesis. First, is osteoprotegerin and RANKL expression in osteoblasts 

mechanically regulated? Second, can osteoprotegerin and RANKL expression be 

enhanced by artificially initiating calcium transients in osteoblasts with different 

frequencies (as in Dolmetsch et al., 1997)7
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9.3 Cytomechanics

Cells have traditionally been modelled as continua and results using this approach have 

been encouraging (Discher et ah, 1998; Drury et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 2000). Chapter 3 

gave an experimental validation of the use of the modelling of cells as a homogenous 

half plane. Using experimentally acquired material property measurements and knowing 

the force applied, we could predict the diameter o f indentation and this compared 

favourably to the experimentally measured values. Chapter 4 revealed that different 

detection pathways may be sensitive to different components of the cellular strain 

distribution. Chapter 8 showed that the adaptation o f the cytoskeleton in response to 

prolonged mechanical strain, for example fluid shear or microbead pulling, could be 

explained in terms of cytoprotection. Indeed, increases in the cellular material properties 

lead to a large decrease in applied strains. Di. çsembly of the cytoskeleton in response 

to prolonged exposure to high hydrostatic pressures would reduce cellular strains by 

bringing the Poisson ratio closer to incompressibility, another efficient way o f reducing 

strain. However, Chapter 8 also highlighted the failure of the continuum models to 

explain certain phenomena. Adaptation of cells to prolonged substrate stretch could only 

be explained once the discrete nature of the cytoskeleton was taken into account. 

Chapter 6 showed that, although the continuum approach can simulate cellular 

mechanical stimulation phenomenologically, more needs to be understood about the 

submembranous cytoskeleton, membrane inhomogeneity and folding, and the real-time 

dynamics of the cytoskeletal response to mechanical stimuli. Furthermore, the 

continuum theory fails to explain phenomena such as the linear stiffening encountered 

in Chapter 6 or in experiments by other authors (Choquet et al., 1997).

The method for the experimental determim ’.on of cytoskeletal strains exposed in 

Chapter 5 may give us insights into a functional understanding of the role of the various 

cytoskeletal elements and cytoskeletally-associated proteins. Chapter 5 showed that 

point stimulation of cells gave rise to complex strain fields with multiple regions of high 

strains occurring far from the area o f stimulation, rather than the highly localised strain 

region expected from homogenous materials. Taken together with the results from 

Chapter 3, this raises the interesting prospect that, although cellular behaviour without 

regard to the cytoskeleton approximates continuum laws, intracellular mechanics do not. 

Further understanding o f these complexities could be gained by examining the 

movements of fluorescent beads tethered to the cell surface via receptors constitutively 

connected to the cytoskeleton (e.g. integrins) or moving freely in lipid bilayer rafts (e.g.
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CD44) in response to mechanical stimulation. Valuable insights may also be gained by

stimulating cells through microbeads tethered, or not, to the cytoskeleton and examining 

the resulting strain fields and cytoskeletal deformations. Further, experimental 

measurements o f the strain distributions elicited by different modes of mechanical 

stimulation may yield interesting insights into their transduction. For example, 

examination of the cytoskeletal deformations elicited by fluid shear may help to explain 

the greater cell sensitivity to this stimulus demonstrated in Chapter 8. Cell lines 

transfected with both GFP and DsRed tagged cytoskeletal proteins may help understand 

the relationships and interactions in response to mechanical stimuli o f the different 

cytoskeletal networks. In combination with these, dominant negative experiments that 

would inhibit the synthesis of proteins, such as vimentin, paxillin, vinculin or 

spectrin/fodrin, would help shed light on the r~’c of these proteins in cellular mechanics 

and the transduction of mechanical stimuli. Disruption of the different cytoskeletal 

elements may give us information about their role in maintaining the tensegrity 

properties o f cells. For example, do cells without micro tubules behave more like 

continua? One o f the predictions of the tensegrity theory is that the actin cytoskeleton 

exerts pre-tension upon the microtubular network. Using the techniques outlined in 

Chapter 5 on cells transfected with either GFP-tagged actin or tubulin and incubating 

them with inhibitors of the cellular motor proteins would enable the investigation of the 

role o f myosins in the maintenance of pre-tension, as well as give an estimate o f the pre

strain applied.

As alluded to in Chapter 8, a new finite element formulation based on the behaviour of 

the basic tensegrity unit in response to localised load may help +o make modelling of 

cells more precise. Further understanding of l ; mechanics of the cytoskeleton may be 

acquired by studying simplified tensegrity models using the techniques of structural 

analysis. Starting from the basic actin, tubulin and intermediate filament model, one 

could then incorporate proteins present in focal adhesion complexes (integrins, paxillin, 

vinculin, tallin, etc), submembranous proteins (fodrin/spectrin, band 4.1, ankyrin), the 

cell membrane, cytoskeletal branching proteins such as Arp2/3 or filamin A, and 

proteins interconnecting the different types of cytoskeletal fibres (MAP2c, BPAGl, 

coronin, etc; Ko and McCulloch, 2000). This would necessitate the study of the 

functional properties of each of these elements in terms of mechanics, possibly by 

expressing dominant negative genes o f each of the proteins and examining the effects 

on cellular strain distributions.
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9.4 Implications for Disease

By studying osteoblast sensitivity to mechanical strain, we may be able to identify key 

regulators o f cell sensitivity. Compounds displaying such properties may be of use in 

the treatment of osteoporosis or bone loss due to disuse in that they would maintain 

bone mass even with reduced usage or enhance bone formation due to normal usage 

(hence countering the lack o f formation due to hormonal changes after menopause). 

Furthermore, such an anabolic approach would be advantageous over present therapies 

that disrupt the resorption cycle. Indeed, disrupting the resorption phase of bone 

remodelling leads, over the years, to a decrease in quality of the bone stock. An anabolic 

approach, based on enhancing the sensitivity of osteoblasts and osteocytes would have 

the advantage of preventing bone loss whilst also maintaining bone quality.
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